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SETTING THE BENCHMARK
The RECARO innovation for the economy class

Economy class seating at its best: our new product high-
light for long-range flights. Working two years on this
project, the RECARO team created an industry benchmark
in terms of weight, comfort and design.

We will unveil our latest innovation at the Aircraft Interiors 
Expo 2013 in Hamburg. Visit our RECARO stand 7D40 and 
take a seat!

THE NEXT
GENERATION

www.recaro-as.com



WELCOME

001

afraidofthedark
So how do you prepare for an upcoming long-haul flight? I must admit, it 
brings out a different side of me. When planning a holiday, I like to 
schedule only a few ‘must-see’ points, enjoying the freedom of being able to 
go off and explore something unexpected on a whim. I would go as far as to 
say I actively resist detailed itineraries, seeing them as the antithesis of the 
whole ethos of holidays and travel. However, my partner immerses herself 
in Wallpaper guides and travel sites, to ensure we don’t miss a hip bar or 
hidden gem. Then, as we approach the day of the flight, something changes 
in me, and I go into planning mode.

You see, I suffer from a major, deep-seated fear when it comes to long-
haul travel: the fear of a ‘dark flight’ with no IFE. You can talk to me all day 
about system reliability and redundancy, but this is a phobia that won’t be 
diminished by mere good sense and facts. Thus I plan, say, a 12-hour flight 
into segments: three films, that’s six or seven hours, TTOL is around an 
hour, meal service will be around 40 minutes, and the rest of the time can 
just be spent relaxing. Easy… but then the dark thoughts come, leaving me 
with the prospect of an additional six or seven hours to fill, and so my 
carry-on starts filling with books, magazines and an iPad with some content.

Meanwhile my partner has packed just one magazine – one! – as of 
course she quite rightly expects the IFE to work properly. When asked if 
she cares about her imminent peril, she just says she’ll have a nap instead of 
watching a film – sheer insanity. This is just one difference between the 
genders being played out thousands of times a day on flights all round the 
world, as men and women share the same space and products in one-size-
fits-all cabins. I, like many men I suspect, would sacrifice a little seat width 
for a bigger IFE screen, but females would generally prefer the additional 
comfort. For more examples of the different inflight needs of the sexes and 
how they are or aren’t being addressed, read our feature on page 40.

Perhaps the latest interiors in this issue will be a great fit for both 
genders, although this era in aviation, while fascinating, is raising some 
problems. Take the Qatar 787 cabin, for example. It’s a striking design and 
a departure from the Boeing catalogue, but battery problems – I’m sure 
you’ve heard a little about them – mean that Qatar’s 787s are grounded for 
the foreseeable future. Also, the beautiful TAM interior, while it is flying and 
being very well received, could become just a golden moment in the 
company’s history, depending on the outcome of the merger between LAN 
and TAM that has created South American super-airline LATAM.

Speaking of mergers, we are proud to bring you the story behind the 
bold new American Airlines, with cabins that create a single, cohesive 
experience, whether city-hopping in an A319, or flying long haul in a 777. 
I hope to fly on the 777 soon, but I’ll still be taking my own entertainment.
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genderfocus genderfocus

Males and females often like or need different things. But are these 
differences adequately catered for in unisex aircraft interior design?

aubrey c o hen,  AIrcrAft InterIors InternAtIonAl

creativedifferences

If men are from Mars and women are from Venus, 
the cramped, plastic confines of an airliner are the 
native habitat of neither. But there are some things 

airlines and aircraft makers can do to accommodate the 
distinctive needs of both.

“Men and women use all products differently, including 
aircraft cabins,” says Carrie McEwan, human factors 
specialist at Seattle-based design consultancy Teague. 
“There are physical differences between genders that can 
force variation in use. Two key physical capabilities are size 
and strength, but there are also cognitive and cultural 
differences between genders.”

sIttIng coMfortABly? “There are differences between 
men and women in physical dimensions, such as seated 
height, reach and hip breadth,” McEwan continues. So seat 
builders have to accommodate a wide range of potential 
sitters. Physical differences can also affect the user’s 
experience with windows, bins and lighting, she adds.

The new composite fuselages on Boeing’s 787 
Dreamliner and Airbus’s A350 XWB allow larger windows. 
They let in more light, pleasing most passengers, while 
also ensuring a good view for a wider range of differently 
sized people.

Boeing’s latest bins include latches that open by pulling 
up or down, suiting different people, and mirrors that let 
shorter people see if they’ve left anything up there. Many 
seats now have built-in steps to help with bin access. 
Putting light and fan controls in the seat also helps 
accommodate smaller people, male or female.

The addition of storage space in business and first 
classes also creates the opportunity to ensure that spaces 
meet needs of men and women, notes Diego Kolsky, 
creative director and partner at MBLM.

“Men are more likely to have a briefcase or computer 
bag,” he says. “Women bring more than one bag, whereas 
men usually don’t.”

These days business and first-class cabins tend to focus 
on cocooning passengers from each other in posh pods. 
“The seats are designed specifically to separate and give 
private space to passengers,” Kolsky notes.

“But that doesn’t necessarily serve the needs of women 
flying with children,” he adds. “Recently we talked with an 
airline about its premium cabin and it pointed out that in 
Latin America and the Middle East, for instance, it’s not 
unusual to see 10 children in the premium cabins.”

That could mean bringing back more seats abreast, 
according to Kolsky. “We were in a meeting where part of 
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062	 sitting	safely?
	 With	aircraft	seat	safety	hitting	the	

headlines,	Christine	Negroni	investigates	
the	truth	behind	recent	seat	failures
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seatcertification seatcertification

Recent events have created a greater public awareness 
of the importance of safe aircraft seating. Aircraft 
Interiors International delves into the latest safety issues 
and headlines, including American Airlines and Koito

christine negroni ,  AIRcRAft InteRIoRs InteRnAtIonAl

safeseat?

When Japan’s Civil Aviation Bureau suspended 
production approval for Japanese seat 
manufacturer Koito in 2009, it was concerned that 

the company’s falsifying of certification test data left 
unknown the seats’ ability to protect passengers from injury 
and be fire resistant and smoke suppressant in an accident. 
Now, at least one airline knows about this for sure.

Three years ago, when the scandal broke, Continental 
Airlines, now part of United, was one of the 34 airlines 
stuck with seats that may or may not have been safe. The 
airline had Koito seats installed on four Boeing models: the 
737, 757, 767 and 777 – about 20,000 seats in all.

To the airline’s dismay, when it conducted tests in the 
autumn of 2011 as part of the FAA’s Airworthiness 

Directive 2011-12-01, it discovered the economy-class 
seats on its 757s had structural problems. Seats in the 
front row “failed a static test at the front seat track fitting 
and failed a dynamic test at the seat leg clamp”, Megan 
McCarthy, a spokeswoman for United, said at the time. 
Other economy seats failed at the “outboard spreader 
member”. In addition, some plastic and Velcro 
components on premium and economy-class seats did not 
meet flammability requirements, the company said.

Still, there was good news. Engineers within the airline 
were able to fashion fixes satisfactory to the FAA for all 
four of the safety issues so that the airline could continue 
to use the seats. The repairs would not be cheap, though. 
United declined to provide a figure, but an airline 
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americanairlines americanairlines

Following a historic merger, American Airlines is now not just the 
world’s biggest airline, it is implementing an ambitious interiors 
plan across eight aircraft types in a bid to become the best

adam gavine,  AIrcrAFt InterIors InternAtIonAl

americandream

It’s only February and we are already witnessing 
the most dramatic airline story of the year – 
perhaps even the decade – with the US$11 billion 

merger between giants US Airways and American Airlines to 
create the world’s largest airline. Behold the new American 
Airlines – bigger, bolder and better than ever before.

The headlines began in 2009 when American’s 
aggressive fleet-renewal plan started taking effect, with the 
first of 130 737-800s being delivered in an order currently 
being completed. To ensure the airline has the youngest 
and most fuel-efficient fleet of any US carrier, the order 
book also includes eight 777-300s, which are currently 
being delivered; 42 787s with an option for a further 58, 
with deliveries beginning in late 2014; and seven 777-
200s, arriving between 2013 and 2016. Quite incredibly  
a further 200 737s and 260 A320s are also on order, with 
options for a further 100 and 365 respectively, for delivery 
between now and 2022. This fleet will serve more than 
6,700 daily flights to 336 destinations in 56 countries.

An impressive amount of work has gone into making 
sure the interiors of these aircraft offer a level of luxury 
that matches American’s might. The airline invited design 
agencies to pitch for the contract in late 2010, and by early 
2011 London-based JPA Design had secured the contract 
and was beginning work on the interior of the 777-300s 
– the first such aircraft to be ordered by a US airline and 
the flagship of the new American fleet.

James Park, managing director of – and indeed the JP 
of – JPA Design explains the brief: “American was aware 
that the competition in other parts of the world was 
getting better all the time and they had the feeling they 
had to catch up. So the first thing they had to do was  
to look at the aircraft interiors. Essentially the brief  
was to bring the interiors up to a standard that was 
commensurate with the growing competition. If you go 
west from the USA to Japan, Singapore or Hong Kong, you 
can see the kind of competition they are up against, and 
the old American seating was not a patch on any of that. 
You wouldn’t have chosen American to fly to Hong Kong 

070	 qatar	airways’	787
	 This	unique	interior	shows	what		

is	possible	when	you	have	influence		
at	Boeing
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qatar787 qatar787

This two-class 787 interior is not just a new flagship for 
Qatar Airways and the most individual Dreamliner interior 
to date – it forms the blueprint for the rest of Qatar’s fleet

ADAM GAVINE,  AIrcrAfT InTerIors InTernATIonAl

forwardthinking

When an airline as ambitious as Qatar Airways 
announced it was creating an interior for its new 
flagship aircraft, this was never going to be a 

tick-the-boxes catalogue option, with familiar products 
clad in maroon trim. Not with the indomitable CEO Akbar 
Al Baker charged by the Emir of Qatar himself to grow the 
airline from a small regional carrier into a leading 
international airline. And especially not with an order for 
30 787-8s and an option for a further 30 giving Al Baker 
influence at Boeing and status as the Middle East launch 
customer of the aircraft.

The size of the order meant that the airline had 
sufficient clout to divert from the catalogue options, in 
terms of furnishings and layout. “Qatar Airways refused 
the catalogue interior. Qatar’s aeroplanes will never be a 
compromise,” Al Baker told Aircraft Interiors International 
at the airline’s 787 launch. “Qatar Airways has its own 
identity to represent in the cabin and chose to do so by 
reflecting its brand values and cabin vision through the 
superior product selection and implementation.”

01. There is a lot  
of stowage 
space, whether 
for shoes…

02. Or headphones 
and a bottle

03. The table is large 
enough for a 
laptop or several 
service items

01 02 03
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weight reduction   082
 Fuel costs are going up, so  

weight must go down. The latest  
weight-saving technology can  

even aid passenger comfort
ROB FRINTOCK,  
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WEIGHTREDUCTION WEIGHTREDUCTION

As aircraft interior suppliers persist in the drive to reduce cabin
weight, the resulting innovations are benefiting passengers as well
as reducing fuel costs, with exciting developments on the horizon

Rob fRintoc k ,  AIrcrAft InterIors InternAtIonAl

guidinglight

second screen   096
A major trend in home entertainment  

is just as prevalent in IFE.  
It’s time to take advantage

MICHAEL CHILDERS,  
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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personaldevices personaldevices

Ingesting content on two screens simultaneously is becoming  
the norm in the living room, and even cinemas. So why not use 
second screens to make IFE more immersive and interactive?
 
michael childers,  AIrcrAFt IntErIorS IntErnAtIonAl

secondsight

A new debate has emerged in IFE, regarding 
whether passengers’ own tablets, smartphones and 
laptops will replace airline-provided screens. But 

must we choose? Those who argue for one to the exclusion 
of the other are ignoring an emerging reality of 
entertainment viewing: the transformative phenomenon of 
the ‘second screen’.

“More than 70% of tablet owners use their devices 
while watching TV,” says Chuck Parker, president of the 
2nd Screen Society, “as do 68% of smartphone users.” The 
preponderance of this usage involves accessing content, or 
sharing information, which is complementary to the main 
screen, i.e. ‘companion content’. These same devices can 
be used to enhance the inflight entertainment experience 
with second-screen content inflight, believes Parker.

In the living room, the second-screen experience is “the 
simple act of watching television with a smartphone, tablet 
or laptop in your hands that is capable of receiving 
companion content”, says Parker. In IFE, passengers’ own 

PEDs can be used on board to receive second-screen 
content streamed over new wireless IFE systems.

The 2nd Screen Society is a group launched in July 2012 
in the USA to “advance the creation, production and 
adoption of content, applications, devices and distribution 
systems within the 2nd Screen Engagement Ecosystem”, 
according to Parker – a digital-delivery veteran who is 
focusing his expertise on promoting the market for 
second-screen applications in media and entertainment. In 
January 2011 Parker was appointed chief commercial 
officer and member of the executive committee for 
Technicolor SA. He was previously president of 
Technicolor’s Digital Content Delivery division.

tAblEt chrIStmAS Christmas 2012 was called the ‘tablet 
Christmas’ in London as retailers saw tablets flying off the 
shelves at the rate of one per second, recounts Parker. 
Following that increase in the household penetration of 
tablet computers, 2013’s International Consumer Electronics 

01. Even if 
passengers  
don’t have their 
own second 
screen, systems 
like the Thales 
TopSeries 
Avant offer 
an integrated 
second-screen 
experience

about the author
michael childers is an experienced content management consultant in iFe. 
he has chaired the aPeX Technology committee’s digital content  
management Working Group (dcmWG) for more than 12 years and is a long-
time member of the society of motion Picture and Television engineers. 01

104 cabin hygiene
 Even the most beautiful cabin can soon 

become a hotbed of dirt and disease. 
Don’t let carriers be carriers

 PETE HILDEBRANDT,  
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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cabinhygiene cabinhygiene

Having hundreds of people crammed into a confined space for long 
periods can be a recipe for dirt and disease. How can bugs and 
bacteria be banished from the cabin to help ensure healthy travellers?

Pet er Hi ldebrandt ,  AIrcrAft InterIors InternAtIonAl

cleanbreak

With the numbers of people taking to the air to 
destinations worldwide increasing all the time, 
the opportunity for the rapid spread of diseases 

has grown as well. But what about the environment 
passengers inhabit while travelling? Is the aircraft cabin 
itself any more or less able to disperse viruses or bacteria? 
Do onboard air filters keep infection rates to a minimum? 
Has the latest technology made any difference?

modellIng to control dIseAse To answer some of 
these questions, recent work has centred on mathematical 
modelling of infectious diseases, especially involving 
microbial risk assessment. Risk assessment studies have 
been getting a lot of attention lately, according to Dr Brian 
J Coburn, Postdoctoral Fellow at UCLA’s Centre for 
Biomedical Modeling, Semel Institute for Neuroscience 
and Human Behaviour. He is an applied mathematician 
who specialises in quantitative approaches for studying 
infectious diseases. He also works closely with Professor 
Sally Blower, the centre’s director.

Part of their modelling research uses empirical data on 
actual breathing rates and infectious particles emitted from 
breath to predict how many infections will occur during  
a flight. Seven studies of such scenarios were carried out 
for each cabin in an aircraft.

“During the H1N1 virus outbreak, the idea that aircraft 
transport infectious bugs became fixed in people’s minds,” 
explains Coburn. “The conventional wisdom is that you 
are simply transporting individuals, when actually there is 
a dynamic of people getting infected within the flight and 
then – without symptoms – walking out and causing even 
more outbreaks.

“The longer the flight, the more infections are likely to 
occur and, not surprisingly, the more crowded conditions 
in economy class will have even more infections than first 
class,” states Coburn. “Large-scale models that describe the 
spread of infection have been useful for predicting the 
spread of pandemic influenza. For H1N1 these models 
were really important because the disease originated in 
Mexico City and spread around the world via aircraft.”

114 cabin crew
 Top airlines share the secrets to making 

service efficient and unforgettable
 NATASHA EDWARDS,  

AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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crewexcellence crewexcellence

As the walking, talking embodiment of an airline, cabin 
crew must be trained to create a consistent level of service 

that passengers the world over will enjoy and remember

natasha e dwards,  AIrcrAft InterIors InternAtIonAl

humantouch

Beyond seat pitch, lie-flat beds, IFE and the 
promise of gourmet meals, perhaps the biggest 
factor that can help ensure an enjoyable flight 

experience is the work of the cabin crew. As the welcoming 
face and the personification of an airline – be it the image of 
eastern calm of the sarong-clad Singapore Girl or the more 
no-nonsense approach of European and North American 
flight attendants – cabin crew can play a key part alongside 
technology in the battle between premium airlines and in 
gaining crucial customer loyalty.

Marine Gall, director of passenger experience for long-
haul flights at Air France, believes strongly that onboard 
service can improve the customer experience at a time 
when the airline is going through a profound change in 
corporate strategy. Service, both on the ground and in the 
air, forms a crucial part of its Transform 2015 programme, 
intended on one hand to restore economic strength in the 
morose European fiscal climate, and on the other to aid its 
bid to go upmarket, in a new integrated approach initiated 
with the chic new La Première lounge at Paris Charles de 
Gaulle airport. Whereas the airline was previously 
organised according to occupation – ground staff, cabin 

01. The quality of 
Qatar Airways’ 
crew training has 
helped it become 
a Skytrax  
five-star airline

02. One of the  
warmest  
welcomes  
of any airline;  
no wonder  
Malaysia’s  
cabin crew have 
been voted the 
world’s best
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CAD technology   124
 No aircraft interior projects can be 
undertaken without CAD systems at their 

heart. Welcome to the next generation
GUY BIRD,  

AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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CADTECHNOLOGY

‘Revolution’ might be overstating it, but 
computer-aided design (CAD) and virtual reality 
(VR) have come a long way in the aerospace 

industry in the past 10 years. John Tighe, design director 
at London-based design agency JPA – and whose client list 
includes Singapore Airlines and Air China – calls it more 
of a “rapid evolution”. But he qualifies this statement with 
some impressive comparisons.

“It’s relatively easy to sit in the studio and understand 
what we’re talking about because we’re all designers,” he 
begins. “But for someone in engineering or procurement to 
understand, we really need to show a good visual that will 
hit the mark. Ten years ago that was a major undertaking. 
You had to plan cabin renders in particular a few weeks in 
advance, and it was a big, expensive, outsourced thing. But 
now it’s almost like water to us; it flows through the 
studio. We can print six or seven views at A2 or A1 size  
overnight. Six or seven years ago, say, that would have 

been unthinkable. Just one of those prints would have 
taken 24 hours.”

Tighe mentions software such as Luxion KeyShot for 
quick visuals, plus MAXON Cinema 4D and Autodesk 3D 
Studio Max, all of which enable JPA to present its ideas  
so much more quickly, which, in turn, speeds up the 
whole decision-making process. As he adds, “the client 
now sees a lot more visuals a lot more often, which helps 
them get sign-off internally and helps them buy into the 
design earlier”.

(re)connectIng desIgners Software that can 
authentically design surfaces – whether aluminium, plastic 
or even fabric – and other software that can make virtual 
3D models, and others still that can simulate stresses and 
strength prior to a physical prototype being made, are all 
becoming more mature and quicker to use than ever. 
Meanwhile, hardware is able to safely handle ever-larger 

amounts of data, and rapid 3D printing tools look set to 
become more widespread and cost-effective to provide 
another future boon for prototypes and more (see the 
Another Dimension feature on page 132).

As design networks in big western companies become 
increasingly global in nature in order to tap into important 
local markets – China being an obvious example – real-
time ‘co-design’ is becoming another recent phenomenon. 
Having one designer in the USA able to work on the same 
design file as another in Europe or Asia at the same time 
by way of remote servers – a bit like the experience of the 
IT man in another office remotely moving your mouse 
when trying to resolve your computer glitches – is an 
impressive feat of software, but a scenario that can also 
cause its own creativity issues.

Managing such a remote design process will be a big 
trend, reckons Xavier Melkonian, director of design  
for CATIA software at developer Dassault Systèmes. 

“Designers come with their own creativity, but they  
also get inspired by other people,” he says. “When  
you’re working in the studio and see the sketches and 
visuals of the team on the walls and the evolution of the 
physical prototype, it’s a source of inspiration for these 
people. But if you remove that physical prototype  
and sketches, then you lose this kind of team inspiration. 
It’s a bad effect of globalisation that we need to fix by 
bringing people together, facilitating interactions to 
stimulate the confrontation of ideas, even if they are not in 
the same location, with social innovation media and 
virtual prototypes.”

Thus, Dassault Systèmes hosts its 3DExperience 
Platform with the SWYM social innovation community 
platform where designers can connect, blog, challenge 
ideas, or even vote for each other’s designs on all kinds of 
media such as text, sketches and video, and they can add 
3D media. It’s a product already used by automotive Tier 1 

01. 3d aircraft seat 
design grabbed 
the public’s 
interest in Virgin 
Atlantic’s Flying 
in the Face of 
ordinary ad 
campaign, set  
in a futuristic  
development lab

virtuallythere
cAd has made large strides in the aircraft industry in the past  
decade, but will it move as quickly in the next? And if so, what  
will be the new frontiers?

GUY BI RD,  AIrcrAFt InterIors InternAtIonAl

01

CADTECHNOLOGY

3D prototyping   132
 3D printing is becoming not only an 

invaluable tool in the design process,  
but a viable production tool

GUY BIRD,  
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

3DPRINTING

“We are poised at a technological moment of 
infinite possibility,” declared Hugh Aldersey-
Williams, the editor of MADE (Materials and 

Design Exchange) back in 2007 in reference to rapid 
manufacturing. His words, which accompanied a workshop 
at the Royal College of Art in London on the future 
possibilities of 3D printing in all its guises, were inspiring 
and exciting in equal measure as he marvelled at the 
potential “to make things by growing them, as it were, 
rather than by assembling, forming or carving them”.

But six years on, is 3D printing or additive 
manufacturing (AM) – the process of making three-
dimensional objects from a digital model by various 
‘additive’ or layering processes – finally realising 
mainstream potential or is it still too prohibitive in terms 
of cost, speed and material compatibility to make 
commercial sense?

The breadth of industries now using 3D printing 
processes certainly seems to have widened. Take the 
wonderfully intricate couture dresses shown at Paris 
Fashion Week earlier this year by designer Iris van Herpen 
in collaboration with artist Neri Oxman and AM software 
firm Materialise. It’s just one evocative example where, as 
Oxman puts it, “delicate hand-made embroidery and 
needlework is replaced by code”. And while this 
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140 TAM’s 777
 Feel at home in this stunning interior, 

inspired by Brazil’s contemporary 
residential and fashion trends

 ADAM GAVINE,  
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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Contemporary Brazilian residences, the fashion industry  
and Copacabana beach were key inspirations for TAM’s  
‘home from home’ interior, but could its life be limited?

ADAM GAVINE,  AIrCrAfT InTerIors InTernATIonAl

welcomehome

The first-class travel experience begins at home 
– most probably a nice home, with comforts 
including sleek, contemporary furniture from the 

likes of B+B Italia, Vitra or Knoll – moving on to a luxury 
car, then an airport lounge featuring select design classics. 
On some airlines the next experience is rather jarring, with 
an ugly seat trimmed in a garish coloured leather – but not 
in TAM’s new first-class cabin. When the airline set out to 
create an upscale domestic look, it really meant it, with the 
goal being to create a ‘home from home’.

Looking for inspiration, TAM attended Aircraft Interiors 
Expo in 2009 and found the perfect starting point in 
Priestmangoode’s Open Space concept, which was being 
showcased on the B/E Aerospace stand. A contract was 
signed between the two companies, and from that point 
work began to make the concept feel not just like a home, 
but a Brazilian home. This is more than just a nice idea; 
home is a key theme of Brazil’s family-oriented culture and 
was therefore a key design direction.

Priestmangoode designers set off on an arduous 
research trip, looking at upscale restaurants and five-star 
hotels in Brazil and visiting home exhibitions and interiors 
showrooms in São Paolo, to find the colours, shapes and 
details that could give the cabin the feel of a contemporary 
Brazilian residence.

The research complete, designs and colour palettes 
were drawn up for a 777-300ER and the renderings 
presented at TAM’s São Paulo headquarters in mid-2009. 
The response was so positive that, save for a few tweaks, 
the proposal was almost exactly the same as the product 
that launched in November 2012 – to within 5%, 
according to Priestmangoode.

tam777tam777
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HOT SEAT
Lamborghini’s parent company 
Audi has also recently created  
a lightweight seat concept using 
the group’s composites expertise: 
the R18 Ultra Chair, inspired by  
its Le Mans racing cars.

Made from a mix of carbon 
fibre, carbon and high-strength 
sheet aluminium, the chair was 
designed for maximum stability 
and comfort, while minimising 
weight. Part of the chair’s 
development programme even 
included being fitted with an array 
of sensors capable of collecting 
data on the forces at play when 
the chair was used. Some 1,500 
testers took the opportunity to try 
it out at the Milan Furniture Fair 
2012, and in the process informed 
the evolution of its design. The 
seat designers, in conjunction 
with engineers at the Audi 
Lightweight Construction Centre, 
used the data to optimise their 
prototype, which has an overall 
weight of just 2.2kg.

fastcompany
Aviointeriors and Lamborghini are set to unveil 
the Leonardo seat. Will it be an Italian master?

Could Italian seat manufacturer Aviointeriors be  
at the dawn of a renaissance? It believes so, with 
Leonardo, its latest lightweight economy-class seat.
Leonardo, which will be officially unveiled at Aircraft 
Interiors Expo in April, has been in development since 
July 2011 under the working title Carbon Seat and,  
as the name suggests, features the latest composite 
materials. The specifics of the materials are still 
under wraps; indeed all Francesco Varriale, 
Aviointeriors’ head of engineering, will reveal is that 
the new product uses “the right innovative materials 
in the proper places”.

However, we can confirm that the composite 
technology in the seat structure has enabled a 
slimmer backrest for increased living space, greater 
flexibility than with metal to aid comfort, and a fully 
dressed weight of 7.5kg per pax. We can also reveal 
that Aviointeriors has enlisted the expertise of  
a glamorous Italian in the seat’s design and 
development: Lamborghini.

Lamborghini is at the forefront of composites 
research in the automotive sector, but also has 
knowledge of the aerospace sector through its 
Advanced Structures Composites Laboratory, located 
at the William E. Boeing department of aeronautics 
and astronautics at the University of Washington in 
Seattle, where joint research into composites for  
the aerospace and automotive sectors is conducted.

“Lamborghini is a perfect 
partner due to its state-of- 
the-art know-how in advanced 
materials, combined with  
its ‘Italian touch’ products. 
Moreover, it has unique internal 
manufacturing processes that 
enable scale production of 
composite materials, which are 
manufactured according to the 
exactness required by aircraft 
certification criteria,” says 
Varriale of the choice of partner.

The composites know-how  
is beyond question, but the 
question of styling remains. Will 
Leonardo feature Lamborghini’s 
sharp styling? “Lamborghini’s 
super-sports DNA will clearly  
be visible,” states Varriale.

In addition to light weight,  
a key part of the design brief was 
versatility. This means that “huge 
investments” are being made in 
production equipment to enable 
the seat to be installed in any 
configuration for any aircraft,  
in a range of sizes. Leonardo will 
also be offered with a range of 
options – including Lamborghini 
branding, if requested.

The concept has been shown 
to several airlines, gaining  
“hot interest”, according to 
Aviointeriors. Following the 
reveal in April and continuing 
development, the company 
predicts that Leonardo will be 
ready for delivery to its first 
customers by mid-2014.

 

Aviointeriors is 
confident that 

Leonardo will become 
a catalogue seat

01. The Aventador 
features  
the latest  
composites 
technologies 

02. Could Lambo’s 
seats provide  
a styling clue?

03. A sneak  
peek at the  
Leonardo’s  
manufacturing 
tools

04. The R18 Ultra

1
While the seat is 

not ready for the 

full unveil, it h
as 

already undergone 

16g pitch and roll 

tests

2

3
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50% 
of passengers prefer 
seatback IFE, 24% prefer 
PEDs, 10% prefer an 
airline-provided device,  
and 16% favour overhead 
systems
DigEcor
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safetyinnumbers?
Three of the latest airline surveys: SITA’s Air Transport Self-Service study 2012,  
digEcor’s 2012 Passenger Survey, and Egon Zehnder International’s ‘Flying Higher  
in Stormy Weather’ show a number of positive trends – and a few concerns
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erent processing methods can save 

 Every dollar increase per barrel drives an additional in

 annual fuel expenses for US airlines 

US$415 million

The vacuum toilet uses just 5oz
 

of water per flush 

Cushion technology will save SWISS over 650 tonnes of 

kerosene a year

 tonnes of jet 
fuel per year
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00
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Airlines will carry 

3.6 billion 
passengers in 2016 – an increase 
of 800 million on 2011 SITA

PASSENGER NUMBERS

In 2012, 70% of passengers 
had smartphones (54% in 
2011), and the tablet market 
will continue to grow from an 
estimated 119 million units in 
2012 to 370 million devices in 
2016. SITA

52% 
believe airlines will increasingly 

depend on the influx of  
talents from outside of the 
industry to be successful

Egon Zehnder International

18% 
of airline CEOs believe the 

overall quality of talent in the 
airline industry is stronger 
than outside the industry 

– 53% are unsure
Egon Zehnder International

93%
of airline CEOs think the  

air transport sector needs  
to proactively drive a joint 

sustainability agenda
Egon Zehnder International

eReader 

MP3 audio player 

Portable gaming device 

Laptop/Notebook

Tablet PC

Smartphone 

None of the above

DigEcor 

Over 56% of 
passengers browse through 

onboard shopping catalogues. 
That average can be broken 
down to nearly 60% among 

females and 52% among males 
DigEcor

55% 
of passengers  

don’t want to share 
personal data

SITA

62% 
of passengers are 

active on social media 
SITA

Nearly 500 million  
new passengers will  

travel on domestic routes  
and 331 million on  

international routes. SITA
40%

more passengers are using mobile 
boarding compared with 2010

SITA

‘Sleeping on flights of all 
lengths increased from 2011, 
while time spent reading the 

inflight magazine showed  
a downward trend’

DigEcor

When flying, what personal devices  
do passengers take on board?

9%

4%

10%

20%

28%

14%

15%
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spanishfly
Take a look at the new interiors coming soon to Spain’s flagship airline

Say hola to Spanish flagship airline Iberia’s new cabin 
designs for its long-haul fleet of A330s. This product 
reveal comes amid headlines about parent company 
IAG implementing a restructuring plan to create 
future profitability. Work on the design began in 2009, 
two years before Iberia merged with British Airways, 
when Madrid-based design consultancy Mormedi 
was commissioned to create a new vision for the 
economy and business cabins. Three years of design 
and development then followed, during which the 
Mormedi team worked closely with various Iberia 
divisions, seat manufacturers and other suppliers,  
as well as with a dedicated Airbus team, to make the 
vision a certified reality. The ‘soft product’, including 
colour, finish and materials, was the work of 
London-based YourStudio, while rebranding work 
was carried out by Interbrand.

This is more than just a refreshed new look, as  
the LOPA in business class has created room for  
an additional four passengers, bringing it to 36-seat 
capacity, while also adding the features needed to  
be competitive on long-haul routes today. The seat is 
based on the EADS Sogerma Solstys II, but the shell 
has been specially designed for Iberia, featuring  
a 96in fully flat bed; a cocktail table; more privacy; 
direct aisle access; 15.5in touchscreen IFE; 4.2in 

touchscreen remotes with virtual 
keyboard, with which passengers 
can call or text; and access 
entertainment options. Following 
the same principles and using 
the same product, the upcoming 
A340s will have room for 46 
business-class passengers.

Meanwhile, the 242 economy-
class seats have been replaced 
with Sicma models offering 
greater comfort and width, in 
addition to a 9in touchscreen IFE. 
The A340s will accommodate  
300 economy-class guests.

In addition, Iberia will soon  
be adding WiFi Internet access 
and SMS capability for all its 
long-haul customers, and both 
business and economy-class 
seats will feature power and 
communications jacks for 
passengers’ electronic devices.

The first of eight A330s has 
been revealed, with retrofitted 
A340-600s to follow in May.

unreal service
Iberia’s Ágora project, taking 

place at its hub at Madrid-
Barajas Airport, has been a big 

success, as its various 
elements have made it one of 
the world’s most efficient and 

user-friendly passenger 
terminals. The project includes 

giving pursers iPads so that 
they have access to details and 

up-to-date information about 
each passenger; quick-service 

points to assist passengers 
wherever they are in the 

airport; user-friendly check-in 
kiosks that reduce boarding 
pass and baggage-tag issue 

time to 30 seconds; and – best 
of all – unique holographic 

virtual check-in agents.

01. At 96in, the 
bed is 3in 
longer than 
the standard 
Solstys II

02. The IFE is 
moving from 
Panasonic’s 
ageing  
System 2000 
to the eX2

1

Oneworld needed 

to launch new 

product: 2013 will 

see Iberia, AA and 

BA all showcase 

new cabins 2



Introducing IntelliCabin – the next generation cabin system 
designed to provide the ultimate flying experience.
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nowboarding
Vueling is taking its brand beyond the airline world, now offering 
the onboard experience on the ground in a unique Barcelona hotel

Airlines are increasingly expanding the passenger 
experience, from immersive websites and 
chauffeured cars, to airport lounges that plunge  
you into the company’s sense of style and comfort. 
Taking this to the next logical step, low-cost Spanish 
carrier Vueling Airlines is now offering the full airline 
experience in your destination hotel.

Aviation enthusiasts can delight their loved ones 
with a break at the four-star, €13m Vueling BCN  
in Barcelona, operated and managed by Hoteles 
Catalonia. Checking in takes on another dimension 
when you’re handed a boarding card after signing  
in and your luggage disappears up a conveyor belt. 

Depending on the standard of room booked, you 
could find yourself being offered a room named –  
and decorated with themes of – Berlin, or any other 
of 63 Vueling destination cities. Given the hotel’s 
location, the Barcelona is the top suite, and comes 
complete with a private terrace and swimming  
pool. Even though the public areas are decorated  
and fitted in a way that strongly reinforces the  
airline theme and pushes the Vueling branding,  
the group opted to make the rooms a little more 
conventional. 

Check the information screens and you can 
proceed to the La Terminale bar and restaurant, 

designed in the style of an airport 
terminal, or the Gourmet A-320 
restaurant, which recreates  
the feel of an Airbus interior, 
complete with sidewalls and 
business-class-style seating. 
Indeed, some of the dining  
areas resemble the Reverse 
concept by Zodiac Aerospace, 
shown on page 34.

Those who overindulge at  
the bar may be disappointed  
to learn that the seats are not 
lie-flat. However, as you would 
expect onboard nowadays, WiFi 
is available to guests throughout 
the hotel.

As you would also expect, 
Vueling will be promoting the 
hotel when flights to Barcelona 
are booked via online and 
telephone booking processes.

The hotel is due to open in 
March, and if it proves popular, 
the group intends to open further 
hotels in other destination cities.

01. The check-
in zone, 
complete 
with baggage 
conveyors

02. A city, rather 
than aircraft, 
theme is  
applied to  
the bedrooms

03. A320 fans  
will love  
the gourmet 
restaurant

2

3

easyJet also 

ventured into 

hotels with the 

easyHotel chain, 

but there is no 

airline theme

1
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Table dance  
There’s no denying that 
meal service can be  
a juggling act in  
economy class, trying to 
find somewhere to put  
a book or magazine, plus  
a phone and tablet to make 
room on the tray table for 
a meal and drinks. It’s 
awkward for passengers 
and slows down the meal 
service. Enter ‘Table 
Dance’, a concept by Aida 
Development that features 
two levels to double the 
surface area. The idea is  
as simple as that: two table 
surfaces are located above 
one another, 3in apart, 
creating an extra storage 
area. The top table is 
slightly higher than usual 
for comfortable dining, and 
by using the lower surface 
to stow small items, there 
is less chance of leaving 
them in a literature pocket. 
The only downside is 5-7% 
of additional weight for the 
tray table unit.

Elbow room
Tray tables are certainly 
useful, but could they also 
be used to improve comfort 
in high-density economy-
class cabins? Crystal Cabin 
Award contender Pohl 
thinks so, with the ‘table 
for relaxation’, intended  
to create an additional 
resting position, as well  
as relieving the spine.

The idea is simple: 
hollows for elbows are 
moulded into the table, 
allowing passengers to 
lean comfortably on the 
table and support their 
heads in their hands.  
Of course, that benefit is 
reduced if the seat in front 
is reclined. And with the 
moulds reducing the 
table’s flat surface area 
and thus creating an extra 
risk of drinks spilling, 
passengers may have 
another reason to put their 
heads in their hands – and 
it would have nothing to  
do with relaxation.

Get into the groove
Tables get groovy with the 
SmartTray X1, a brilliantly 
elegant idea. The whole 
concept is based on – and 
here comes the technical 
bit – a groove in the table. 
The shape of the groove 
means that portable 
electronic devices can  
be held at an ideal viewing 
angle, leaving your  
hands free. The tables  
can be ordered new,  
and take just minutes to 
swap over in replacement 
programmes. To  
reduce costs, exchange 
programmes are available, 
whereby Smart Tray 
refurbishes the tray tables 
taken off the aircraft to  
use in other aircraft. Ad 
sticker revenue-sharing 
programmes are also 
available, whereby adverts 
– arranged by Smart  
Tray – are affixed to the 
underside of the tray tables 
and the proceeds shared 
with the airline.

Stowaway
The Tray Table Cabinet  
idea was also created by  
a TU Delft team. This swish 
design addresses the need 
for space to use personal 
devices and small items, 
while also providing an 
easy way to stow them for 
inflight service. With the 
table lid raised, all your 
items are spread out in 
soft-lined compartments. 
There is also a section  
to hold a drink while you 
watch content on your 
iPad, which fits into  
a dedicated slot. When 
room is needed for a meal 
tray, simply close the lid 
and you have a clear 
surface, while a slot in  
the side enables you to 
continue listening to your 
device. Again, there is less 
risk of leaving valuables  
in seat pockets, and when 
the table is upright, small 
holes in the underside 
enable you to see if you 
have left anything behind.

Air support
Is holding your tablet giving 
you a sore neck and arms? 
Designers at TU Delft in 
the Netherlands have been 
particularly inspired by tray 
tables recently, having 
devised an arm support for 
premium economy seats. 
Researchers decided that 
supporting the body is a 
better solution than 
supporting a tablet, and 
created a prototype arm 
based on anthropometric 
and biomechanical 
research. When trialled  
by a test group, 90% said 
they preferred this type  
of support to holding  
a tablet while using normal 
armrests. However, could 
those arms make meal 
service difficult? Also,  
if the seat in front is 
reclined, it could feel 
rather claustrophobic,  
and the open lower area 
could lead to neighbouring 
passengers encroaching 
on your seat space.

toptable
With passengers using more and more devices in ever-tighter 
economy-class pitches, the humble tray table can provide  
a solution. Here are five of the latest bright ideas to enter the fold…
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Acro has also 

created a new 

lightweight and 

hygienic tray table 

concept. See page 

158 for details.
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viennesewaltz
Austrian may have a small fleet, but it is going for big comfort

Having completed the refit of its short- and medium-
haul fleet of A320s and B737s, the next step in 
Austrian Airlines’ cabin refresh programme is now 
under way: the launch of its new long-haul cabins. 
Early January saw a B777 – the first Austrian long-
haul aircraft to feature the company’s completely 
remodelled long-haul cabin – take off on its maiden 
flight from Vienna, Austria, to Malé in the Maldives.

Passengers travelling economy on long-haul flights 
can now enjoy an improved level of seating comfort 
as the popular Pinnacle seat from B/E Aerospace has 
been specified, trimmed in grey cloth with red accents.

In business class, meanwhile, the new seats have 
been installed in a staggered 1-2-1 configuration  
to maximise personal space. Austrian selected  
the Vantage model from Northern Ireland-based 
Thompson Aero Seating, citing intuitive operation,  
a built-in massage function, and extra storage space 
as some of the reasons for the choice. The seats also 
offer a greater degree of recline than the existing 
product, as well as featuring an air cushion system 
and the ability to create a 2m-long fully-flat bed. 
There is also more space in the shoulder area  
when reclined thanks to lowerable armrests.

The new cabin in the Boeing 777 seats 308 
passengers: 260 in economy and 48 in business. 

In addition, an all-new in-flight 
entertainment system – the 
RAVE system from IMS – offers  
a range of films, with the  
screens in economy class now 
measuring 9in instead of the 
6.5in to 9in versions used to date, 
and the screens in business 
class now measuring 15in 
instead of 10.4in.

Austrian’s chief commercial 
officer, Karsten Benz, explained 
the investment: “Comfort and 
service are the top priorities at 
Austrian Airlines. With this new 
long-haul cabin we are offering  
a product perfectly harmonised 
with the wishes of our 
customers. We have invested 
over €90 million in our aircraft  
to achieve this.”

Austrian Airlines is retrofitting 
its entire long-haul fleet, which 
consists of four 777s and six  
767s, with the new product on  
a step-by-step basis.

2

flying doctors

Should you fall ill on an  
Austrian Airlines flight, you 

could well be in good hands, as 
the airline has joined the  

‘Ärzte an Bord’ (‘Doctors on 
Board’) programme run by 

Lufthansa Group. Under the 
scheme, doctors can register, 

free of charge, receiving a 
credit of 5,000 premium miles 
and a pocket book of aviation 

medicine. The presence of the 
doctors –around 800 at present 

– on flights will be flagged to 
cabin crew, who can call upon 

their services, if needed.

01. The Vantage 
offers 2m-
long, fully  
flat beds

02. Another  
application of 
the Pinnacle, 
which is  
proving a  
big success  
for B/E  
Aerospace

The four 777s
 will 

be named Sound 

of Music, Heart of 

Europe, Dream of 

Freedom and Spirit 

of Austria

1
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Vitalising statistics
The future may provide the 
answer. Airbus predicts that 
health and relaxation will 
become more crucial, so 
for its Concept Cabin, a 
Vitalising Zone was created. 
Intelligent seats sense 
passenger needs and adapt 
for the perfect fit, offering 
massage, drinks or 
vitamins as required.  
When you’re ready to sleep,  
a gentle sea breeze or the 
soft aroma of a pine forest 
will wash over you, while 
‘sound showers’ ease you 
into the perfect sleep. This 
could be the reserve of the 
premium classes, however.

Yogic flying  
Wondering why a foot 
just appeared over your 
headrest? Don’t be 
alarmed, it’s probably just 
someone doing a little yoga, 
which could be the next big 
thing in IFE. Yocalm Media 
is promoting its well-being 
channel, which includes 
seated yoga sessions 
guided by experts. Another 
company, Uplifted, is also 
offering a channel with  
a 20-minute in-seat 
workout. And Qatar Airways 
has an established in-seat 
yoga programme created 
in conjunction with yogic 
legend Deepak Chopra.
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Keep your chin up
If there’s one thing you 
haven’t had in economy 
class, it’s space to zone  
out. But you do now, thanks 
to the Ostrich Pillow, 
created by the Kawamura-
Ganjavian design studio in 
Madrid and manufactured 
by Studio Banana. Part 
cushion, part pillow, part 
garment, when you put  
your head and hands in the 
soft interior, it creates  
a relaxing, private space.  
A further benefit of the 
sensory deprivation is that 
you won’t see the strange 
looks from your fellow 
passengers.

Cutting wedge
The SkyRest certainly puts  
neck pillows in the shade. 
For ease of packing, this 
inflatable pillow is small 
enough to easily fit into 
hand luggage, but when 
blown up, it expands to 
create a wedge-shaped 
support that is 14in-wide, 
13in-deep and 17in-high  
at the back, sloping down  
to 12in. Simply inflate the 
SkyRest and you will have  
a big, soft pillow to lean  
on, or even cuddle. 
However, the benefits of 
the pillow will be severely 
limited should the seat  
in front be reclined.

Strap yourself in
A problem with sleeping in 
economy seats is that just 
as you nod off, your head 
can fall forwards or to the 
side, waking you up or 
causing neck pain. Worse 
still, you can wake up  
with your head on your 
neighbour’s shoulder. 
Finnish company Relax Ally 
has devised a solution: the 
Travel Restband, designed 
to aid sleep while seated 
upright. Simply wrap one 
strap around the headrest, 
strap your head into the 
other, and you’ll be securely 
fastened to the seat for  
an uninterrupted sleep.

dreamweavers
While premium passengers enjoy lie-flat beds, many 
economy passengers find it difficult to sleep upright. 
There may be a distinct lack of dignity for those wanting to 
relax in the main cabin, but a few new ideas may help
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An upgrade to 

premium economy 

could be a simpler 

solution. Take a look 

at page 26 for five
 

favourites
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Air Canada  
They’re late to the party, 
but Air Canada, as  
part of its widebody  
fleet modernisation 
programme, has revealed 
plans to introduce an 
international premium 
economy cabin in its 
new B777-300ERs and 
forthcoming B787s,  
as well as its new Rouge 
low-cost subsidiary. 
The dedicated cabin will 
feature 24 leather seats, 
configured 2-4-2, with  
38in of legroom. 
Passengers can also 
enjoy premium meals 
with complimentary bar 
service, priority check-in 
and baggage delivery at the 
airport, and an enhanced 
version of the current 
Panasonic IFE system  
with larger screens.

JAL
The latest premium 
economy product on  
JAL’s 777-300ERs is 
generous, with the 40 
seats, configured 2-4-2, 
benefiting from a 19in 
width and 42in pitch –  
4in more pitch than the 
previous JAL Sky Shell 
Seat. The fixed-shell 
design, actually a Sicma 
business class model, 
allows 2.8in of seat slide 
and has a leg rest and 
adjustable footrest. There 
is a centre divider for 
privacy, an armrest wide 
enough to prevent elbow 
fights, and as a further 
incentive, premium 
economy pax can also 
access JAL’s business-
class airport lounges.

OpenSkies
Admittedly not the most 
widely experienced 
offering, since this BA 
subsidiary only flies  
the Paris to New York 
route, Prem Plus is still  
a premium product. It has 
been flying since 2009  
on a fleet of three 757s, 
with the 28-seat cabins 
offering leather-clad 
business-style seating  
in a 2-2 configuration,  
in which passengers  
can recline to 130°. The  
small cabin, dedicated 
crew and welcome  
glass of champagne  
on boarding add to the 
luxury experience, while 
the IFE is ahead of its 
time, being delivered  
via digital tablets.

Air New Zealand
Air New Zealand can 
always be relied upon  
to offer something  
a little different, and  
its Spaceseat is no 
exception. The stunning 
Contour seats – clad in a 
chalk leather reminiscent 
of private aviation – are 
oriented towards the 
aisles, though the  
centre seats are good for 
travelling with a partner, 
while the window  
singles are ideal for  
solo travellers. Comfort  
is enhanced by Otto,  
a beanbag that can be 
placed in the footwell  
to create a snug sleeping 
position. Guests can  
also enjoy a Panasonic 
eX2 IFE system. 

happymedium

54321

December 2012 saw Air France report that, three years after its launch, its premium 
economy class has recouped its investment and is now returning profit to the airline. 
During those three years, over 1.5 million passengers have travelled in the dedicated 
cabin, enjoying its 19in-wide B/E Aerospace fixed-shell seats, the first premium economy 
seat of its kind to fly with a European airline. It’s good news, and a good product. But it 
needs to be, as the competition is fierce. Here are five more of the latest and greatest:
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Don’t want 

to pay a premium? 

Try th
e upper deck 

on Malaysia’s 

A380, which offers 

a little extra 

peace

Virgin Atlantic
You can’t talk about  
premium economy 
without mentioning Virgin 
Atlantic, which in 1992 
became the first airline to 
fully embrace the product  
– then named Mid Class. 
In 1994 the class was 
rebranded as premium 
economy, and the name 
certainly caught on. 
Passengers get a taste of 
luxury from the moment 
they use the dedicated 
check-in area, followed 
by a pre-flight livener  
in the dedicated cabin, 
which offers 21in-wide 
seats clad in purple 
leather, set at a 38in 
pitch. Comfort is aided  
by lumbar airbags and  
a 16° recline. A classic.

1
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halcyonspace
Cathay Pacific is really building on its reputation for passenger comfort with  
its stunning rethink of the first-class lounge at Hong Kong airport’s The Wing

The competition in the skies is leading to some truly 
impressive premier class cabins, but the competition 
on the ground is becoming just as intense. From the 
slick spaces of Virgin, to Qantas’ Marc Newson chic, 
to old-school elegance at BA, airlines are keen to 
pamper their elite passengers with luxury lounges. 
Having ensured it has some of the best first- and 
business-class cabins in the sky, and a well-received 
business class lounge renovation in The Wing at 
Hong Kong International Airport, Cathay Pacific’s  
new first class lounge is no less impressive.

First class Cathay passengers travelling from Hong 
Kong can now also enjoy a renovated lounge, located 
alongside the business-class area. The soaring 
1,697m2 space, redesigned by Foster + Partners,  
is the result of a three-year project – and it shows.  
As soon as they enter the space through the 
champagne bar, passengers are welcomed with  
a glass of fizz, and with a free flow of champagne 
selections throughout the day, the lounge certainly 
caters for those with a thirst for bubbles.

The Haven dining area was part of the previous 
lounge design, but its size has now been doubled,  
to offer a larger buffet area for a wider range of Asian 
and Western dishes, as well as à la carte options. 

Liquid refreshment is also 
offered at a new full-service  
bar overlooking the runway.

Guests will feel even  
more relaxed thanks to the 
environmentally influenced 
colours and materials, which 
include bamboo and eucalyptus, 
alongside swathes of marble,  
all bathed in natural light.

Speaking of bathing, the 
Cabana area has been expanded 
too, with five separate cabanas 
offering unabashed luxury and 
relaxation, with full-size baths, 
spacious showers and day beds. 
For those with less time, there 
are also 12 luxury shower suites.

It is also worth trying out the 
Solus chairs, specifically created 
for the space by Cathay Pacific 
and Foster + Partners as the 
perfect pod design for lone 
travellers wanting a little  
privacy and relaxation.

on a wing and a pier
The first class lounge at The Wing 

is so luxurious that you may not 
want to leave, but should you be in 

the mood for exploring, there are 
several other special areas for 

premium Cathay Pacific passengers 
at Hong Kong International Airport. 
As well as access to the impressive 

business-class facilities in the Wing 
– which include the white carrara 

marble-clad Long Bar, a great  
area for watching sports, plus the 

popular Coffee Loft – head to  
Level Five and you’ll discover the  

3,900m2 Pier, a slightly more 
informal space. First-class guests 

can enjoy one of six private day 
rooms, which include Balzac chairs, 

waiter service and showers, while 
the business class area is great for 

working or relaxing, with a bar  
and broadband connection. If that 

isn’t enough choice, head to the 
departure gates and you’ll find  
The Cabin, designed as a more 
invigorating space, again lined  

with white marble, and offering   
a high-tech IT Zone, a deli  

counter and buffet, and a bar.

01. The Haven 
dining area 
features  
a nero  
marquina 
marble floor

02. Sumptuous 
marble also 
lines the 
cabanas
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1
The Wing set  

a new standard  

in lounges when  

it firs
t opened in 

1998 – and is about 

to do so again
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DESIGNBRIEF

CONTACT: 
Paperclip Design
Tel: +852 9030 3810
Email: info@paperclipdesign.hk
Web: www.paperclipdesign.hk

BRIEF: Regional business class often means simply an economy 
triple with a blocked middle seat. This is good for passenger 
density, but bad for passenger satisfaction. It’s time for a new 
solution that benefits airlines and corporate travellers.
 
DESCRIPTION: To maximise revenue and create a quality 
business-class experience, airlines need a flexible solution so that 
the cabin can be perfectly configured for each flight while giving 
elite flyers the comfort they expect. 

Hong Kong-based industrial design company Paperclip Design, 
previously known for the Meerkat economy class seat concept and 
the Paperclip armrest concept, has devised Checkerboard, a 
convertible seating system that enables easy conversion between 
two classes of seating, in terms of pitch as well as width.

In economy mode the seats are typical short-haul, short-pitch 
triples, with seatback tables, top-mounted literature pockets to 
optimise legroom, and a high pivot recline.

However, when business-class seats are required, alternate 
seats both across the cabin and forward and aft are folded in a 
chequerboard pattern. The backrest of the vacant seats is folded 
forward, which creates extra legroom for the seat behind while 
also providing cocktail tables for the adjacent seats. The final step 
is to raise the middle armrests, which increases seat width by 
2-4in and also raises the privacy screens mounted under the 
armrests, as well as exposing a reading lamp, coat hook and 
power socket. The process is quick and simple, and can be carried 
out by cabin or ground crew. If economy class is configured as six-
abreast at a 30in pitch, the equivalent of a four-abreast business 
class at 40in pitch can be created at very short notice.

Further benefits of the configuration are guilt-free reclining in 
business class, easier aisle access for window seats, and screens 
that shield occupants from those sitting diagonally behind.

VERDICT: There’s no denying it’s a clever concept. With convertible 
rows that do not have to be set at greater pitch, a full high-density 
economy cabin can be created between flights just as easily as an 
all-business cabin. However, if economy passengers work out how 
simple it is to transform the seat, crew may find they have an 
additional duty: preventing passengers with a vacant seat in front 
from upgrading themselves. It will also be difficult to ensure that 
features such as the power socket remain business-class-only 
perks. On a more practical level, the seat fabrics will have to be 
extra durable to withstand repeated folding, and any drinks spilled 
on the cocktail table will be difficult to clean up properly as they 
will run into the literature pocket – the table’s function when 

upright. However, most importantly, business travellers 
will be pleased to have a distinct onboard product.  

checkmate
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DESIGNBRIEF

CONTACT 
Zodiac Aerospace
Web: www.zodiacaerospace.com

VERDICT: A true benefit to the group passenger experience. By just 
switching the orientation of two seats, the flight becomes part of 
the group experience. Benefits for the operator include becoming 
an airline of choice for group travel, and possibilities to tailor an 
experience – perhaps with pens for a meeting, or toys for a family.

However, if one member of a foursome misses a flight, the 
configuration becomes rather awkward for a lone traveller in the 
fourth seat. Unless that traveller is in a seat facing away from the 
group, they could find themselves in the middle of a meeting. Also, 
window passengers will find it difficult to get out when the tables 
are deployed. But we’re nitpicking: this could be the key to an 
exciting new passenger offering.

BRIEF: An airline wants a business class 
product that will not only differentiate itself in 
the market, but also create a new sales and 
marketing opportunity.

DESCRIPTION: We’ve all seen enticing pictures 
of business jet interiors, with a group of four 
people having a meeting, or even just enjoying  
a few drinks around a table. However, in most 
business cabins you can easily talk only to your 
neighbour, which is not ideal when travelling in 
a group. Even when seated alongside, group 
discussion is difficult, and bar areas are usually 
too small for lengthy socialising.

However, the Reversible Seat concept from 
Zodiac Aerospace means that a group of four 
people not blessed with access to a private jet 
can finally enjoy a shared experience around  
a large table, whether for a high-flying meeting, 
quality family time, or just dinner and drinks.

The concept uses existing standard pitch 
dimensions in combination with a proprietary 
reconfiguration mechanism, the details of which 
are still under wraps. Rather than swivelling the 
chairs around, the position of the backrest  
is reversed, which is a more space-efficient 
method as there is no reduction in passenger 
density. The prototype version has a 46in pitch in 
a conventional forward-facing configuration, 
which increases to 51in when reconfigured.

This is no flight of fantasy: Zodiac has ensured 
that the design is fully feasible within current 
FAA/EASA regulations and requirements, and 
has filed patents for the backrest mechanism.

fantastic four
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DESIGNBRIEF

CONTACT 
Contact Matthew Cleary via  
aircraftinteriors@ukipme.com

VERDICT: Cleary said from the outset that the project did not 
‘revolve’ around creating maximum passenger density; rather it 
was designed to enable passengers to create their own space 
through the rotation of the seats and their positioning within the 
cabin. It kind of works, but as a premium economy cabin it is not 
economically viable. Indeed such a configuration would not even 
provide sufficient density to be realised as a business-class cabin. 
Also, in the concept configuration, too many passengers are flying 
backwards.

BRIEF: Premium economy could become a 
more distinct product than merely an economy 
seat set at greater pitch, or a defunct business-
class seat. Indeed, it could be a place that is 
whatever you want it to be, whether relaxing or 
social. But how?

DESCRIPTION: Verso, designed by young 
industrial designer Matthew Cleary, offers a 
seat layout based on staggered rows of clusters 
of three seats with direct aisle access. To begin 
the experience, passengers enter through 
‘welcome points’, where they can help 
themselves to refreshments, snacks and 
magazines.

The cabin has a spacious feel owing to the 
elimination of overhead hand luggage bins – 
instead storage is integrated into the seat 
surround modules. Their low height means they 
are easy to load and can hold one standard 
piece of hand luggage and two smaller pieces of 
carry-on luggage such as laptops and 
handbags.

The configuration of the seating modules 
enables couples to socialise, as the forward-
facing seats can rotate towards each other. 
Passengers in each cluster can swivel inwards 
when they wish to speak to each other, and 
swivel outwards for privacy or relaxation – 
perhaps using the ‘track pad’ controller 
incorporated into the armrest to choose a 
movie. Passengers can also adjust the 
orientation to create their own personal space, 
and increase legroom after TTOL.

Those looking for a little fun can also use the 
social zone, which incorporates a bar.

tailspin
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GENDERFOCUS

Males and females often like or need different things. But are these 
differences adequately catered for in unisex aircraft interior design?

AUBRE Y C OHEN,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

creativedifferences

If men are from Mars and women are from Venus, 
the cramped, plastic confines of an airliner are the 
native habitat of neither. But there are some things 

airlines and aircraft makers can do to accommodate the 
distinctive needs of both.

“Men and women use all products differently, including 
aircraft cabins,” says Carrie McEwan, human factors 
specialist at Seattle-based design consultancy Teague. 
“There are physical differences between genders that can 
force variation in use. Two key physical capabilities are size 
and strength, but there are also cognitive and cultural 
differences between genders.”

SITTING COMFORTABLY? “There are differences between 
men and women in physical dimensions, such as seated 
height, reach and hip breadth,” McEwan continues. So seat 
builders have to accommodate a wide range of potential 
sitters. Physical differences can also affect the user’s 
experience with windows, bins and lighting, she adds.

The new composite fuselages on Boeing’s 787 
Dreamliner and Airbus’s A350 XWB allow larger windows. 
They let in more light, pleasing most passengers, while 
also ensuring a good view for a wider range of differently 
sized people.

Boeing’s latest bins include latches that open by pulling 
up or down, suiting different people, and mirrors that let 
shorter people see if they’ve left anything up there. Many 
seats now have built-in steps to help with bin access. 
Putting light and fan controls in the seat also helps 
accommodate smaller people, male or female.

The addition of storage space in business and first 
classes also creates the opportunity to ensure that spaces 
meet needs of men and women, notes Diego Kolsky, 
creative director and partner at MBLM.

“Men are more likely to have a briefcase or computer 
bag,” he says. “Women bring more than one bag, whereas 
men usually don’t.”

These days business and first-class cabins tend to focus 
on cocooning passengers from each other in posh pods. 
“The seats are designed specifically to separate and give 
private space to passengers,” Kolsky notes.

“But that doesn’t necessarily serve the needs of women 
flying with children,” he adds. “Recently we talked with an 
airline about its premium cabin and it pointed out that in 
Latin America and the Middle East, for instance, it’s not 
unusual to see 10 children in the premium cabins.”

That could mean bringing back more seats abreast, 
according to Kolsky. “We were in a meeting where part of 
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the decision was, on a wide-body aircraft, should we have 
three-abreast in the middle? The discussion went around 
and around on how to accommodate families while still 
ensuring privacy and not making people climb over each 
other and over big consoles. It was excruciating.”

Some premium seats now have walls that go up and 
down, so passengers can decide for themselves how much 
privacy they want. But these seats still have big consoles 
between them, Kolsky notes. “It wouldn’t be easy to 
interact with a child next to you.”

We also asked James Park, managing director of JPA 
Design, his thoughts on the matter, “Where the different 
needs become obvious is when you have a woman 
travelling with a baby. Their needs are quite different to 
those of other travellers, and not really compatible with an 
aircraft interior. For some routes it would be useful to have 
a family cabin, dedicated to people travelling with kids. 
The lavatories need to be different, and the seats need to 
be different so you can sit close to the child. You can use a 
bassinet, but that’s hardly satisfactory.

“The seat we designed for Singapore Airlines was great 
in that respect as it was wide enough to have a small child 
right beside you, and you could sleep together. That way 
the child is happy and close to its mum.

“We designed the seat so the passengers face inwards, 
and we have found that many women don’t like the Upper 
Class seats on Virgin Atlantic as they face outwards – they 
don’t like their legs facing the aisle,” he adds.

Luke Hawes, director at design firm Priestmangoode, 
agrees. “The major difference between men and women in 

food for thought
According to a recent survey of over 100 female business travellers 
relating to inflight meals, 76% of women surveyed feel that  
airlines are not doing enough to cater to their needs. Website 
maiden-voyage.com, a business travel network for professional 
women, and inflightfeed.com, which focuses on pre-order and 
buy-onboard airline meals, ran an independent survey among 
professional women around the world to find out what they really 
want from airline meals.

Of the women surveyed, 76% stated that meals were either too 
heavy in carbohydrates or more suited to men. Of those women 
flying with airlines that offer only buy-onboard food, only 20% said 
that they would purchase something and over 40% stated that they 
pre-plan their meals for their flight. This could be an opportunity 
for airlines to improve their buy-on-board offerings.

Carolyn Pearson, CEO of maiden-voyage.com, confirms this view. 
“Female business travellers are typically more diet conscious than 
ever. They are more likely to buy a healthy snack before boarding  
a flight because they cannot be sure what will be on offer on board. 
Airlines could increase their inflight revenues by ensuring that they 
offer healthy options and make sure that their passengers  
are aware of that before they shop elsewhere.”

an aircraft environment is the amount of privacy they 
require. Women will use pyjamas more than men, and will 
get cosy and fall asleep faster. A lot of female passengers 
prefer higher levels of privacy when asleep, while many 
male passengers aren’t so bothered. That’s why you need 
flexible privacy. Flexibility is the way forward.”

Kolsky doesn’t expect to see cabins designed 
specifically with gender in mind. “It’s all still driven by 
studies on who is the average passenger,” he says, adding 
that the idea is to “balance the elements so that nobody 
feels excluded”.

Singapore Airlines regularly carries out customer 
research to find the latest trends and passenger needs. 
Spokesman Nicholas Ionides states, “The information 
gained helps to drive the design of our new seats as well as 
our cabin development programme. This information is, 
however, not targeted according to gender, as needs such 
as comfort, space and privacy are universal.”

01. Lancôme worked 
with AIM Aviation 
to ensure that 
the design  
of Korean  
Air’s A380  
inflight shop  
appeals to 
women
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When it comes to seat layout, Singapore Airlines’ last 
survey “indicated that customers value personal space and 
like having direct access to the aisle”, Ionides reports. 
“They would also like to see full-flat beds as a norm in 
business class.”

Thus the business-class seats on the airline’s A340-500, 
A380 and 777-300ER jets, along with some 777-200ERs, 
are laid out in a 1-2-1 configuration and lie fully flat.

Direct aisle access is also important in Hawes’s eyes, as 
he states, “One of the biggest problems is the step-over. If 
you’re in the window seat and need to step over the person 
next to you during the night, you need to be careful. While 
airlines can’t give up space, you can’t have people stepping 
over a waist – only feet.”

However, things are getting better in economy, as 
Hawes says, “A seat has to be adaptable enough to make 
sure everyone is comfortable, whatever their shape or size. 
If you want to cuddle your children, it’s particularly 
difficult in economy class – though it is getting better, with 
arms that fold flush and seat pans that are closer together. 
Seats are also generally getting wider as they need less 
metalwork – it’s all going in the right direction”

TOILET TALES All sorts of gender differences apply in 
lavatories, McEwan adds. “Some differences are biological, 

such as standing versus sitting, and some are cultural, such 
as applying make-up. Both genders also have spatial 
requirements driven by physical size differences that must 
be factored into the design and layout of lavatories.”

These days aircraft lavatories often include such 
features as bidets with ‘his and hers’ settings, better 
lighting and, in forward classes, more room to lay out and 
apply accoutrements.

“There have been great advances,” Kolsky reflects.  
“The lighting inside the lavatories has become dramatically 
better, along with the placement of mirrors and the type  
of lights you get. But lavatories are still “a very  
constrained location.”

When asked about this tricky subject, John Tighe, 
design director for transport at JPA Design states, “If 

IF YOU’RE IN THE WINDOW SEAT AND  

NEED TO STEP OVER THE PERSON NEXT  

TO YOU, YOU NEED TO BE CAREFUL  

02. Lufthansa  
carries out  
extensive  
research into the 
needs of both 
sexes, which it 
implemented in 
its new business-
class product

02
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something is quite aggressively graphic and techy there is 
a generalisation that that will appeal to men more than to 
women, who might like something softer and more tactile. 
But they’re generalisations. However, functionally their 
requirements are obviously different during a flight. That’s 
a trend that’s starting to take shape in terms of lavatories, 
which are a sensitive area for travellers. However, there’s a 
tendency to say that women are much happier with clean 
lavatories, but we all like clean lavatories!”

TAILORED TOUCHES An area where airlines can make 
something out of gender is in the experience of flying, 
Kolsky states.

“When you start thinking of the whole passenger 
journey, you could find touch points or moments when 
you could think of the differences in genders and make the 
experience better and more attuned to the specific 

passenger,” he says. “That’s where small details would go  
a long way.”

For example, the crew can play a major part, according 
to JPA’s Tighe: “A sky nanny or something similar is one  
of the best things you can do – to provide someone  
specially trained to look after children. This is a tool to 
help take the strain off parents; if a parent is stressed the 
baby can cry.”

In-flight entertainment offerings are increasingly micro-
targeted “not just to women and men, but to women of  
a certain age and men of a certain age”, Kolsky adds.  
But amenities “are kind of stuck in time. You’re still  
getting a lot of the same perks and, frankly, things that 
nobody uses”.

Rather than handing out a prepackaged bag of goodies, 
airlines could focus on giving something special to each 
passenger, customised to gender and other factors.

Singapore Airlines adds certain touches for women, 
such as dust bags in the suites and in first class for their 
handbags,” Ionides notes.

Jenny Ruegamer, associate creative director at Teague, 
also sees opportunities in tailoring the flight experience. 
“In trying to address and design for so many different 
needs, the flight experience can become a bit flat,” she 
states. “Airlines need to understand their passengers, so 
that they can offer targeted, customised experiences.”

Ruegamer witnessed the power of this on a recent EVA 
Air Hello Kitty flight. “The flight was everything Hello 
Kitty – from the aircraft’s exterior, to shaped food and 
branded toilet paper,” she recounts. “It was the only flight 
I’ve been on where most of the business-class passengers 
were young women.” 

AIRLINES NEED TO UNDERSTAND THEIR  

PASSENGERS SO THAT THEY CAN OFFER  

TARGETED, CUSTOMISED EXPERIENCES  

03. Lufthansa found 
that its female 
first-class  
passengers would 
appreciate a large 
lavatory and 
changing area  
in its A380

04. Male passengers 
on the same 
flight get a less 
glamorous, but 
practical, urinal
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With a historic merger in the pipeline, American Airlines may 
become not just the world’s biggest airline, but potentially the  
best as it implements an ambitious interiors plan across  
eight aircraft types
a dam gavine ,  AIrcrAft InterIors InternAtIonAl

americandream
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At the time of writing, it’s only February and we 
are already witnessing the most dramatic airline 
story of the year – perhaps even the decade – with 

the proposed US$11 billion merger between giants US 
Airways and American Airlines to create the world’s largest 
airline. Behold the new American Airlines – bigger, bolder 
and better than ever before.

The headlines began in 2011 when American’s 
aggressive fleet-renewal plan started taking effect, with the 
first of its 737-800s with the Boeing Sky Interior being 
delivered in an order currently being completed. To ensure 
the airline has the youngest and most fuel-efficient fleet of 
any US carrier, the order book also includes 20 777-300s, 
which are currently being delivered; and 42 787s with an 
option for a further 58, with deliveries beginning in late 
2014. American plans to take delivery of 130 A321 and 
A319 variants and 100 737-800s through 2017. Also 
beginning in 2017, American will take delivery of 130 
next-generation Airbus aircraft (NEO) and beginning in 
2018, the airline plans to take delivery of 100 next-
generation 737 MAX aircraft. American plans to configure 
some of the A321s for use on transcontinental flights and 
intends to use the remaining A321s, as well as all of the 
A319s and new 737-800s to retire aging aircraft in its 
existing fleet.

An impressive amount of work has gone into making 
sure the interiors of these aircraft offer a level of luxury 
that matches American’s might. The airline invited design 
agencies to pitch for the contract in late 2010, and by early 
2011 London-based JPA Design had secured the contract 
and was beginning work on the interior of the 777-300s 
– the first such aircraft to be ordered by a US airline and 
the flagship of the new American fleet.

James Park, managing director of – and indeed the JP 
of – JPA Design explains the brief: “American was aware 
that the competition in other parts of the world was 
getting better all the time and they had the feeling they 
had to catch up. So the first thing they had to do was  
to look at the aircraft interiors. Essentially the brief  
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was to bring the interiors up to a standard that was 
commensurate with the growing competition. If you go 
west from the USA to Japan, Singapore or Hong Kong, you 
can see the kind of competition they are up against, and 
the old American seating was not a patch on any of that. 
You wouldn’t have chosen American to fly to Hong Kong 
before, but now you would. In the context of the US 
market, it’s going to be a quantum leap.”

JPA’s design director Tim Manson adds, “American 
wanted us to transform the product range. They were 
aware of the marketplace and that they looked slightly 
tired compared with the rest of the world. They had a 
strong ambition to be the best. The pitch we presented 
gave us a good start as we were close to American’s 
aspirations. We made them believe they could have 
something different.”

To ensure the programme remained on track and could 
be translated to other aircraft, and even the new lounges, a 
design manual was drawn up to define design values. As 
each decision was made it was checked against specific 
criteria under chapters such as detail, long-lasting value, 
comfort for living and discovering opportunity. “We 
basically laid down the anchor for all the following design 
work and we’re very proud of that,” states Park.

777 fIrst clAss With the design values in place, it  
was time to begin the designs for the 777-300s, starting 
with the eight-seat first-class cabin, which was to set the 
standard for the entire aircraft. It was decided that the 
existing Flagship Suite was the best in the market in terms 

we wanted to tap into  

the us culture and what  

it is known for  

01. the lamp adds  
a luxury feel

02. American  
had faith in  
its first-class  
contour seat

of density, living space and comfort, and its swivel function 
set it apart by allowing passengers to create an onboard 
office.

Thus, with time tight and the airline already offering 
what it believes to be the best first-class seat in the skies,  
at 29in-wide, with a 64in pitch and an 82.5in-long bed, it 
became a restyling, trim-and-finish project.

So it was back to the design manual, with the ‘comfort 
of living’ requirement being addressed through the textiles 
– textile design being a very US tradition. “We wanted to 
tap into the US culture and what it is known for. America 
has some very high design standards, with robust classics 
like the Eames chair. We wanted to reflect a little of that  
in the cabins,” says Manson, who worked with JPA’s  
trim team and the textiles supplier to make the ideas come  
to life.

A textural, organic and comfortable fabric was created, 
featuring a geometric pattern that repeats and builds. The 
aim was to create an honest, timeless design with a 
handcrafted element that is expressed through areas such 
as the leather stitching.

The composite wraparound seat shell was also refined 
to give balance to the cabin design and offer a warmer 
look, while also creating a smoother finish than the 
previous version with its exposed rivets and screw fixings. 
JPA also cleaned up the split lines of the side console, 
added a trinket tray, extended the rear shell to give more 
sleeping privacy, and removed the pull-out IFE screen, 
relocating the 17in Panasonic eX2 monitor to the shell  
in front.

01

02
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Continuing the theme of tradition, wood finishes also 
became part of the design. “The introduction of wood 
laminates in first class was important to add a layer of 
quality and authenticity to the finishes,” explains Park.

As a finishing touch a lamp was added to the side. Next 
to the lamp is a small hatch, which when opened reveals 
connectivity ports and a vanity mirror.

“It’s a space that has visual interest in a number of 
areas. We hope it will create more emotional engagement, 
being friendly, functional and familiar,” says Park.

777 busIness clAss American recognised that it needed 
a better business-class product, but time constraints meant 
that a bespoke design was impossible. However, a study of 
the world’s seats yielded a favourite, which in a happy 
coincidence was Cathay Pacific’s inverse herringbone design, 
originally created by JPA Design and based on the Sicma 
Cirrus. The design has been licensed from Cathay, and 
again, no major alterations were required, with the 
kinematics remaining unchanged, but the trim and finish 
work made the seat American’s own. To keep its original 
product a little special, Cathay has retained the bed 
extension that adds an extra 6.5in to the width.

The 1-2-1 configuration at a 43in pitch also gives each 
of the 52 passengers direct aisle access, which is a big 
improvement on the outgoing 2-3-2 arrangement.

Gone is the sea of blue of the previous cabin, replaced 
by light grey metallic finishes on the shells, with grains 
and natural finishes surrounding the seat. These finishes 
pick up on those in first class and weave them through to 
create a cohesive feel. However, as a nod to the old, the 
lower portion of the shell is blue. “One of the harder jobs 
was to convince American that they could get away from 
an entirely blue cabin,” says Manson.

Park adds, “I think the first and business-class finishes 
align really well with the livery and experience, which is 
due to the principles and references we laid down in this 
exercise. In general we were aiming for the designs to be 

branding and feel
It has been a real challenge to integrate so many seat models  
into a variety of aircraft cabins while making them all feel like  
the same all-American family. “That’s to American’s credit as  
they stretched and pushed us,” states James Park, MD of  
JPA Design.

While FutureBrand was working on the corporate rebrand  
and the new livery, JPA worked on the aircraft interiors. Aiming 
simply to create a quality experience, JPA aimed to give depth 
to the cabins, building up layers of textures that work together, 
and adding finishes in the premium classes such as machined 
aluminium seat controls so that passengers discover new elements 
throughout a flight.

Thus passengers don’t get the full picture as soon as they step 
into the first and business cabins, but what they do get is a sense  
of quality and comfort, with no bold branding. “We often talk about 
visual comfort,” says Tim Manson, JPA’s design director. “This is  
in addition to actual comfort, as by looking at things that make you 
feel at ease, you will gradually start to feel more comfortable.”

“We have tried to build the brand through the design  
language. It’s not just about graphics or printed materials;  
the language is in the shapes, forms, textures and finishes  
on board,” adds Manson.

03. Through textiles 
and finishes, 
American  
made an  
existing business 
seat its own

04. The need for  
a new livery was 
sparked by new 
aircraft orders 
with composite 
fuselages rather 
than aluminium03

04

Visit our website for interviews and videos detailing FutureBrand’s work on the aa rebrand and new livery
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practical and not over the top. The result is the best 
premium cabins in America – they have a generous quality 
to them with a strong and durable, well-made feel.”

busIness-clAss bAr All passengers board via the 
walk-up bar area in business class, which American wanted 
as a way to create a positive impression of the journey upon 
boarding end exit, and as a further temptation for valuable 
business travellers to fly American.

The 787-style domed entryway ceiling gave JPA the 
opportunity to create something a little different. “The 
dome light created the perception that the cross aisle was 
darker than usual, so we introduced an illuminated 
pattern on the underside of the cross-aisle ceiling. This 
added a level of interest you wouldn’t expect and became 
a bit of an iconic entrance. A lot of ingenuity went into 
how that bar ceiling was made, installed and maintained,” 
explains Manson, though he won’t reveal the secrets of the 
ceiling’s materials and construction.

However it was created, the result of the bar area is that 
upon boarding you have a feeling that you are entering a 
living space rather than just another tube.

777 economy The character of the 220-seat main cabin is 
very different from the premium cabins, recalling a little 
more of the traditional American, with blue fabric covering 
the seats. “We wanted to introduce a fabric that is easily 
identifiable with American Airlines and has a different scale 

to the design that makes it a little more interesting for today 
and the future,” states Manson. Thus the small squares of 
old are replaced with a much larger pattern, closer to a 
check, and the armrests remain a pale grey.

As in the previous cabin, the headrests are leather, 
though it is now a rich grey colour, and is indeed the same 
grey found on every headrest in the aircraft, though the 
grain becomes finer as you move up the classes. A strip of 
red leather at the top of the headrest lifts the whole look.

The Weber 5751 seats are a tight 10-abreast 3-4-3 at  
31in pitch, and are standard except for a unique seatback. 
To present the 9in Panasonic Eco Monitor to best effect, 
the shell was redesigned for a softer shape, with a grey 
screen bezel. Move up to the 30-seat premium economy, 
and you’ll find the same seat, only with a 36in pitch and 
an extra inch of width, configured 3-3-3.

trAnscontInentAl Halfway through the 777 work, JPA 
received a pleasant surprise when American said they had 
ordered some additional aircraft, all of which needed new 
interiors. “It began to get very busy,” says Park. “The project 
grew rapidly as American got a feeling for what could be 
done and they expanded their order to other aircraft types. 
We were now heading towards designing interiors for the 
entire fleet. But designing everything at once gave a 
coherence. If you did them in sequence, people would leave 
and things would change, whereas this all happened at once 
so everything works together.”

designing everything at once 

gave a coherence that could 

never normally happen  
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Indeed even the issue of American filing for Chapter 11 
protection in November 2011 couldn’t disrupt the project, 
and JPA started working on the airline’s transcontinental 
A321s in a parallel project, together with the A319s, B777-
200s, B737s, B767s and B787s. At present we have only 
seen designs for the transcon A321s and domestic A319s.

The key to the transcontinental A321T designs goes 
back to that ambition to be the best: customers flying coast 
to coast with American will now enjoy three-class aircraft. 
Of course, this isn’t the first three-class transcontinental 
offer, but it is the first to offer a first-class cabin with fully 
flat seats, like you’ll find on twin-aisle aircraft. However, it 
was not a simple case of specifying the seats from the 777 
cabin, or even the same trim and finish, for the A321, as 
Manson explains: “Consistency came into the dialogue. It 
wasn’t about copying arrangements into other seats. It was 
about making sure the design language was consistent, so 
shape and form, as well as product offering, detailing, trim 
and finish were used to create a cohesive product that is 
recognisably American. So you can get off a transatlantic 
first-class flight and get onto a first-class transcontinental 
flight with some continuity.”

The key was that design manual. In first class, for 
example, the 10 Sicma Skylounge seats, arranged 1-1, 
though a different proposition from the 777 seat, have 
received shell treatments to make them instantly 
recognisable to international American flyers. The seat is 
similar to those found in EVA’s Royal Laurel class, but the 
single-aisle application left a wide aisle space, which in 
turn meant that an extra 6in could be added to the console 
width, which also translates to extra bed width.

runway models
With a new livery and new cabin designs, the crew uniforms clearly 
need an update too – after all, they are a 20-year-old design. For  
a stylish American look, the airline has recruited fashion designers 
Ken Kaufman and Isaac Franco of New York-based KaufmanFranco 
to design new, more modern uniforms.

The designers have been working with American’s staff to 
ensure that, as well as being stylish, they meet the comfort and 
convenience needs of each workgroup. The design process will take 
approximately 18 months, from sketches to fabric selection to focus 
groups and fit tests, before the new uniforms are rolled out in mid 
to late 2014, beginning with flight attendants, customer service 
agents and premium service team members and moving on to  
the pilots.

“It’s exciting to think that we can put a KaufmanFranco stamp  
on such an important American icon,” says Kaufman. “We plan to 
mix the elegance of American’s rich fashion heritage and incredible 
style with today’s cutting-edge technology. It’s about creating  
a wardrobe inspired by our fashion runway for American’s runway.”

Isaac Franco adds, “Our vision is to put the ‘you’ back in uniform 
and break the formula that one look fits all. We recognise that 
individuals make up American’s incredible team and we are creating 
a wardrobe of pieces that will make each person look and feel 
amazing. We want to send a very powerful message when the  
aircraft door opens and a new iconic look emerges.”

it wasn’t about copying arrangements  

into other seats. it was about making sure  

the design language was consistent  
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“The 1-1 configuration in first class is a bold move. 
There aren’t any other cabins like that and it’s going to 
make a massive difference to the market,” says Manson.

In business class the 20 guests receive an executive 
favourite – the B/E Diamond. It is a fairly stock seat, but as 
Manson says, “We made one minor change. We fought for 
a bespoke finish to remove the industrial look and it was a 
small victory. The challenge was to work out how to 
enhance the seat above and beyond a relatively plain 
product, and we had three cards up our sleeve. The main 
one was that on the rear shell we introduced microfinish 
paint, which has a lovely soft sheen that gives the shape a 
little more movement. We also use a consistent fabric with 
a textural, handmade feel, which is the American language 
again. And we boosted that feel with wood and a nice 
metallic silver-grey finish on the sidewalls.

There is also a treat for the 36 economy and 36 
premium economy passengers, who will be the first to try 
Recaro’s CL3620 seat with the high literature pocket, 
which JPA had verified and tested for this application. JPA 
also worked with Recaro to better integrate the 9in IFE 
touchscreen, and specified a stowage net. The economy 
seats are trimmed in the same fabrics as the 777 seats.

domestIc A319 For domestic flights of around three hours, 
passengers on the forthcoming A319s will again enjoy an 

experience that is clearly ‘new American’, albeit a simplified 
two-class version. In the 12-seat first-class cabin, the seats 
feature 12.1in IFE screens, and will be trimmed in the same 
grey leather found on the headrests throughout the rest of 
the new fleet.

In economy, Recaro seats have again been specified, 
with 9in IFE screens, and trimmed in blue leather to 
provide the extra durability and lower maintenance 
requirements needed for the shorter turnarounds.

All AmerIcAn It’s quite a project: two years from the 
initial pitch to the first of American’s new 777s taking to the 
skies, with designs in place for eight different aircraft types, 
different seat types with multiple vendors – 10 seat types 
from seven vendors across the entire project – and multiple 
leathers and textiles from different vendors. And all this 
with a cohesive design rather than simple duplication. This 
is certainly the biggest aircraft interiors project we’ll see for 
quite some time.

As Park concludes, “It has been a really special 
opportunity to work on so many products over a fleet in a 
focused timeframe. I hope we’ll get the opportunity again, 
but such moments don’t come around that often. It was a 
very brave undertaking by American and it was a tricky 
year, but the results were excellent and working with 
American was good fun.” 
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SEATCERTIFICATION

Recent events have created a greater public awareness 
of the importance of safe aircraft seating. Aircraft 
Interiors International delves into the latest safety issues 
and headlines, including American Airlines and Koito

CHRISTINE NEGRONI ,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

safeseat?

When Japan’s Civil Aviation Bureau suspended 
production approval for Japanese seat 
manufacturer Koito in 2009, it was concerned that 

the company’s falsifying of certification test data left 
unknown the seats’ ability to protect passengers from injury 
and be fire resistant and smoke suppressant in an accident. 
Now, at least one airline knows about this for sure.

Three years ago, when the scandal broke, Continental 
Airlines, now part of United, was one of the 34 airlines 
stuck with seats that may or may not have been safe. The 
airline had Koito seats installed on four Boeing models: the 
737, 757, 767 and 777 – about 20,000 seats in all.

To the airline’s dismay, when it conducted tests in the 
autumn of 2011 as part of the FAA’s Airworthiness 

Directive 2011-12-01, it discovered the economy-class 
seats on its 757s had structural problems. Seats in the 
front row “failed a static test at the front seat track fitting 
and failed a dynamic test at the seat leg clamp”, Megan 
McCarthy, a spokeswoman for United, said at the time. 
Other economy seats failed at the “outboard spreader 
member”. In addition, some plastic and Velcro 
components on premium and economy-class seats did not 
meet flammability requirements, the company said.

Still, there was good news. Engineers within the airline 
were able to fashion fixes satisfactory to the FAA for all 
four of the safety issues so that the airline could continue 
to use the seats. The repairs would not be cheap, though. 
United declined to provide a figure, but an airline 
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While companies such as BE/Aerospace always have an eye open 
for the next premium-class product, at least one company is 
banking heavily on a demand for the world’s smallest aircraft seat. 
The SkyRider, introduced to the public by the 40-year-old Italian 
aircraft interiors company Aviointeriors in 2010, is a standing seat 
with 23in of pitch. Seen as the answer to the prayers of executives 
like Ryanair’s Michael O’Leary, who told a reporter he’d like to have 
“vertical seating” on his aircraft, the SkyRider will have to fly with 
the big seats when it comes to getting regulatory approval.

“All seats, regardless of design, must comply with safety 
requirements,” says Les Dorr, a spokesman for the FAA. “This 
would require the use of an inflight restraint system to protect 
against turbulence and other events that might injure passengers.” 
The SkyRider hasn’t obtained certification from any aviation 
regulatory body.

Tom Plant of BE/ Aerospace predicts the Skyrider will never fly. 
“To me it’s a bizarre idea,” Plant states. “The higher the centre of 
gravity is, the higher the loads are going to be on the floor structure 
of the aircraft, so you are going to have to create a monster of a 
structure that is going to have to hold that passenger in the crash 
position and not break,” he explains. “At the end of the day, few 
carriers would ever have an interest in that sort of a thing.”

standing comfortably?

employee familiar with the situation suggested the airline 
would pay US$20 apiece for the 20,000 seats.

Through its American lawyer Kenneth Quinn, Koito, 
(now renamed KI Holdings) also declined to say how 
much it has had to pay to its airline customers. A financial 
filing in 2010 by the parent company reported ¥3.6bn  
(US$38m) had been set aside that year for damages.

“We have cooperated extensively on testing with 
regulators, Boeing, Airbus, and customers, and entered 
into favourable cooperative settlements with some like 
China Airlines. We’re in ongoing dialogue with others 
including United,” Quinn stated. “They’ve paid a heavy 
price in a number of different ways and they are hoping 
their significant investment in helping their customers and 
settling claims in a honourable way will be given credit 
and help them get a second chance.”

With the 757 fleet settled, United will begin examining 
the Koito seats on its 777s, and the 737 seats are already 
undergoing testing that should be complete by the end of 
2014, according to McCarthy.

PUBLIC INTEREST While the Koito seat news rocked the 
airline industry, the story seemed to escape the attention of 
the travelling public, which seemed more concerned with 
the location, comfort, size and cost of airline seats. That 
changed recently, when over the course of several months, 
American Airlines made headlines for its difficulties in 
getting seats installed correctly on its fleet of B757s. In the 
most bizarre event, on September 29, 2012, passengers 
seated in one row on a flight from Boston to Miami found 

themselves flipped backwards into the laps of the people 
sitting behind them. The seats had not been properly 
secured in the tracks. On four occasions on two aircraft, 
the Weber economy-class seats came loose during flight.

The airline grounded 48 aircraft and within days it 
became clear that after moving seats to create a premium 
economy section, maintenance workers had failed to 
secure the seats to the floor track properly. American’s own 
investigation showed that two outside contractors hired to 
do the work on the Boeing 757s and 767s did not know 
how to perform the installation. American acknowledged it 
had outsourced the work to contractors because it was 
more economical than using its own unionised mechanics, 
and dispatched managers to look into the situation.

Then, on January 25, 2013, another 757 was found to 
have improperly installed seats. They were properly 
secured, but in the wrong place. A source tells Aircraft 
Interiors International that the seats were 2in off in their 
installation on the floor tracks, placing some seats in front 
of overwing exits. The aircraft flew like this for a month.

A spokeswoman for the airline acknowledged that the 
installation was “slightly out of configuration,” but Andrea 
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in the lap of danger
Had he been among the 185 survivors of United Airlines flight 232, Evan 
Tsao would have turned 25 this year. But when the DC-10 on which he was 
a passenger lost all flight controls and broke apart during an emergency 
landing at Sioux City Airport, the child was thrown from where his mother 
had positioned him on the floor at her feet as she had been instructed by 
the flight attendant. The toddler flew toward the back of the aircraft as it 
decelerated, landing in an area of the cabin dense with smoke. He died, 
along with 110 others, on 19 July 1989. Young Evan was what is called a ‘lap 
child’ – a passenger riding in an adult’s lap rather than having a separate 
seat and seatbelt. It was legal then and it is legal today. But Janice Brown, 
the now retired United flight attendant who instructed Evan’s mother to 
place the baby on the cabin floor, has been urging the FAA to require all 
passengers to have their own seats on aircraft, even infants.

“They only way to heal from a tragedy is to find some good to come out 
of it,” Brown said. “I believe that 22-month-old lap child’s life had meaning 
and it had purpose,” she said, explaining that Evan’s death meant she could 
never give up trying to change what she believes is an unsafe practice.

“The safest place is to have them in a seat and buckled,” adds Cynthia Bir, 
a biomedical engineer and a mother, who says she always bought an airline 
seat for her children when they were small. “I think we’ve got people to the 
point where they understand that with cars,” she says. “We’ve evolved from 
an automotive perspective, but aviation is behind.”

Despite the efforts of the American Academy of Pediatrics, the 
Association of Flight Attendants and the National Air Disaster Alliance 
and Foundation, and individuals like Ms Brown, the FAA and EASA still do 
not require seats and restraints for passengers under two years old. In an 
article just published in the DePaul College of Law International Aviation 
Law Institute, attorney David E Rapoport suggests that should a lap child 
be injured or killed in an aviation accident, a case could be made against 
the carrier. “Perhaps the desire to avoid exposure to potentially huge and 
possibly uninsured liability for punitive damages will encourage the airlines 
to change their policies,” Rapoport wrote.

Huguely denied that the hatches over the wings were 
blocked. The airline disclosed the problem to the Federal 
Aviation Administration, which is currently looking into it.

News of the loose seats circulated around the globe, a 
rare instance in which attention was directed to the role of 
seats in aviation safety. But Ryanair’s boss, Michael O’Leary, 
had a different take on aviation safety. In a widely 
publicised interview, O’Leary told reporters that crashes 
weren’t survivable. Seatbelts on aircraft “don’t matter”, he 
said. In a crash, “a seatbelt won’t save you”. Safety experts 
say O’Leary is wrong.

“Most accidents we investigate are survivable,” says 
Nora Marshall who, until she retired in 2012, was the 
chief of human performance and survival factors at the 
National Transportation Safety Board. “There is the 
misperception among the public that the things you do to 
protect yourself are meaningless because there’s nothing 
you can do [in a crash situation]. That’s not true.”

SEAT OF POWER The seat and its humble companion the 
seatbelt are critical, says Marshall. “In any kind of accident, 
in turbulence, or in an event on the ground, the most 

important thing is restraint. You want to stay tied to your 
seat so you can ride out the forces most efficiently,” she 
explains. Effective dissipation of the energy is key, “so your 
body isn’t taking the hit, the structure around you is 
absorbing what is going on”.

With this in mind, regulators have certain expectations 
of seats that sound simple enough. “The seat system 
protects the occupants from injuries during emergency 
landing conditions and ensures that they are able to 
rapidly exit the aircraft,” according to Joseph Pellettiere, 
chief scientific and technical advisor for crash dynamics at 
the FAA in Oklahoma. Achieving that goal is the tough bit.

First, a lot needs to be protected. The head is of course 
critical, and so is the spine. A study of helicopter accidents 
showed that the heart and aortic (bleeding) injuries 
common in deceleration accidents rarely occurred without 
spinal injuries. But protecting mobility also means keeping 
those legs functioning, too. Taken together, that’s a lot of 
working body parts to protect in an accident.

Over the past 25 years, regulators have increased their 
expectations of how seats should perform. New model 
aircraft must have seats that remain attached to the floor in 
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impacts up to 16g. In certifying seats, manufacturers must 
also show that when an aircraft comes to a sudden stop, 
occupants’ heads won’t crack and legs won’t break.

“They’re looking at how hard you faceplant into the 
seat in front of you. They’re looking at the seatbelt loads 
on the body and the anchorage of the seat to the frame,” 
says Robert Salzar, principal scientist at the Center for 
Applied Biomechanics at the University of Virginia. 
“Everything is supposed to hold.”

SIMULATION SAVES THE DAY With all these demands, seat 
design begins to look a lot more like rocket science than 
most passengers imagine. At the same time, technology 
that enables seat makers to virtually check designs before 
building them, has made it easier and cheaper to change a 
seat mid-course, according to Tom Plant, vice president 
and general manager of seating for B/E Aerospace.

“With a new seat concept, if you were to wait until the 
end of the process when you could physically build it, and 
then start testing it, that could lead to very long schedules, 
long programme schedules, and delayed schedules on 
programmes,” Plant explains.

3D simulations are a powerful tool. In the near future, 
certification engineers suggest that the industry will be 
using digital crash dummies too. Virtual tests could 
provide more information about what kinds of injuries the 
body sustains in a wider variety of impact situations.

KOITO’S FUTURE Whether any of these technologies are 
being used in Yokohama at the headquarters of KI Holdings 

is not known, but it appears the company intends to 
remain in the aircraft seating business. KI Holdings has 
received “specification approval from the Japan Civil 
Aviation Bureau for seven models of seat, including one 
entirely new model”, according to Yasuhiro Yamada, chief 
airworthiness engineer for the agency. It has also filed 
applications for reinstatement with EASA and the FAA.

Les Dorr, a spokesman for the FAA, says that the 
agency “has granted one new authorisation to KI Holdings 
for a new seat model”. Meanwhile, EASA “performed a first 
reinstatement audit in November 2011”, according to 
Antonín Machala of EASA. The conditions for a required 
“second audit have not been fulfilled”, Machala states, 
adding that communication with KI Holdings is rare. 
“They are far from approval reinstatement.”

KI Holdings’ attempt to re-enter the market faces many 
challenges. Yamada says that KI Holdings must receive 
JCAB approval by 31 August 2014. In the meantime, safety 
regulators in Japan have strengthened regulations and they 
are auditing production at KI Holdings. The company’s 
lawyer, Quinn adds that the company wants to 
“honourably deal with customers and regulators and 
fashion a permanent comprehensive fix”.

Quinn acknowledges that KI Holdings faces a 
formidable task in solving the existing problems, as well as 
the underlying root causes that allowed the data 
falsification in the first place. But reforming a sullied 
reputation comes at a time when airline passengers around 
the world are being given reasons to think about the safety 
and not just the comfort of the seat on which they fly. 
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QATAR787

This two-class 787 interior is not just a new flagship for 
Qatar Airways and the most individual Dreamliner interior 
to date – it forms the blueprint for the rest of Qatar’s fleet

ADAM GAVINE,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

forwardthinking

When an airline as ambitious as Qatar Airways 
announced it was creating an interior for its new 
flagship aircraft, this was never going to be a 

tick-the-boxes catalogue option, with familiar products 
clad in maroon trim. Not with the indomitable CEO Akbar 
Al Baker charged by the Emir of Qatar himself to grow the 
airline from a small regional carrier into a leading 
international airline. And especially not with an order for 
30 787-8s and an option for a further 30 giving Al Baker 
influence at Boeing and status as the Middle East launch 
customer of the aircraft.

The size of the order meant that the airline had 
sufficient clout to divert from the catalogue options, in 
terms of furnishings and layout. “Qatar Airways refused 
the catalogue interior. Qatar’s aeroplanes will never be a 
compromise,” Al Baker told Aircraft Interiors International 
at the airline’s 787 launch. “Qatar Airways has its own 
identity to represent in the cabin and chose to do so by 
reflecting its brand values and cabin vision through the 
superior product selection and implementation.”

01. There is a lot  
of stowage 
space, whether 
for shoes…

02. Or headphones 
and a bottle

03. The table is large 
enough for a 
laptop or several 
service items

01
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The design process began in 2007 as the initial Boeing 
order was made, and Paris-based Pierrejean Design Studio 
was consulted in the early stages to work with B/E 
Aerospace and Qatar Airways’ own aircraft and product 
development team on the interiors.

A two-class configuration was chosen because when the 
routes for the 787 were being selected in recession-hit 
2008, it was decided that first class was not needed. Also, 
the airline had already configured its B777 fleet in two 
classes. Instead, a business class that offered an experience 
closer to first class was decided upon.

This aim was of course aided by Qatar’s off-catalogue 
approach. It was an opportunity for the airline to develop 
custom seat configurations and to arrange the LOPA with 
the lavatories and galleys configured in a different way.  
The design optimised the cabin area with a new seat 
concept and minimal dead space, while also adding new 
features to the front and back rows.

WELCOME ON BOARD Qatar was looking for something a 
little different from its neighbouring rivals such as Etihad, 

QATAR787
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extra big, extra-wide order
December 2012 saw Qatar Airways convert its existing firm 
order for 80 A350 XWBs (20 A350-800s, 40 A350-900s and  
20 A350-1000s) to 43 A350-900s and 37 A350-1000s.

“We have taken the time necessary to come to this decision  
in favour of the larger A350 XWB models, which we believe  
are best suited to our business model,” said Akbar Al Baker, 
Qatar Airways’ CEO, at the time of the order.

Qatar Airways has been involved in the development of  
the A350 XWB from the very early days but it doesn’t sound  
like Al Baker will be cutting them any slack in its delivery,  
expected in late 2014/early 2015, especially given the late  
delivery of the Dreamliner, and its subsequent technical issues.

“I’m disappointed with Boeing. I think they need to get  
their act together very fast,” he stated at the 787 launch in  
December, referring to the delivery delays – and this was  
before the 787 was grounded.

“The B787 was a very good, free-of-charge lesson for  
Airbus,” he added.

WE WILL NOT SWINDLE PASSENGERS. WE WILL 

CHARGE THE SAME FOR BUSINESS CLASS ON 

OUR 787 AS ON OUR OTHER AIRCRAFT  

take-off, flanked by two marble-topped cabinets you won’t 
find anywhere in the Boeing catalogue. During flight, the 
top of one cabinet holds drinks and snacks, while the 
other holds magazines and items from duty free.

The area is luxurious, but considering its footprint 
could accommodate a further four seats, is it worth the 
potential lost revenue to Qatar? “It was important to offer 
passengers some sort of lounge where they can stand and 
have a drink and some food, and spend time with other 
passengers or colleagues,” explains Al Baker. “The seats are 
more private than standard double seats, so we needed this 
area where passengers can mingle.”

To avoid disturbance to passengers sitting directly 
forward and aft of the bar area, a partition was mounted at 
the rear of the monuments, with its height carefully chosen 
to keep an open feeling while still giving those passengers 
some privacy.

The design of the bar units under the dome proved to 
be one of the most challenging aspects of the programme. 
Qatar Airways wanted a unique experience for their 
passengers when first entering, but when Boeing presented 
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Emirates and Oman, so it opted for a very open feel to the 
business cabin. All Qatar guests board through Door 2, 
giving them the real ‘wow’ factor of the high ceiling after 
leaving the confines of the air bridge, enhanced by the 
787’s large windows and the dynamic LED lighting. This is 
the closest relation to the original grand boarding concept 
developed by the Boeing Interiors Responsibility Center in 
2003, and it really shows off the cabin height, especially 
since there is no central overhead stowage or overhead 
crew rest. The space was also made possible thanks to the 
relocation of the galleys and lavatories.

“We are the first airline to take delivery of the B787 
with the dome and we have integrated this elegantly into a 
custom social area, which immediately creates a unique 
experience for our passengers while boarding and also 
during flight,” states Al Baker.

This area is key to the aircraft. Firstly, with all 
passengers passing through, it gives everyone a very 
positive first impression, even for those heading to the 
rear. It also helps achieve that aim of being close to a first-
class experience, as the space doubles as a bar area after 
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the catalogue options for the Door 2 monuments, it was 
far from the look and feel desired by the airline. Hence, an 
off-catalogue approach was pursued, and Qatar Airways 
worked extensively with AIM Aviation and B/E Aerospace 
to develop these two units. The challenges were even 
greater as the aircraft had not yet been finalised; hence, 3D 
digital mockups were used to ensure that the seat and the 
monuments were properly integrated. Prototypes were 
made and then a full-scale design for the manufacturing 
workshop was created in conjunction with Boeing and the 
vendors, with the prototypes installed at the Seattle 
mockup facility. This work also led to a review of the cabin 
layout and precipitated the movement of the lavatories to 
ensure that the two passengers in the aft section of the 
business-class cabin would not be disturbed by the 
lavatory doors opening and closing.

UPWARDLY MOBILE While the business-class seats are a 
bespoke design, their design and certification process was 
simplified as they use a known model as their basis: the 
B/E Aerospace Super Diamond reverse-herringbone seat.

According to Al Baker, this company was selected as, 
“We believe that B/E Aerospace is one of the most 
experienced business-class seating suppliers in the market. 
Its ability to undertake a complex seating programme to 
meet the certification requirements on different aircraft 
platforms, to deliver against project milestones by ensuring 
appropriate levels of development and engineering 
support, and to deliver quality and attention to detail, 

while offering superior maintainability, are all factors that 
have given us confidence.”

The Super Diamond model was chosen as, while the 
shell is low enough to afford the desired feeling of space in 
the cabin, when seated it offers passengers sufficient 
privacy to give the near-first-class feel that Qatar sought.

Privacy is further enhanced by the 1-2-1 configuration, 
which means there is direct aisle access for all. In terms of 
privacy, thanks to the central divider there is no real 
penalty for those sitting in the centre seats; indeed, they 
are more likely to be left undisturbed during flight as the 
stowage bins are above the window seats. A pair of central 
seats sits alone at the rear of the business cabin behind one 
of the bar monuments, which offer a slightly more 
exclusive feel, only marred by the lavatories to each side, 
although as a 22-seat cabin, they will not suffer from 
excessive traffic.

The seats are 22in wide in upright mode, converting to 
30in-wide, 80in-long fully flat beds. The extra width is 
aided by retractable armrests, which are also set in the 
lower position during boarding, both to aid access and to 
add to the feeling of space.

When designing the seat, the design teams were 
inspired by luxury German car interiors, in terms of feel 
and how the controls and features are arranged around the 
driver. The seat’s projected life of 10-12 years was also 
considered so it will not look outdated quickly.

The design teams also wanted to make sure the seat 
offered passengers a good amount of stowage, both for 
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their personal items, and for additional items such as 
amenity kits. This aim was aided by the large shell the 
spacious 1-2-1 configuration allowed. Thus the seat has 
stowage compartments in the armrest and under the 
ottoman, as well as additional pockets for shoes, laptops 
and amenity kits. There is also ample overhead stowage for 
carry-on bags, despite the lack of central bins, as there is 
141.26ft3 of capacity – enough for around 54 bags – for 
the 22 seats in business class.

There is also a wide folding table for enjoying meals or 
using laptops. A large cocktail table featuring the seat 
controls, and a side-table also feature, the latter being large 
enough to hold a laptop during meal service or if folding 
the table to leave the seat. Workaholics will appreciate the 
universal power outlet and USB port, while readers will 
enjoy the magazine rack and reading light.

PALE RIDER The colour scheme, unsurprisingly, was also 
chosen to create a feeling of space as well as luxury, and was 
selected by Qatar Airways’ in-house design team. The open 
cabin design means you see a lot of the white sidewalls and 
the vaulted white ceiling, which, combined with the pearl 
white seat shells, creates a very light space, especially with 
the large windows letting in sunlight. A little warmth is 
added by the carpet’s two shades of grey, which create 

diamond shapes with maroon squares in the centre. This 
maroon is also used as an accent colour for areas such as the 
leather armrests and is a key colour in the palette, as it is the 
official colour not just of the airline, but of the Qatar flag.

The seat fabric is a textured grey broken by stitched 
accents and burgandy piping, which is echoed on the 
seatbelts, while a flash of Bordeaux cherry leather 
surrounds the IFE control area. The table surfaces are 
finished in a gloss mahogany-effect veneer edged in 
anodised silver.

As Al Baker explains, the whole cabin, from the 
architecture, to the windows, to the seat shells, all 
harmonise: “Together, these elements unify the cabin 
design and provide cohesiveness that lends the 
environment a collective sense of space, lightness and 
openness,” he explains.

Al Baker goes on to say that the airline decided against 
the bold patterns that one often finds in aircraft soft 
furnishings, saying that that look is becoming rather dated. 
Instead the Qatar team strived for a more residential feel, 
with the modern grey dress covers having a tactile weave 
construction, blending silver grey with black tones, and 
the subtle burgundy piping adding a little extra luxury.

Overall, the 787 business-class product is far superior 
to that found on other Qatar aircraft. That does not mean 

first-class flagship
Qatar Airways’ order for 10 A380s, the delivery of which is subject  
to CEO Akbar Al Baker being satisfied with resolution of wing-crack 
issues, will supersede the 787 as the airline’s flagship aircraft, with 
interiors to match.

“I think the next two to three years will be very difficult,” he said 
of the global economy, adding, “We will continuously upgrade  
our product regardless of economic conditions so we don’t get  
left behind.”

This juxtaposition means a conservative configuration for the 517-
seat superjumbo, with 457 economy seats, 52 business-class seats, 
and eight first-class seats. The Recaro and B/E Aerospace seats and 
the Thales IFE system found on the 787 will also feature in the A380, 
with some further refinements. “Product consistency is extremely 
important to Qatar Airways’ passengers,” says Al Baker.

The first-class offering will be all-new, this time designed by  
another design agency. “For our future fleet, our A380 will offer  
the only first-class product on our network and we shall deploy 
the aircraft on routes which best suit our passenger profile and 
demands,” explains Al Baker.

There will be two lounge areas on board: one for first-class  
passengers at the front of the lower deck, and another on the upper 
deck for business-class passengers. A small upper-deck economy 
section will sit behind the business-class cabin.

Those who have flown on Qatar’s 787 will soon feel at home on 
the A320 fleet, which is slowly having its first-class seats phased  
out in favour of a larger business class. “We’re adding 12 sleeper 
seats to the front of the majority of the A320s in order to keep  
consistent product, including IFE and seats,” states Al Baker.
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Dreamliner passengers will pay more for the privilege 
though, as Al Baker states, “We will not swindle 
passengers. We will charge the same for business class on 
our 787 as on our other aircraft”.

STRONG ECONOMY Head through the curtains (burgandy, 
to match the seat piping) and the economy section again 
has a light feel, with the 232 seats separated by a lavatory 
area with four cubicles, splitting it into 135 and 97 seats. 
There is less headroom in the economy cabin, as central 
overhead stowage bins are needed, which at 643.14ft3 
volume can accommodate 226 bags.

The seats are arranged 3-3-3, with the outboard triples 
clad in burgandy fabric flecked grey and the centre triples 
in grey fabric flecked with burgandy. All have grey 
armrests and seatbelts, which are complemented by the 
grey carpet, and have leather headrests clad in the Qatar 
maroon. The IFE system is supported by ports for USB 
and portable device connection.

The Recaro Comfort Line 3620 seat, as launched on 
Qatar’s single-aisle fleet in 2009, was specified for the 787. 
The 16.97in width is relatively tight, but the 32in pitch 
seems more generous thanks to the slim, single-beam 
design and 7in of recline. The seat cushion design has 
been optimised for this aircraft, and the flexible backrest 
adjusts to ‘cradle’ the passenger, according to Recaro, while 
the adjustable ‘hammock-style’ headrest supports the head.

It is a simple economy cabin, and the only complaint 
one could make about comfort is that the IFE boxes found 
under several of the aisle seats can restrict legroom.

As Al Baker adds, “Recaro seats were chosen for the 
economy cabin as they were the most comfortable seats  
for long-haul flights. We see the Recaro 3620 seat as the 
benchmark for the industry in this regard – superior 
specifications and innovative products compared  
with competitors. Their product also offers commonality 

WE SEE THE RECARO 3620  

SEAT AS THE BENCHMARK  

FOR THE INDUSTRY  

fun and games
Qatar Airways has become the launch customer of the Thales  
TopSeries IFE system on the 787, and will carry the system over to its 
A380 and A350 aircraft. Given the airline’s custom cabin approach, it 
is no surprise that it was involved in developing the system’s design.

Both classes get a very generous touchscreen size, with 17in in 
business class and 10.6in in economy on which to enjoy the Oryx 
entertainment platform, with more than 1,000 movie, programming 
and audio entertainment options, all in 3D audio for a high-fidelity 
surround-sound effect. Passengers can also interface their own 
PEDs with the TopSeries system via the iPort, USB port or remote 
data outlets.

A key feature of the system is the Touch Passenger Media Unit 
(TouchPMU), a handheld touchscreen media device that is released 
from the seat by a button and attached by wire. The controller  
offers multitasking capabilities, for example functioning as a games 
controller or, for business-class passengers not wishing to stretch,  
a handheld IFE controller.

The TouchPMU was actually developed in Qatar, at the Thales  
QSTP (Qatar Science & Technology Park), a joint innovation and 
technology project set up between Thales and Qatar Airways. This 
technical laboratory houses state-of-the-art IFEC equipment that 
supports software and application prototyping, content integration, 
system level testing and training.

“The centre will ensure that the development and implementation 
needs of Qatar Airways will be met quicker with improved timelines 
for content updates on our aircraft,” says Qatar CEO Akbar Al Baker, 
adding “IFE today plays a crucial role in a passenger’s decision- 
making process when choosing which airline to fly with; 15 years ago 
IFE played a very small part of an airline’s product offering.”

The Thales system is also connected to the SwiftBroadband cabin 
connectivity services supplied by Inmarsat partner, OnAir, for access 
to current news, sports, social networks, SMS messaging, and other 
mobile applications.
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ANA 787, visitors to the business-class lavatories can enjoy 
the view thanks to a window. And those of an especially 
shy disposition will be pleased to find that the window is 
fitted with a conventional pull-down shutter.

MAKING LIGHT OF PROBLEMS So what was the most 
challenging aspect of the project? Creating a bespoke seat 
shell? Creating the bar monuments? No, it was the 
dynamic LED system, which allows so many customisation 
options that it was difficult to decide on the settings. 
Remember the task was more difficult when it was being 
defined four years ago as it was a new technology – indeed 
had the 787 not been delayed, Qatar would have been one 
of the first airlines to feature LEDs. Several mood options 
have been specified, from a bright, welcoming light for 
boarding, to just the right softness for meal service, to a 
night setting, to settings that minimise jetlag. A ‘dome’ 
setting was also created to show off of the vaulted ceilings. 

“We wanted to create different ambience for different 
parts of the service,” explains Al Baker. “The most difficult 
part was creating the sleeping programme because you 
can’t just make it dark as some passengers will want to use 
their computers or watch IFE.”

The hallmark of a good cabin design is often how 
faithful it has remained to the original brief. In the Qatar 
design the aim was to create something different from 
other airlines in the region and reflect Qatar’s five-star 
status. That goal has certainly been achieved. 

across our fleet, which is extremely important for us to 
ensure lowest cost of ownership and a consistent product 
for our passengers.”

FAIR NECESSITIES To the rear of the economy cabin are  
two more lavatories, making a total of eight, and a second, 
large galley. These facilities may have been relocated by 
Qatar, but the airline stuck with the catalogue options for 
their specification, with Jamco galley complexes featuring 
B/E Aerospace, Iacobucci and Driessen inserts, and the 
lavatories also from Jamco. “We of course select what we 
believe is best based upon performance,” states Al Baker.

The galleys are standard catalogue specification, but in 
the lavatories a few subtle changes were made. “We have 
customised many of the finishes to offer a unique 
experience that harmonises with Qatar Airways’ brand 
language and interior look and feel,” explains Al Baker.

“For example we have wooden flooring, even in the 
economy cabins, to ensure uniformity of design and to 
help exude a sense of warmth across the entire aircraft,” he 
adds. “The colours are very light and airy, with custom 
films used on the walls to add an extra touch of luxury. We 
have also developed a custom liquid soap holder for our 
passengers that has now become part of the catalogue.”

A further change made from standard specification was 
the mirror area in the lavatories, redesigned in conjunction 
with Teague so that passengers washing their faces in the 
sink don’t hit their heads. A nice touch is that, like the 
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WEIGHTREDUCTION

As aircraft interior suppliers persist in the drive to reduce cabin
weight, the resulting innovations are benefiting passengers as well
as reducing fuel costs, with exciting developments on the horizon
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Driven by higher fuel prices and an increased 
focus on environmental sufficiency, airlines have 
sharpened their focus on reducing cabin weight 

over the past five years. Paradoxically this drive towards 
reducing cabin weight has come as passengers are 
demanding improved comfort and additional touches of 
luxury. The need to balance these goals ensures that the 
life of an aircraft interiors engineer is seldom boring.

“In the past, aircraft structure has been the primary 
focus for optimisation and weight savings, as seen in 
modern designs such as the B787 and the A350, which 
each make extensive use of composites,” states Chris Pirie, 
business development director at Seattle-based design 
agency Teague. “Recently, however, the focus has turned 
inside the aircraft, where airlines seek to provide a modern 
cabin experience and better differentiate their brand – all 
while reducing weight,” he adds. “That kind of challenge 
makes this an exciting time to be in this business.”

Pirie goes on to explain that efforts to shave precious 
grams from interior components have focused on three 
primary areas. “The lining package – cabin walls, ceilings 
and sidewalls – remains relatively stable over the life of the 
aircraft,” he says. “Then there are the subassemblies that 
are bolted to the floor, including the galleys, lavatories  
and closets. Lastly, you have the variable products, such as 
the seats. Those assemblies may be changed several times 
over the life of the aircraft.”

Teague works closely with Boeing, which of course has 
weight reduction programmes in place, as Kent Craver, 
regional director of passenger satisfaction and revenue at 

Boeing explains: “We are continually developing and 
examining new materials and construction techniques to 
reduce the weight of the cabin linings [sidewalls, bins and 
ceilings]. There are dedicated organisations working on 
material development and qualification, targeting weight 
reduction and performance improvement. As part of the 
material qualification, producibility and durability are 
examined to ensure smooth introduction into production 
and airline service. As galleys and passenger seats are 
typically customer furnished, their weight specifications 
and potential weight reduction are dependent on each 
individual airline’s efforts.”

In particular, due to the quantities used in the average 
passenger aircraft, material replacement in the 
construction of overhead stowage bins has yielded the 
biggest weight savings in recent years. 

LIGHTER ECONOMY IMPROVES ECONOMICS Perhaps the 
greatest potential for weight reduction is with passenger 
seating, which on a commercial airliner collectively 
represents the largest component set on board the aircraft. 

“There’s always been a trend towards lightweight 
materials, but it has certainly accelerated over the past five 
years,” notes Alex Pozzi, vice president of R&D for seating 
products at B/E Aerospace, supplier of seats for various 
commercial and business aircraft. “As a result, while we’ve 
had to focus on weight reduction throughout the cabin, 
the biggest ‘bang for the buck’ has come from our 
economy-class seating products, and there’s certainly more 
pressure to see results from there.”
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IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT THE MATERIAL. IT’S ALSO 

ABOUT THE DESIGN AND PROCESSING  

It isn’t difficult to see why. A relatively large, 1.5kg 
weight reduction to a first class or business-class seat 
assembly – approximately two dozen may be fitted to a 
long-haul, widebody airliner – may only result in a 
combined saving of less than 40kg, whereas even 500g of 
weight shaved from a standard economy-class seat could 
result in an almost 150kg reduction to a Boeing 777.

“When you look at a seat row from 10 years ago versus 
today, there’s typically a 20% reduction in weight,” says 
Pozzi. “There are some products that provide even greater 
savings, but there’s also a price to pay in the marketplace 
and airlines may not be willing to make the trade-off.

“The way we see it, if we are able to achieve a lower 
weight while keeping costs in line, we may achieve a 
competitive advantage. The market prefers the lightweight 
solution, but sometimes you can’t achieve that and still 
hold the cost. It’s all about what the customer wants. Is the 
airline willing to pay double the price for a 3kg reduction 
in weight per seat?”

That weight reduction often comes not from exotic 
materials, but rather from careful application of existing 
technologies. For example, B/E advertises that its Pinnacle 
economy-class seat gives a 15% weight advantage over 
other full-featured economy-class seats, thanks to use of 
composite materials and a design that reduces parts count 
by over one-quarter compared with earlier designs.

“It’s not all about the material. It’s also about the design 
and processing, and the kind of equipment used to 
fabricate the structure,” Pozzi adds. “We may still use 
traditional aluminium alloys, but different processing 
methods enable us to save 500g for a standard triple-seat 
structure, while also featuring higher ultimate strength.”

A thinner seatback design may also enable carriers to 
decrease pitch and add seats – a tempting prospect for 
airlines, if not for passengers. One recent example is the 
revised cabin now being fitted to Boeing 737-700s flown 
by US-based low-cost carrier Southwest Airlines.

Unveiled in January 2012, the Evolve cabin features a 
host of modifications made not only to reduce weight, but 
also to improve environmental friendliness. Though 
downplayed in the airline’s announcements of the new 
interior package, another benefit from the lighter, thinner 
seat assemblies is that they allowed fitment of an 
additional row of seats in Southwest’s single-class cabin, 
taking a 137-passenger aircraft to 143 seats, and trading 
weight and space for additional revenue.

Another area where companies have been able to 
optimise seat weight has been through innovations to 
onboard entertainment systems. “Initially AVOD units 
were essentially bolted onto existing seat designs, and 
required heavy electronics packs and cooling systems to 
operate properly,” Pirie explains. “Newer designs have 
focused on more efficient packaging of these systems, 
allowing AVOD components to be designed into the seat 
assembly. That means power consumption goes down, 
which means heat output decreases, so a smaller cooling 
fan and less venting is needed. All of that saves weight.” 

WEIGHTREDUCTION
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OPTIMISED DESIGN The aircraft interior industry has also 
been aided by increased use of once-novel materials, 
including carbon-fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRP), which 
in the current economic environment have become an 
attractive alternative to aluminium and plastic.

“The original B777 prototype used a lot of carbon fibre 
materials, which were later taken out of production aircraft 
because 15-20 years ago it was cost-prohibitive for the 
weight they were saving, and they had to get the cost out of 
the aircraft,” Pirie notes. “Today the opposite is happening. 
Fuel is such a major part of an airline’s operating cost that 
the need for long-term fuel efficiency and weight savings 
are greater and they are willing to pay for it.”

The industry has also moved away from a ‘one size fits 
all’ model for component design and use, instead focusing 
on optimising a given structure to its specific use. “From a 
design point of view, the focus has to be on simplicity and 
maximum efficiency,” says Pirie. “For example, aircraft seats 
are engineered to survive the 16g sudden deceleration sled 
test, which is severe. In the past that led to relatively heavy 
materials being used to enhance survivability.

“Now, thanks to more accurate measures and computer 
modelling, we’re getting better at predicting performance 
and knowing where we may safely reduce weight and 
where to employ materials such as carbon fibre to reduce 
weight while maintaining strength.”

Another example is the new, lightweight, leather-based 
seat coverings, which can be as durable as conventional 
leathers while maintaining comfort and reducing weight.

THE SAFEST SEAT ON BOARD? Though it may not seem 
an obvious example, another potential area where airlines 

may save a lot of weight is with an aircraft lavatory 
assembly. “There’s an old engineering joke about a lav 
being the safest, sturdiest place to be in the event of an 
accident,” Pirie quips. “This wasn’t an assembly that was 
traditionally over-optimised. It was basically a box, and 
airlines erred on the side of caution in making it a very 
strong structure. Now airlines are questioning why they 
need to be so heavy.

“Through computer analysis and more sophisticated 
materials – replacing machined aluminium frames and 
fibreglass honeycomb panels with carbon fibre, for 
example – engineers are able to optimise a structure 
specific to its intended role, instead of using the same 
materials for everything,” he continues. “We’ve also been 
able to replace heavier, old-tech plumbing and water 
heaters with new, more efficient components that also save 
weight and reduce part count, while maintaining and even 
improving the mean time between failures.”

B/E notes that its vacuum toilet weighs up to half as 
much as conventional systems, through use of composite 
materials, and also uses just 0.15 litres of water per flush, 
which in turn allows smaller and lighter tanks.

Similar weight reduction efforts have also affected 
galley design. The situation has been aided by the fact that 
meal service has changed dramatically over the past 10 
years on domestic short-haul flights. The amount of space 
and equipment needed to service these flights has 
decreased – for example, on many flights there is no 
longer a need for an oven – which helps reduce weight.

The situation is different on international long-haul 
flights. “Premium-class service requires on-demand meals, 
with better food quality, which has driven up the level of 

WEIGHTREDUCTION
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equipment required,” says Pirie. “A coffee maker isn’t 
necessarily enough. You also need an espresso maker as 
well as sandwich presses, toasters and even wine chillers.

“We’ve managed to realise some weight savings [for 
clients] in these areas as well,” he adds, “although keeping 
pace with these new requirements will be challenging.”

ON THE HORIZON For the near term it appears likely that 
future weight reduction efforts will focus on continued 
optimisation of the current state-of-the-art, rather than the 
use of advanced materials. However, that does not mean 
companies aren’t always looking for new ideas.

“We are examining future use of titanium, aluminium-
lithium alloys and magnesium. Most of these options were 
developed in the 1950s and 1960s by the military and are 
just now being commercialised,” Pozzi notes.

Back at Boeing, Craver says the use of composites and 
thermoplastics for secondary supports offers the greatest 
promise for weight reduction in the near future.

There are also some tempting prospects ahead that 
could further revolutionise aircraft interior component 
development and fabrication. One such technology is the 
use of 3D modelling and printing, which may enable rapid 
prototyping of new components, and even potential 
weight and cost savings in manufacturing.

“If airlines continue to demand lower component 
weights, that will put in reach some ideas that were 
suggested years ago but later shelved,” says Pirie.

Another possibility for weight loss lies in graphene 
material. Discovered in 2004 and hailed by scientists as 
“the first two-dimensional atomic crystal”, graphene is a 
one-atom-thick carbon fabric that features a number of 

qualities prized in aerospace, including considerable 
strength, and high conductivity of heat and electricity.

“We’ve worked out fundamental properties of these 
new materials, and have demonstrated stiffness that is 
four-times higher than the carbon fibre presently used in 
aerospace,” explains Ian Kinloch, professor of material 
science at the University of Manchester in the UK and 
recipient of an Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council (EPSRC) Challenging Engineering grant to 
research uses for graphene.

Such an improvement to component strength may 
eventually translate to composite parts of layered graphene 
polymer sheets in many applications where CFRP is now 
employed in aircraft component construction.

Limited amounts of the material have been made in 
labs, Kinloch notes. “There are several grades of graphene, 
with graphene oxide the easiest to make, that we can start 
making in pieces the size of an A4 sheet of paper,” he 
continues. “When looking at pure graphene, however, 
those pieces are composites the size of a few cubic inches, 
the size of a traditional tensile sample.

“The issue now is learning to make it in sufficient 
quantities to place in an engineering application and 
ensure even distribution of the material in polymers. A 
year ago we couldn’t do that. Things are getting quicker 
and quicker, and in one or two years’ time we’ll be at a 
much more advanced point.”

Currently the defined timetable for graphene research 
calls for initial applications of the technology to  
be employed in electronic devices in the 2015-2020 
timeframe, with larger-scale, graphene-infused 
components being developed by 2035. 

WEIGHTREDUCTION
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The Transportation Weight Loss Diet Conference will bring together designers, 
engineers, program leaders and heads of industry from the global aerospace, 
automotive and rail industries for a two-day conference dedicated to cutting-edge 
research and technologies aimed at reducing weight and decreasing carbon footprint, 
without compromising safety, efficiency or operational ability.

The Transportation Weight Loss Diet Conference is a two-day conference that 
will operate using three separate conference rooms in order to accommodate the 
amount of content and discussion available. Every care has been taken to avoid 
certain content being scheduled together, but on occasions unfortunately choices 
will need to be made. To avoid disappointment we will issue conference proceedings 
and, with the consent of the speakers, make the slides of all sessions available to all 
registered delegates.

Speakers include
Simon Xu engineering group manager, Vehicle Optimization, Architecture Strategy, General Motors, USA
Ingo Wuggetzer vice president, Cabin Innovation and Design, Airbus Operations GmbH, GERMANY 
Jacques Belley director R&D Standardization and Innovation, Bombardier Transportation North America, CANADA 
Oliver Walter responsible product manager BMW i3, BMW, GERMANY 
Jody Shaw director, Technical Marketing and Product Development, United States Steel Corporation, USA 
Giri Nammalwar responsible for Global CAE Strategy Planning, Ford Motor Company, USA
Ian Donaldson director R&D, Auburn Hills Tech Center & Materials Engineering Americas, GKN Sinter Metals, USA
Ashutosh Tomar senior research engineer, Jaguar Land Rover, UK 
Michael Mowins president, Global Licensing, Phillips Screw Company, USA 
Peter Morgan senior product manager, Lightweight Vehicles, Lotus Engineering, UK 
 Klaus Decking product segment manager, Lightweight, Georg Fischer Automotive AG, SWITZERLAND 
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DAY 1 
ROOM 2 – MORNING

Challenges in aerospace 
mass reduction

The highest value gain for mass reduction 
has been in aerospace. Unsurprisingly this 
sector has been where most investment and 
innovation in mass reduction has occurred. 
Challenges still remain, and this session looks 
at some of them.

 
Cabin Concept 2050 based on a bionic 
structure 
Ingo Wuggetzer, vice president, Cabin 
Innovation and Design, Airbus Operations 
GmbH, Germany 

Advanced methodologies for weight 
minimization of aircraft structures 
Prof. Santiago Hernandez, professor, 
University of Coruna, Spain 

Design solutions to reduce weight 
during assembly operations 
Gulsen Oncul, senior expert, Turkish 
Aerospace Industries Inc., Turkey 

Validation approach for robust primary 
thin-walled CFRP structures 
Dr Alexander Kling, head of Structural 
Mechanics Department, DLR, Institute 
of Composite Structures and Adaptive 
Systems, Germany  

DAY 1 
ROOM 2 – AFTERNOON

Lightweight electric vehicle 
design and materials

This session will look at the challenges 
of designing and building actual modern 
lightweight electric vehicles. 

BMW i3: a battery electric vehicle from 
the beginning 
Oliver Walter, responsible product manager 
BMW i3, BMW, Germany 

DAY 1  
ROOM 1 – AFTERNOON

Designing and creating 
composite structures

This session will investigate developments 
in optimizing composite structures using 
examples from aerospace and motorsport to 
demonstrate how composite structures can 
be improved and the potential the composite 
structure has for weight reduction by 
incorporating electrical conduction into  
the structure.

Weight reduction by optimized 
reinforcement structures 
Fredrik Ohlsson, product development 
director, Oxeon AB, Sweden 

Effect of fiber treatments on mechanical 
properties of flax/tannin composites 
Dr James Njuguna, lecturer – Transport 
Lightweight Structures, Cranfield 
University, UK 

Composite honeycombs for weight 
savings in aerospace and ground 
transportation 
Mikhail Levit, global technical leader, 
Aerospace and Mass Transportation, 
DuPont Protection Technologies, USA  

Low-density thermoset composites for 
transportation 
Vincent Banton, Thermoset Development 
Technical Support, IDI Composites Europe, 
France 

The relative value of weight: how much
is a kilogram reduction actually worth?

Panel 
• Ingo Wuggetzer, vice president, Cabin 
Innovation and Design, Airbus Operations 
GmbH, Germany 
• Jacques Belley, director R&D, 
Standardization and Innovation, 
Bombardier Transportation North America, 
Canada 
• Nicolas Meilhan, senior consultant, Frost 
& Sullivan, France 

 

DAY 1 
ROOM 1 – MORNING

Increasing composite potential: 
affordability, lifecycle and 
thermal properties 

This session will look at the developments 
in composite materials to make them more 
useful to OEMs. Some of the limiting factors 
have been the cost, issues concerning 
lifecycle, as well as thermal properties that 
limit their application. This session will look at 
developments in processing techniques aimed 
at reducing the cost, recycling and using 
recycled composites, and increases in thermal 
resistance that enable them to be used in new 
applications.

The development of processing 
techniques for affordable carbon 
composite materials 
Prof. Nicholas Warrior, head of Polymer 
Composites Research Group, University  
of Nottingham, UK 

Cradle-to-cradle use of carbon fiber 
James Stike, president and CEO, MIT LLC, 
USA 

Thermo-impact resistance of PA66 
composites for automotive structural 
application 
Ian Butterworth, researcher, Automotive 
Polymer Composites, Cranfield University, 
UK 

Competitive lightweight structures with 
increased thermal stability 
Patrick Weichand, researcher Fiber-
Reinforced Materials, Institute for 
Manufacturing Technologies of Ceramic 
Components and Composites, University  
of Stuttgart, Germany 

DAY 1, WEDNESDAY JUNE 5, ROOM 1 
Opening keynote session

Aerospace vs automotive – perspectives on composites needs and requirements 
Dr Robert Yancey, senior director – Global Aerospace, Energy, and Marine, Altair, USA 

BOOK NOW!
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DAY 2 – THURSDAY JUNE 6 
ROOM 1 – MORNING

Will steel still be relevant? 
Futuresteelvehicle – special 
presentation

FutureSteelVehicle: innovative 
development and mass-reduction 
strategies 
Akbar Farahani, vice president, Engineering, 
ETA Inc, USA; Jody Shaw, director, Technical 
Marketing and Product Development, United 
States Steel Corporation, USA 

Mixed material design
challenges

This session will look at the practical 
experience of integrating different materials 
into the design of a vehicle in order to fully 
exploit and optimize the mass reduction 
potential of each material. 

Daimler hybrid transmission: making it 
better through weight optimization 
Gaurav Kumar, senior lead engineer, 
MBRDI, India 

Lightening the way ahead 
Phil Hall, managing director, Caterham 
Composites, Germany 

Achieving 40% BIW mass reduction 
through mixed material design 
Peter Morgan, senior product manager - 
Lightweight Vehicles, Lotus Engineering, UK 

DAY 2 
ROOM 1 – AFTERNOON

Innovations for lighter interiors
Silicone foam allowing weight reduction 
through thinner cushion 
Tom Winters, market development manager 
Mass Transit High Performance Foams, 
Rogers Corporation, USA 

Big windows, light weight 
Phillip Bell, product line manager, Corning 
Incorporated, USA 

Low-weight, low-energy infotainment 
Ashutosh Tomar, senior research engineer, 
Jaguar Land Rover, UK 

Suspension fabrics – a new era in 
seating 
Jeffrey Gross, director of product 
development, The Acme Group, USA 

DAY 1 
ROOM 3 – AFTERNOON

Growing lighter: how to benefit 
from additive manufacturing 
techniques

Additive manufacturing enables a parts 
manufacturer to ‘grow’ high-value, custom-
designed parts layer by layer – enabling the 
manufacture of complex shapes from a wide 
range of materials without the need for new 
tools or machinery. Even using extremely 
lightweight materials, additional mass reduction 
can be achieved by minimizing the use of those 
materials. This is an exciting technology for 
mass reduction and this session will look at case 
studies to demonstrate its value. 

Additive manufacturing technologies 
for producing innovative lightweight 
structured components 
Dr Stéphane Abed, CEO, Poly-Shape 3D 
Generative Manufacturing, France 

Lightweight design and laser additive 
manufacturing: exploiting new 
potentials 
Jannis Kranz, researcher, Lightweight 
Design for Laser Additive Manufacturing, 
Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, 
Germany 

Lightweight fiber- and particle-
reinforced Al-metal matrix composite 
structures 
Richard Adams, CTO & senior vice president, 
CPS Technologies Corporation, USA 

Powder metallurgy delivers weight 
savings in automotive powertrain 
applications 
Ian Donaldson, director R&D Auburn Hills 
Tech Centre & Materials Engineering 
Americas, GKN Sinter Metals, USA 

Strategies of global OEMs to reduce 
future car weight 
Nicolas Meilhan, senior consultant,  
Frost & Sullivan, France 

Advanced light architectures specifically 
designed for electric vehicles 
Javier Romo, project manager, Cidaut 
Foundation, Spain 

Automotive solar applications changing 
the rules in car design 
Norman Starke, CEO, Proof Technologies, 
Germany 

Half-weight vehicle with new materials: 
chassis, body and driveline 
Mogens Løkke, CEO, ECOmove ApS, 
Denmark 

DAY 1 
ROOM 3 – MORNING

Optimizing manufacturing 
processes

This session will look at the process 
developments needed for mass reduction to be 
a key driver in the design and manufacturing 
process of volume production vehicles.

Automated multidisciplinary optimization 
(MDO) process development for vehicle 
weight reduction 
Giri Nammalwar, head of Global CAE Strategy 
Planning, Ford Motor Company, USA 

A multidisciplinary stochastic 
optimization (MDSO) approach to  
reduce vehicle weight and meet 
performance targets 
Dr Simon Xu, engineering group manager for 
Vehicle Optimization, General Motors, USA

High pressure meets lightweight 
Jens Winiarz, product manager Lightweight, 
Hennecke GmbH, Germany 

BOOK NOW!
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Guillaume Cledat, key market developer, 
CCP Composites, France 

DAY 2 
ROOM 3 – MORNING

Advances in lightweight metals
Heat treatment of light alloy structural 
castings for automotive applications 
Dr Dan Dragulin, head of R&D, Belte AG, 
Germany  

Weight savings with castings in iron, 
aluminum and magnesium 
Klaus Decking, product segment manager 
Lightweight, Georg Fischer Automotive AG, 
Switzerland 

Stable inlay aluminum tubes for HPDC 
and other casting processes 
Frank Heppes, head of Research & 
Development, Drahtzug Stein Combicore 
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany 

Replace die-cast in control modules for 
dramatic weight savings 
Randall Wilburn, global manager 
Automotive Sector, Molex Inc, USA 

DAY 2 
ROOM 3 – AFTERNOON

Advances in lightweight metals 2
A new stainless-steel material for 
weight reduction 
Quaranta Lorenzo, development manager, 
Sandvik AB, France 

New material concept for weight 
reduction 
Armin Schneider, product applications 
manager, Carpenter Technologies GmbH, 
Germany 

Enabling lightweight high-load bearings 
Sarah Banfield, research manager, Tecvac 
Ltd, UK 

Titanium extrusion, fatigue and fracture 
behavior 
Gail Hite, market development director, RTI 
International Metals Inc, USA 

Magnesium/MnE21 lightweight 
solutions: the eco-friendly solution of 
the future? 
Dr Stephen Rudzewski, head of Technics 
and Innovation, Semcon Holding GmbH & 
Co. KG, Germany 

Q&A 

GFC leaf-spring: approved technology in 
a new form of appearance 
Dr Anna Schwarz, general manager, Danto 
Invention, Germany 

Conductive connection of carbon 
structures for failure detection safety 
and repair 
Walter Kiersch, CEO, Carbon Conduction 
Technologies (CCT) GmbH, Germany 

DAY 2 
ROOM 2 – AFTERNOON 

Advances in bonding/
joining technology

The use of new materials in lightweight 
vehicles requires a revision of bonding 
and joining techniques for efficient and 
cost-effective vehicle assembly as well as 
consideration for aftermarket repair. This 
session will look at advances in bonding and 
joining materials and techniques. 

Adhesives for composite assembly 
Terry Gordon, epoxy development chemist, 
Permabond, UK 

Durability testing for adhesive joints in 
the vehicle industry 
Dr Isabel Van de Weyenberg, research 
engineer, Flanders’ Drive, Belgium  

Shedding weight while ensuring 
maintainability and recyclability with 
threaded fasteners 
Michael Mowins, president, Global 
Licensing, Phillips Screw Company, USA  

Sustainable laser surface cleaning 
for joining preparation in lightweight 
production 
Edwin Buechter, CEO/president, Clean-
Lasersysteme GmbH, Germany 

Coating and painting 
developments for composites

This session will look at developments in the 
techniques and materials that will enable 
composite vehicles to be coated and painted 
effectively and affordably, making their use by 
OEMs easier to integrate. 

Lightweight fiberglass composites for 
automotive 
Robert Langlois, CEO, Powder Coating 
Solutions, Canada 

SMC composite material for automotive 
on-line painted body panels 

Intelligent design: lighter 
materials are a requirement but 
not all that is necessary

This session will consider some of the 
more philosophical issues concerning the 
lightweighting of vehicles. As well as the 
question of whether the change is best 
achieved incrementally or through a complete 
paradigm shift, it will also focus on the 
need for designers to think less about using 
lighter materials merely to replace vehicle 
structures and components and more toward 
appreciating the potential of new materials 
to completely change the way vehicles are 
designed and assembled. 

Automotive body-in-white mass 
reduction philosophy 
Dr Donald Baskin, senior associate, 
Exponent, USA 

Lightweight – the paradigm shift 
Sébastien Stassin, managing partner,  
Kiska GmbH, Austria 

Composite structure is not making  
a black sheet metal structure 
Andrew Rich, president, Element 6 
Consulting, USA 

Truck of the future – evolve or leap? 
Jörn Buss, partner, Oliver Wyman, USA 

DAY 2 
ROOM 2 – MORNING

Innovative uses of composite 
materials

This session will look at innovations in the uses 
of composite materials for major reductions in 
mass, for example to replace heavy components 
such as engines, springs and bearings.

PM2 engine concept – a composite 
innovation 
Hendrik De Keyser, technology officer, 
Vyncolit NV, Belgium 

Weight-loss potential of composite 
spring elements 
Richard Zemann, head, Fiber-Reinforced 
Polymers Activities, TU Vienna, Austria 

Using plastic bearings in automotive 
applications 
Mark Watkins, automotive plastic bearing 
development manager, BNL (UK) Limited, UK  
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Ingesting content on two screens simultaneously is becoming  
the norm in the living room, and even cinemas. So why not use 
second screens to make IFE more immersive and interactive?
 
MICH AE L CHILDERS,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

secondsight

A new debate has emerged in IFE, regarding 
whether passengers’ own tablets, smartphones and 
laptops will replace airline-provided screens. But 

must we choose? Those who argue for one to the exclusion 
of the other are ignoring an emerging reality of 
entertainment viewing: the transformative phenomenon of 
the ‘second screen’.

“More than 70% of tablet owners use their devices 
while watching TV,” says Chuck Parker, president of the 
2nd Screen Society, “as do 68% of smartphone users.” The 
preponderance of this usage involves accessing content, or 
sharing information, which is complementary to the main 
screen, i.e. ‘companion content’. These same devices can 
be used to enhance the inflight entertainment experience 
with second-screen content inflight, believes Parker.

In the living room, the second-screen experience is “the 
simple act of watching television with a smartphone, tablet 
or laptop in your hands that is capable of receiving 
companion content”, says Parker. In IFE, passengers’ own 

PEDs can be used on board to receive second-screen 
content streamed over new wireless IFE systems.

The 2nd Screen Society is a group launched in July 2012 
in the USA to “advance the creation, production and 
adoption of content, applications, devices and distribution 
systems within the 2nd Screen Engagement Ecosystem”, 
according to Parker – a digital-delivery veteran who is 
focusing his expertise on promoting the market for 
second-screen applications in media and entertainment. In 
January 2011 Parker was appointed chief commercial 
officer and member of the executive committee for 
Technicolor SA. He was previously president of 
Technicolor’s Digital Content Delivery division.

TABLET CHRISTMAS Christmas 2012 was called the ‘tablet 
Christmas’ in London as retailers saw tablets flying off the 
shelves at the rate of one per second, recounts Parker. 
Following that increase in the household penetration of 
tablet computers, 2013’s International Consumer Electronics 

01. Even if 
passengers  
don’t have their 
own second 
screen, systems 
like the Thales 
TopSeries 
Avant offer 
an integrated 
second-screen 
experience
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Show (CES) held in January in Las Vegas saw second-screen 
applications and strategies dominate the agenda.

Parker and his colleague Renaud Fuchs at the 2nd 
Screen Society released a report during CES, which 
forecast that the companion application market will grow 
from US$490m in 2012 to as much as US$5.5bn by 2017.

“The second-screen experience is more than 
multitasking – consuming content from two screens at 
once,” says Parker. “It is about enhancing the viewing 
experience. This is particularly important in inflight 
entertainment. On a really long flight, it’s about complete 
immersion into the content – enjoying it on more than 
one level. An example might be integrating an app into a 
movie or TV programme to enrich the experience.”

FIVE FEATURE SETS Parker believes that there are really 
five major feature sets that drive consumers to pick up a 
device as their second screen in an attempt to add value to 
their first-screen experience. These are finding something to 
watch (discovery); determining where to watch it (seamless 
content sourcing, often combined with discovery); 
launching that content to the first screen (simple); getting 
more information about the programme, whether sports 
stats or actors’ biographies (stimulating); and sharing all of 
that and more with your friends (social).

“The ‘simple’ and ‘seamless’ cases make less sense in 
IFE, but the ‘discovery’, ‘stimulating’, and ‘social’ cases 
enhance the inflight experience,” says Parker.

“Today’s IFE systems are increasingly based on VOD 
rather than linear content, which is ideal. Interaction with 

primary content may be more easily enhanced in a VOD 
environment. The ability to pause the primary screen and 
go to a second screen to obtain information 
complementary to the content on the main screen engages 
and involves the passenger.

“Destination content may also lend itself well to second 
screens, enabling passengers to research information on a 
second device, including their own PEDs,” says Parker. 

An example of ‘stimulating’ use might be the ability to 
use the second-screen device to look at the filmography of 
one of the actors, or to get the name of a song on the 
soundtrack – or even purchase it.

“The ‘social’ experience may be a little more difficult on 
an aircraft,” says Parker, “in that an inflight co-viewing 
experience not only requires seat-to-seat communication 
– which some systems have but most don’t – but also 
involves ‘appointment’ content, which is linear.” Of course, 
the increasing presence of connectivity on aircraft may 
help to fill the communications gap.

whodunnit?
The USA Network created an interactive murder mystery game 
leading into the most recent season of its TV drama Psych.  
Offered as second-screen content, fans of the show could play  
the game in advance of the season premiere, with more storylines  
and clues made available via the network’s website, as well as  
on Facebook and Twitter. The network credited the second-screen 
game with increasing viewership by 10%.

02. Singapore 
Airlines’  
KrisWorld  
system enables  
passengers to 
maximise their 
second-screen 
content on the 
primary screen
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SECOND SCREEN IN THEATRES For years, theatre owners 
and content providers have seen smartphones and tablets as 
intrusive, believing that the light emitted by their screens is 
distracting, and the sounds downright annoying. But some 
of the presenters from the MultiScreen Summit 2012 in Los 
Angeles believe that’s about to change.

Peter Wilson, owner of the UK-based consultancy High 
Definition and Digital Cinema, told attendees at the 
Summit that in theatres, “every square centimetre has to 
make money”. Therefore, theorises Wilson, if young 
theatre-goers are going to use their PEDs anyway, why not 
leverage this to the benefit of the theatre owner?

If theatre-goers bring PEDs, Wilson sees an opportunity 
to engage with them, particularly in the previews that 
precede the feature film. “This isn’t suitable for all 
showings,” he concedes, “because there are those who 
would get annoyed with people fiddling with keyboards 
next to them. But at the same time, movies are changing.”

Another Summit speaker, Pat Griffis, senior director of 
technology strategy at Dolby Laboratories, told delegates 
that, “The key is if you can get information from people 
who come to that movie, you begin to build a database. 
That’s usually what they’re looking for – to build interest in 
their product. There’s money there and the audience is 
captive” – a term often used to describe airline passengers.

Summit attendees were told that smartphones in 
theatres could be used to fill out a survey in exchange for a 
free drink or popcorn, or to download film clips and 
instantly buy tickets for a future film.

But innovative filmmakers are going beyond that. The 
theatrical experience has always been one of shared space 
and time, but shared reactions and audience interaction 
are largely limited to instances of spontaneous applause. 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show is a notable exception.

Some filmmakers are now developing second-screen 
companion content intended for contemporaneous 
consumption on personal devices during a theatrical event 
that are rather similar to the Rocky Horror experience. One 
of the potential features of second screen is called 
‘gamification’ – building an interactive game around the 
primary screen content that can be played among 
members of the audience. Audience members also 
participate in trivia games and sing-a-longs, reading lyrics 
from their second screens.

While such interactive movies will not appeal to 
everyone, filmmakers and exhibitors do not want to give 
the home video and television window an exclusive feature 
set that could entice people to wait for those windows and 
by-pass going to a theatre. As with 3D, filmmakers and 
exhibitors are anxious to add value to the theatrical 
experience, for which they can charge premium prices.

THERE’S MONEY THERE AND  

THE AUDIENCE IS CAPTIVE  

03. Emirates offers 
a tablet-style 
handset for 
second-screen 
IFE content on 
certain aircraft

03
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In December, the Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis, USA, 
began to offer ‘tweet seats’ in the balcony for certain 
performances, during which patrons could pull out their 
smartphones and share their experience with others.

If IFE remains a narrow window sandwiched between 
the theatrical and packaged media windows – and if the 
second-screen experience is available theatrically and via 
packaged media, cable and satellite television – can airlines 
risk not offering at least some of that experience?

The use of second screen alongside television has been 
transformative to the television experience, according to 
interactive TV guru and former YouTube technology chief 
Anthony Rose. When Zeebox ‘zeetags’ began to allow 
Australian television viewers to interact with shows on 

Channel 10 last November, Rose said that it was destined 
to be the biggest transformation in Australian television 
since it went from black and white to colour in 1975.

Now head of social TV app provider Zeebox, Rose was 
formerly the chief of BBC’s popular iPlayer service. Zeebox 
synchs sound, video and text recognition with live over-
the-air television that enables viewers to interact with the 
stars, chat with other viewers and gain access to exclusive 
second-screen content. In the UK, Zeebox offers “live 
streaming of ‘alternate commentary’ by comedians on 
reality shows such as Just Dance and X Factor, something 
that Rose is hoping to roll out in Australia for the next 
Eurovision,” says Petra Starke, national social media 
reporter at Australia’s News Limited Network.

SECOND SCREEN MONETISATION Tom Engdahl, CEO of 
MagicRuby, believes that second screen gives airlines 
additional possibilities to monetise IFE. In November, 
Engdahl told the APEX Technology Committee that 
second-screen applications can enable airlines to sell 
products shown in feature films to passengers. MagicRuby 
offers a network of second-screen companion applications 
that can be synchronised to media buys on the ‘first’ 
screen, offering product placement, promotions and 
localised advertising opportunities on the second screen.

Increasingly these capabilities are being enhanced by 
the inclusion of time-based, frame-level metadata in 
movies and TV content. This metadata can be applied to 
what Chuck Parker calls the “discovery” experience and 
the “stimulating” use cases.

APEX’s Technology Committee is following – and 
potentially standardising – enhanced metadata in IFE and 
is also following second screen. Smartphones, tablets and 
streaming video are not only becoming an increasingly 
important part of the TV viewing experience, but they are 
also becoming an increasingly important component in the 
IFE experience. They don’t necessarily replace embedded 
IFE, but as second screens they can complement it.  

through the looking glass
Delta has launched a novel app for the iPad which features a “Glass Bottom Jet,” through 
which customers can view the ground below in a unique way that includes maps, social 
networks and internet content while connected to the onboard wi-fi. The app also  
includes travel planning tools, destination guides, flight check-in and an interactive trip map.

“Our goal is to simplify the digital experience across the touch points where our 
customers already spend their time by making their interactions with Delta easy and 
intuitive,” said Glen Hauenstein, Delta’s executive vice president of network planning, 
revenue management and marketing. “The incredible functionality and innovation  
found in the new iPad app embodies all that we’re doing to further improve the digital 
experience customers have with Delta. All of this represents the largest investment  
to delta.com and digital technology in more than a decade.”

04. Hang on, now 
there’s a third 
screen!  
Passengers can 
also plug their 
own device into  
Virgin Atlantic’s 
VERA system to 
send emails or 
SMSs

04
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CABINHYGIENE

Having hundreds of people crammed into a confined space for long 
periods can be a recipe for dirt and disease. How can bugs and 
bacteria be banished from the cabin to help ensure healthy travellers?

PETER HILDEBRANDT,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

cleanbreak

With the numbers of people taking to the air to 
destinations worldwide increasing all the time, 
the opportunity for the rapid spread of diseases 

has grown as well. But what about the environment 
passengers inhabit while travelling? Is the aircraft cabin 
itself any more or less able to disperse viruses or bacteria? 
Do onboard air filters keep infection rates to a minimum? 
Has the latest technology made any difference?

MODELLING TO CONTROL DISEASE To answer some of 
these questions, recent work has centred on mathematical 
modelling of infectious diseases, especially involving 
microbial risk assessment. Risk assessment studies have 
been getting a lot of attention lately, according to Dr Brian 
J Coburn, Postdoctoral Fellow at UCLA’s Centre for 
Biomedical Modeling, Semel Institute for Neuroscience 
and Human Behaviour. He is an applied mathematician 
who specialises in quantitative approaches for studying 
infectious diseases. He also works closely with Professor 
Sally Blower, the centre’s director.

Part of their modelling research uses empirical data on 
actual breathing rates and infectious particles emitted from 
breath to predict how many infections will occur during  
a flight. Seven studies of such scenarios were carried out 
for each cabin in an aircraft.

“During the H1N1 virus outbreak, the idea that aircraft 
transport infectious bugs became fixed in people’s minds,” 
explains Coburn. “The conventional wisdom is that you 
are simply transporting individuals, when actually there is 
a dynamic of people getting infected within the flight and 
then – without symptoms – walking out and causing even 
more outbreaks.

“The longer the flight, the more infections are likely to 
occur and, not surprisingly, the more crowded conditions 
in economy class will have even more infections than first 
class,” states Coburn. “Large-scale models that describe the 
spread of infection have been useful for predicting the 
spread of pandemic influenza. For H1N1 these models 
were really important because the disease originated in 
Mexico City and spread around the world via aircraft.”
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01. Procedures 
have advanced 
since the days of 
spraying insect 
killer throughout 
the cabin

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES IS  

DIFFICULT, WITH SO MANY FACTORS  
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Diseases such as H1N1 and SARS spread worldwide 
through airports. However, none of the models accounted 
for in-flight infection, so Coburn and colleagues provided 
further insight for more accurate predictions. It is 
hypothesised that the year H1N1 came through, it actually 
repressed seasonal flu. “The spread of novel strains is 
complicated. Developing effective strategies is difficult, 
with so many factors to consider. Deciding a global 
strategy is difficult, because there is a difference between 
medical doctors treating patients and epidemiological 
scientists studying disease ecology,” Coburn explains.

“You have this population that can spread these 
diseases. Then there is the treating of individuals. Looking 
at an individual can mean getting that person vaccinated. 
But when you vaccinate against a certain influenza strain, 
you can create opportunities for other strains that may not 
otherwise spread because of strain competition.”

Usually the more deadly strain is less likely to spread 
because transmission is offset by mortality. Competition 
between strains and the resulting dynamics of one strain 
out-competing another is not well understood. “We can 
build mathematical models to study these processes but 
there is always the chance things may differ between the 
real world and the modelling world,” states Coburn.

“When an individual recovers from a flu infection or 
gets vaccinated, the body develops an immunological 
memory of that particular strain. This provides protection 
against future outbreaks of that strain. However, flu is 

always changing, so if you miss infections for several years 
you might become susceptible again because the protective 
effect diminishes. Getting sick with a mild strain may not 
necessarily be a bad thing even though we don’t like it.”

Nowadays we have much more medical technology to 
handle infectious diseases such as flu – vaccines, antiviral 
treatment such as Tamiflu, and massive communication 
capabilities. “But then we are much more globally 
connected than ever before,” adds Coburn. “We can 
transport a virus all over the world in a just a few hours. 
This is a new twist on viruses named and localised in the 
past that can now go worldwide very quickly. Any one 
person can pass it on, spreading it all over the world.”

Coburn continues to work with Professor Blower on 
modelling infectious diseases to develop epidemic control 
strategies. They have several ongoing projects, mainly 
focused on HIV epidemics in Africa, in which they use 
mathematical modelling to try to provide a different 
perspective. The two are collaborating with medical 
doctors and public health officials that work in the field.

“At some level there is intervention against contagious 
diseases, but the truth is people travel a lot more now.  
I don’t think you could stop that if you wanted to. There 
are consequences of all this increased travel that we need 
to be aware of. What we can do is build a model using the 
theory of intervention and hopefully it will capture what 
we’re trying to do. It’s a powerful tool if it’s done right. If 
you can test things in a very cost-effective way, you can use 
fundamental principles to create a model and use that.”

There should be a trade-off between the real world and 
the modelling world, according to Coburn. “In a study 
conducted in 2012, an Australian group did a follow-up 
with individuals on flights and their mathematical model 
was pretty close to what they were predicting. We 
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who needs cleaners?
Self-cleaning materials are tipped to be a big advance in future 
cabin cleanliness. For example, in its ‘Future by Airbus’ concept,  
the airframer was inspired by the leaves of lotus plants, on which 
water rolls off in beads, taking contaminants with them. Airbus 
thinks that in the future, seat fabrics and carpets will be treated  
in a way that means they will also naturally shed dirt, while also 
being self-repairing.

Research into similar materials is currently underway at  
Eindhoven University of Technology in the Netherlands, where 
researchers claim to have developed a coating with a self-repairing 
surface. Functional coatings containing nano-sized molecular 
groups for water-resistant or antibacterial properties already 
exist, but these coatings can be damaged. However, a team, led 
by researcher Catarina Esteves of the department of chemical 
engineering and chemistry have developed surfaces with ‘stalks’ 
carrying functional chemical groups at their ends, which can be 
mixed into the coating. If the outer surface layer is removed by 
scratching, the ‘stalks’ in the underlying layer re-orient to the new 
surface, thereby restoring the self-cleaning function – ideal for 
lavatories and seat shells. At present, the materials only work with 
superficial scratches, but there could be further developments before 
the first coatings become production-ready in six to eight years. 

Interior thermoplastics and touchscreen displays could also 
become self-cleaning thanks to a cocktail of titanium dioxide 
molecules and sunlight. When these titanium dioxide molecules 
are ‘activated’ by the UV light in the sun’s rays, they act as a kind 
of catalyst, triggering an electrochemical reaction which produces 
free radicals, killing bacteria, fungi and similar organisms. First the 
cell walls are destroyed, and then the cytoplasm inside the cell is 
penetrated, damaging the bacteria’s DNA. As a result, the organic 
substances are destroyed instead of remaining stuck to the surface.

This research is being conducted by researchers at the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology IGB in  
Stuttgart, and initial tests have been positive. However, the tests 
have required something not readily available inside an aircraft: 
one hour of sunlight. Thus the next step in the project is to develop 
materials that can also be activated by artificial light.

ANY FILTERING OCCURRING IS 

ONLY AS GOOD AS THAT BEING 

DONE IN THE JETWAY AREA  

estimated seven people and found eight infections, which 
was a pretty good result because you always have random 
factors involved. The real world is more complicated as 
you never know who is going to walk onto the aircraft.”

One issue that factors into the mix is that when an 
aircraft is delayed on the ground while the jetway is still in 
place, the aircraft’s air filters are off. Large hosing can often 
be seen on the ground as passengers are boarding. 
Through that ductwork air conditioned or heated air is 
pumped into the aircraft for the comfort of passengers and 
crew. At this time any filtering occurring is only as good as 
that being done in the jetway area. Once the aircraft doors 
are closed and it moves away from the gate, then the 
cabin’s air filtering system becomes operational. This 
presents a brief window of opportunity for germs found in 
ground HVAC systems to be introduced into the cabin.

Coburn adds that during travel, people are typically not 
as healthy as they are in normal situations. For example 
they may be jet-lagged. Frequent travel tires people and 
they tend to become dehydrated. Part of UCLA’s studies 
deal with instances where passengers may be 
asymptomatic or sick, but don’t know it and may not be 
showing symptoms. What Coburn has discovered with his 
modelling work is that there is a limit to how much of the 
virus is actually being shed in the air.

Early DC-9 jetliners had basic foam rubber filters 
processing all the air on board. Today’s HEPA filters are 
much better at keeping air clean. Boeing 767s now use air 
heated by the engines and also devices akin to catalytic 
converters to treat cabin air, in addition to HEPA filters.

AGENCY INVOLVEMENT The only safety issue related to 
hygiene and disease control that the FAA regulates is cabin 
air quality. Airlines themselves are responsible for the 
cleanliness of the cabin; the FAA does not regulate that. 
However, the CDC (Centers for Disease Control, a US 
Federal agency) has a section on its website related to 
disease onboard aircraft as well as how the airlines and 
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CDC handle contagious diseases. In the case of SARS and 
other globally transmitted diseases, the CDC was involved. 
The CDC provides guidance for crewmembers on handling 
sick passengers or crew. FDA and EPA regulations deal 
with pests onboard aircraft.

“The FAA is committed to protecting the safety and 
health of passengers and cabin crews on our nation’s 
airlines,” explains Alison Duquette from the FAA’ s office of 
communications. “Studies indicate that cabin air is as good 
as or better than the air found in offices and homes.

“The FAA believes the cabin environment, in the vast 
majority of commercial flights, is safe. However, we are 
concerned that if certain mechanical failures occur, the 
cabin environment may contain contaminants. The FAA has 
reviewed 69 events over a 10-year period (2002-2011), 
which is 1.062 events per 100,000 flight hours and 0.114 
events per 100,000 departures. We are conducting research 
to address reasonable concerns expressed by Congress, the 
travelling public, and cabin crews.”

The Report to Congress includes a safety assessment of 
oil-based bleed-air contamination and a summary of related 
air-cleaning technologies. None of the reported events 
between 2002 and 2011 involved known injuries, fatalities 
or aircraft damage. FAA regulations require that aircraft be 
designed to provide the equivalent of at least 250g of fresh 
air per minute per occupant, a ventilation rate consistent 
with other public environments. Airlines have the added 
benefit of flying at altitudes above the air pollution that is 
circulated into the spaces on the ground that we occupy. 
Most commercial aircraft in the USA use HEPA filters.

Since 2004 the FAA has sponsored many cabin air 
environment research projects through the National Centre 
of Excellence for Airliner Cabin Environment Research. The 

According to the International Health Regulations, which 
legally bind 194 countries worldwide, events of disease 
transmission among passengers on international flights 
require notification to the World Health Organisation. EU 
Member States must also provide information on such cases 
through designated structures and/or authorities to enable an 
effective joint response of the affected countries. 

Assessing the risk of transmission of infectious diseases  
on board an aircraft is not always easy and often has to rely 
on individual expert opinion. The available evidence is limited, 
and assessing publicly available evidence is challenging. For 
most infectious diseases, only a small number of studies are 
available on a limited number of events. 

The majority of the studies are observational and have 
been criticised for lacking an appropriate control group and 
not controlling biases. In most studies the proportion of 
passengers (contacts) successfully traced and followed up 
is small, and for diseases with a long incubation period such 
as tuberculosis, asymptomatic passengers are often not 
followed up for long enough to document seroconversion. 
For diseases with a high proportion of asymptomatic or mild 
cases, or with an atypical presentation, cases are less likely 
to be detected because diagnostic tests are less likely to be 
performed. In addition studies not showing transmission or 
disease outcome are less likely to be published.

The decision on public health action and contact tracing has 
to be made quickly and is influenced by several factors that 
differ between countries, such as available resources, the 
purpose of contact tracing, its feasibility, and the perception 
of the risk of the disease when evidence is lacking or when 
media attention or political pressure is high. 

Contact tracing requires considerable resources in terms 
of personnel, money and time. The resources needed also 
depend on the objective of the tracing, e.g. whether it is to 
initiate disease containment or mitigation measures, delay 
the spread of the disease, or eradicate the disease. 

In the case of tuberculosis, for example, several studies 
indicate that the costs are high and the outcome is poor. 
Contact tracing is often complicated when passenger 
information is lacking. Aircraft manifests are not standardised 
across airlines and passenger lists are rarely kept for more 
than 48 hours. Legal matters and data protection issues tend 
to hamper the exchange of information between countries 
and organisations. Communication and coordination between 
the national authorities can be complex and the proportion of 
contacts that can be successfully traced is often rather small.

epidemic academics

STUDIES INDICATE THAT CABIN AIR IS AS GOOD AS OR  

BETTER THAN THE AIR FOUND IN OFFICES AND HOMES  
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centre brought together expertise in cabin environment 
science and technology from academic, industry and 
government organisations. It is identifying air contaminants 
that could be considered hazardous to both passengers and 
flight crew members. It is also conducting research on 
sensor technologies that can detect hazardous contaminants.

IDENTIFYING AIR QUALITY ISSUES Devin Malek works as 
a support engineer for a major US airline, providing direct 
engineering support and assistance to maintenance in both 
the line and heavy maintenance environments.

The biggest challenge faced in commercial aviation air 
quality is identifying and solving individual write-ups, 
according to Malek. “While most aircraft systems produce a 
known error when there is a problem, such as a fault code, 
or an item or system that just doesn’t work, with cabin air 
quality, many times we have to rely on subjective reports 
from flight crews or passengers to identify a problem.

“A flight attendant might report a musty smell in the aft 
galley area for example. As the industry is gaining more 
experience with these types of write-ups, our 
troubleshooting procedures are improving.”

From Malek’s experience on the operator side, cabin air 
quality has become a major issue in just the past five to 10 
years. Prior to that, most filtration existed simply to prevent 
particulates and debris from building up or causing damage 
to the system. The past five years in particular have seen a 
greater focus on the use of HEPA filters and maintaining 
passenger and crew health and comfort.

“The Boeing 767 and most other aircraft today have 
some sort of catalytic filter for scrubbing ozone from the air-
conditioning system,” explains Malek. “These systems use a 
ceramic/metal combination to remove ozone from the hot 
bleed-air before it is supplied to the air cycle machines.”

Contagious disease specifically has not been a recent 
focus in the industry, although Malek can see it becoming 
more of an issue. Right now HEPA filters would be the only 
way to filter any pathogens in the air, however he doesn’t 
have the specifics on how efficient the filters would be 
against disease. The primary focus with cabin air quality has 
been noxious fumes from chemicals associated with the 
aircraft, such as engine oil, hydraulic fluids and deicer.

Malek cannot speak of specific policies of the airline he 
works for, but most place the responsibility of identifying ill 
passengers on the flight crews If a passenger appears to be 
too ill to fly, the captain can deny boarding.

“As far as the future of cabin air filtering systems goes, 
there have been some discussions about getting away from 
the use of bleed air for air conditioning; however, I believe 
this is more of a long-term goal for manufacturers and I 
don’t see it happening in the next 10 years.

“I truly feel that the biggest and probably most beneficial 
change over the past 20 years has been the banning of 
smoking on aircraft. In the days of smoking in the cabin, the 
poor quality of the air was evident in how much tar built up 
inside and outside the fuselage.

“In fact one of the ways you could find a pressurisation 
leak was to look for the brown streak caused by the tar in 
the cigarette smoke running down the side of the fuselage. 
Aircraft electrical systems also had problems with their 
cooling systems being clogged by the tar. Since smoking has 
been banned, the aircraft are much cleaner than they used 
to be, systems are more reliable, and I’m sure passengers 
and crew are much healthier.” 

MANY TIMES WE RELY ON SUBJECTIVE  

REPORTS TO IDENTIFY A PROBLEM  

02. BDLI, a German 
aerospace  
organisation, 
created the 
Imagine concept, 
which includes  
a rather  
entertaining, 
self-cleaning 
lavatory

02
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CREWEXCELLENCE

As the walking, talking embodiment of an airline, cabin 
crew must be trained to create a consistent level of service 

that passengers the world over will enjoy and remember

NATAS HA E DWARDS,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

humantouch

Beyond seat pitch, lie-flat beds, IFE and the 
promise of gourmet meals, perhaps the biggest 
factor that can help ensure an enjoyable flight 

experience is the work of the cabin crew. As the welcoming 
face and the personification of an airline – be it the image of 
eastern calm of the sarong-clad Singapore Girl or the more 
no-nonsense approach of European and North American 
flight attendants – cabin crew can play a key part alongside 
technology in the battle between premium airlines and in 
gaining crucial customer loyalty.

Marine Gall, director of passenger experience for long-
haul flights at Air France, believes strongly that onboard 
service can improve the customer experience at a time 
when the airline is going through a profound change in 
corporate strategy. Service, both on the ground and in the 
air, forms a crucial part of its Transform 2015 programme, 
intended on one hand to restore economic strength in the 
morose European fiscal climate, and on the other to aid its 
bid to go upmarket, in a new integrated approach initiated 
with the chic new La Première lounge at Paris Charles de 
Gaulle airport. Whereas the airline was previously 
organised according to occupation – ground staff, cabin 

01. The quality of 
Qatar Airways’ 
crew training has 
helped it become 
a Skytrax  
five-star airline

02. One of the  
warmest  
welcomes  
of any airline;  
no wonder  
Malaysia’s  
cabin crew have 
been voted the 
world’s best
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crew, navigation staff – it is now organised across the 
different professions in long, medium and short-haul.

As Gall puts it, “The training of personnel by segments 
both in flight and on the ground gives us a coherence 
between ground and flight. We have completely modified 
our approach, with specialist teams who can contribute 
their experience – it is a profound cultural change for us, 
from a company that was transport-oriented to one that is 
customer-oriented.”

Air France worked with staff to identify the “moments 
of exception”, when customer service is especially crucial, 
and also brought in an external consultancy, Luxury 
Attitude, a specialist in the luxury hotel sector, to translate 
the codes of luxury hotels to the flight experience, 
pinpointing “the human dimension and aesthetic 
dimension that are essential to the emotional well-being of 
the client,” Gall says.

Staff are fully involved in the service proposition, 
drawing on different personalities to be more reactive as 
“ambassadors of the brand”. A guiding principle that Gall 
sums up as “the words to say it, the gestures to do it”, 
includes subtle details such as smiling, the way a coat is 

taken, and presentation. “Now we don’t simply ask if you 
want red wine or white, but if you want a Burgundy or a 
Bordeaux from such and such a château,” says Gall. After 
being rolled out in Première and Affaires, the new ethos is 
being extended to economy class during 2013. Passenger 
expectations are not the same but the new emphasis on 
welcome can be brought out by touches that can be as 
simple as smiling, looking passengers in the eyes, or 
handing back the boarding pass with both hands. 
According to Gall, who flies regularly to meet teams and 
customers, feedback has been positive, both from 
customers, with a rise in amiability scores, and from staff, 
who are proud. “It has restored interest for everyone, with 
a clear framework and clear values,” says Gall.

LEARN FROM THE BEST Malaysia Airlines, which was 
awarded the Skytrax World’s Best Cabin Crew title for 
2012, has a credo of ‘MH’ (coincidentally the airline’s flight 
code) for ‘Malaysian hospitality’ or “treating passengers 
like guests in our homes”, an image reflected by elegant 
staff in colourful sarongs. Flight attendants undergo an 
initial three-month training course, covering emergency 

iCare
British Airways made the headlines when it introduced a system 
whereby crew would use iPads to look into customer preferences, and 
even use social media to recognise them. The next airline to embrace 
the iPad for crew use is Qatar Airways, which is using the device to  
offer personalised service to its customers at various touch points.

The airline’s cabin crew and concierge staff are able to use a custom 
application on iPads, with an interactive seat map that highlights the 
presence of VIPs and Privilege Club members on board. It also identifies 
customers quickly, provides ready access to customer information,  
and alerts crew of passenger’s special meal or service requirements.

Qatar Airways CEO Akbar Al Baker says the iPad enables cabin crew 
and concierge staff to know customers better, proactively respond 
to their needs, and offer an enhanced brand experience. The airline 
plans to extend the iPad functions to include value-added services for 
redemption of flyer miles for upgrades and purchase of duty-free items.

03. Air France 
crew ensure a 
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quality of service 
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04. First class  
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a crew trained 
to luxury hotel 
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safety procedures, grooming and deportment, 
communications skills, hospitality and voice enrichment, 
which is subsequently supplemented by frequent refresher 
training courses and new product briefings for all staff.

The airline places great emphasis on communication 
and language skills. “A key aspect is communication, and 
most of our cabin staff can speak at least three languages 
– English, Malay and their mother tongue,” says Hayati 
Dato Ali, executive vice president of in-flight services for 
Malaysia Airlines. “In addition, Malaysia Airlines also 
conducts foreign language classes for cabin crew as it 
acknowledges that multilingual cabin staff are indeed an 
asset for exemplary customer service.” 

While round-the-clock attention and personal touches 
in first class include a turndown service and cotton 
pyjamas, the airline also attempts to extend its hospitality 
approach to economy class. “As much as possible, 

economy passengers are also addressed by name. Special 
requests such as marriage proposals or anniversaries are  
also entertained,” says Ali. The airline also marks 
celebrations such as Christmas, New Year and Mother’s 
Day with special inflight snacks and audio/video 
entertainment. Along with its reputation for efficiency, the 
airline also scores high on making families feel welcome, 
right down to introducing the special Sky Squad Kidz Tour 
on the A380, which enables parents to rest or read while 
the children are occupied and engaged with an educational 
tour of the aircraft’s inflight features and facilities.

BOUTIQUE HOPPING Elected ‘best small airline’ by Condé 
Nast Traveler magazine in the USA, OpenSkies plays the 
‘small is beautiful’ card of a niche airline operating a single 
transatlantic route (Newark-Paris Orly, with JFK-Paris Orly 
to be introduced in May) and a maximum of just 114 
passengers on board, but with the reassurance of powerful 
parent British Airways in the background.

“We are the boutique airline and, like a boutique hotel, 
people are looking for it to be personal, to be treated 
individually,” states Karin Drylie, OpenSkies’ product 

quiet confidence
For once Virgin Atlantic doesn’t want to shout about its latest crew 
initiative. To help ensure guests in Upper Class aren’t disturbed when 
sleeping, cabin crew are given an extra day of training to make sure 
that, during night flights, they address passengers in the right tone, 
at between 20 and 30dB. As well as making sure that neighbouring 
passengers aren’t disturbed, this level of speech also calms the 
passenger being addressed. This training comes in addition to other 
initiatives, such as how to engage with passengers, how to read 
passengers, being tactile, and how to wake people comfortably.

05. Malaysia’s cabin 
crew show their 
love for the job – 
and the A380

06. For Malaysia, 
the crew is key. 
The cabin crew 
also work in the 
airport lounges 
to help them  
get to know their 
elite flyers better
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manager. Many passengers, particularly in business class, 
are regular ‘Paris-Yorkers’ who appreciate the familiarity 
that comes through getting to know the crew.

The emphasis in training and recruitment is on getting 
the right crew attitude, says Drylie: “As a dedicated Paris-
New York airline, we can specialise in having French and 
American cabin crew. We recruit half in New York and half 
in Paris, so we have the best of both worlds – the French 
for their savoir-faire and Americans for their friendly, 
can-do attitude. It creates a great dynamic on board.”

OpenSkies tailors the experience according to the time 
of the flight. On evening flights, business passengers have 
the option of eating in the airport lounge and then going to 
sleep after takeoff, with a turndown service. “We try to give 
as much choice and flexibility as possible,” says Drylie. 
Even the recently introduced economy cabin has only 54 
or 66 seats, depending on the aircraft, so the airline can 
play on individual touches.

“We try to provide a personalised service, so you can 
order a special cake and we can even create a bespoke meal 
on request,” explains Drylie. Services include a quality 
wine list and a personal iPad for IFE, with the benefit of 

the latest films, and excellent sound and image quality. An 
additional bonus is flight attendants who know both cities 
well so they can give advice on the destinations.

EVERYBODY’S WELCOME For an airline with flights that 
span the globe, Etihad Airways not surprisingly aims to be 
multicultural. While proclaiming that its cabin crew are 
ambassadors for Abu Dhabi, “caring for guests with 
traditional Arab warmth”, the airline currently boasts staff 
from 110 countries – and the one required language is 
English. “We strive for a multiracial, multilingual and 
multicultural family of employees,” according to the 
airline. Staff are recruited from all over the world and 
undergo a six- or seven-week training course in Abu 
Dhabi, with an emphasis on the ability to understand 
different cultural expectations and anticipate guests’ needs.

Malaysia Airlines appears a quintessentially Asian 
company. “Malaysia’s cosmopolitan society of diverse 
cultures and ethnicity is a natural advantage when 
managing different expectations of customers from various 
parts of the world,” says Hayati Dato Ali. “Our Malaysian 
workforce, including cabin crew, come from various ethnic 

pad perk
Cabin crew do an amazing job, from welcoming passengers, to 
serving meals, to calming irate passengers, to monitoring potential 
terrorist activity – and all for a comparatively low wage. FlyDesk, an 
iPad-based solution created by Allegiant Systems, intends not only 
to make crews’ jobs a little easier, but to give them opportunity for  
a little extra reward as well.

FlyDesk software is loaded on to iPads, where it digitises reports 
and manuals, provides a secure communication tool, and facilitates 
buy-on-board programmes for extra commission, among other 
tasks. The paperless procedure saves weight, makes it easier 
to deliver updates and information, and also makes cabin crew 
more productive, as they are able to execute their responsibilities 
(including reporting) more quickly and from a single, mobile device.

As a bonus, in addition to additional sales incentives, the iPad is 
the flight attendant’s to use both professionally and personally.

07. With only 114 
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and religious backgrounds, experiencing peaceful 
co-existence and unity in diversity. This enables our cabin 
staff to be sensitive and mindful of the expectations of our 
customers, who come from different cultures.”

At Air France, says Gall, “We follow French codes but 
we are also very open to the rest of the world’s cultures 
and have specific training and lectures for staff.” As well as 
ensuring that there are crew who can speak Japanese on 
flights to Japan and Portuguese to Brazil, Air France has 
also been making a particular effort for its growing 
Chinese clientele. The airline employs dedicated ground 
staff at Paris Charles de Gaulle, and makes sure that there 
are Mandarin speakers on all flights to Beijing, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou, and Cantonese speakers on flights to 
Hong Kong. Chinese cuisine, jasmine tea, and Chinese 
newspapers and IFE options are also available on board.

FLYING MACHINES Along with increasingly sophisticated 
IFE and internet access, airlines are also paradoxically 
using multimedia to increase the human touch. In the 
fiercely competitive airline world, personal service allied to 
technology could play a key role in developing customer 
loyalty. “To appreciate our frequent travellers, we are 
currently exploring new technologies that will enable us to 
provide better and more personalised service,” says Ali.

Likewise, Gall foresees increasing personalisation of 
onboard service at Air France, with a system that is far 
more sophisticated than the previous questionnaires or 
loyalty cards. “Digital technology has profoundly changed 
our relationship with the client, while keeping the physical 
contact and personal aspect. We are in the process of 
developing a system using tablets that will enable crew to 
know the likes and habits of clients.” 

money talks
In early February, 10 US Airways 
employees were awarded US$10,000 
each for providing exceptional  
customer service. They were  
nominated through the airline’s 
Above & Beyond programme, under 
which the airline’s top frequent 
flyers and management can submit 
coupons, recognising employees 
for providing outstanding customer 
service in the air and on the ground. 
All coupons received are entered 
into a quarterly draw for the cash. 
An additional 100 employees of US 
Airways and its subsidiary airlines 
received rewards of US$1,000, and a 
further 250 staff received US$250.

“Every day our 38,000 combined 
employees provide exceptional 

service to our customers,” says US 
Airways’ chairman and CEO Doug 
Parker. “Through our Above &  
Beyond programme, every quarter 
we award those individuals who have 
gone the extra mile in assisting our 
customers or a fellow employee.”

Since launching the programme  
in 2006 the airline has received more 
than 300,000 A&B coupons and  
has awarded nearly US$7.3 million  
to more than 9,000 employees. 

In a similar scheme, January saw 
United Airlines award US$125,000 
to employees for excellent customer 
service. Launched in June 2012, the 
Outperform Recognition Programme 
invites frequent flyers to nominate 
employees for service at the airport, 

on the phone, on a flight, or at  
any other point in their experience 
with United and United Express. 16 
employees were randomly selected 
from more than 9,000 nominations.

Jane Doucette, a Houston-based 
flight attendant, won US$50,000 for 
service she provided to customer 
Jonipher Kwong of Honolulu during 
a flight to LA in summer 2012.

“I’m a big believer in recognising 
people when they do great work. 
The more someone is recognised 
when they get it right, the better 
they’ll perform,” said Kwong. “Jane 
‘outperformed’ during my flight from 
beginning to end – I felt the whole 
flight was all about me. She knew 
just how to personalise it.”
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CADTECHNOLOGY

‘Revolution’ might be overstating it, but 
computer-aided design (CAD) and virtual reality 
(VR) have come a long way in the aerospace 

industry in the past 10 years. John Tighe, design director 
at London-based design agency JPA – and whose client list 
includes Singapore Airlines and Air China – calls it more 
of a “rapid evolution”. But he qualifies this statement with 
some impressive comparisons.

“It’s relatively easy to sit in the studio and understand 
what we’re talking about because we’re all designers,” he 
begins. “But for someone in engineering or procurement to 
understand, we really need to show a good visual that will 
hit the mark. Ten years ago that was a major undertaking. 
You had to plan cabin renders in particular a few weeks in 
advance, and it was a big, expensive, outsourced thing. But 
now it’s almost like water to us; it flows through the 
studio. We can print six or seven views at A2 or A1 size  
overnight. Six or seven years ago, say, that would have 

been unthinkable. Just one of those prints would have 
taken 24 hours.”

Tighe mentions software such as Luxion KeyShot for 
quick visuals, plus MAXON Cinema 4D and Autodesk 3D 
Studio Max, all of which enable JPA to present its ideas  
so much more quickly, which, in turn, speeds up the 
whole decision-making process. As he adds, “the client 
now sees a lot more visuals a lot more often, which helps 
them get sign-off internally and helps them buy into the 
design earlier”.

(RE)CONNECTING DESIGNERS Software that can 
authentically design surfaces – whether aluminium, plastic 
or even fabric – and other software that can make virtual 
3D models, and others still that can simulate stresses and 
strength prior to a physical prototype being made, are all 
becoming more mature and quicker to use than ever. 
Meanwhile, hardware is able to safely handle ever-larger 

virtuallythere
CAD has made large strides in the aircraft industry in the past  
decade, but will it move as quickly in the next? And if so, what  
will be the new frontiers?

GUY BIRD,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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amounts of data, and rapid 3D printing tools look set to 
become more widespread and cost-effective to provide 
another future boon for prototypes and more (see the 
Another Dimension feature on page 132).

As design networks in big western companies become 
increasingly global in nature in order to tap into important 
local markets – China being an obvious example – real-
time ‘co-design’ is becoming another recent phenomenon. 
Having one designer in the USA able to work on the same 
design file as another in Europe or Asia at the same time 
by way of remote servers – a bit like the experience of the 
IT man in another office remotely moving your mouse 
when trying to resolve your computer glitches – is an 
impressive feat of software, but a scenario that can also 
cause its own creativity issues.

Managing such a remote design process will be a big 
trend, reckons Xavier Melkonian, director of design  
for CATIA software at developer Dassault Systèmes. 

“Designers come with their own creativity, but they  
also get inspired by other people,” he says. “When  
you’re working in the studio and see the sketches and 
visuals of the team on the walls and the evolution of the 
physical prototype, it’s a source of inspiration for these 
people. But if you remove that physical prototype  
and sketches, then you lose this kind of team inspiration. 
It’s a bad effect of globalisation that we need to fix by 
bringing people together, facilitating interactions to 
stimulate the confrontation of ideas, even if they are not in 
the same location, with social innovation media and 
virtual prototypes.”

Thus, Dassault Systèmes hosts its 3DExperience 
Platform with the SWYM social innovation community 
platform where designers can connect, blog, challenge 
ideas, or even vote for each other’s designs on all kinds of 
media such as text, sketches and video, and they can add 
3D media. It’s a product already used by automotive Tier 1 

01. 3D aircraft seat 
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cave drawings
To aid and accelerate the design process of VVIP cabin completions, 
Lufthansa Technik (LHT) and the German Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research have developed a computer-generated tool called Virtual Fitcheck 
(VF), located at LHT’s Hamburg headquarters. The system not only enables 
furniture and monuments to be computer fit-tested prior to installation, it 
also uses a 3D digital mock-up called Cave Automatic Virtual Environment 
(CAVE) – a 15m glass cube – to test fit, functionality and interface.

Within two to three hours, data and images for an entire B747 can be 
loaded into the system. Designers and technicians then enter CAVE wearing 
3D glasses. Infrared cameras on the ceiling track all human movement, and 
with the help of bespoke software, the 3D image projections – refreshed 20 
to 30 times a second – realistically simulate changing views as the users 
move around. Once immersed, the users can check geometry and functions, 
such as access panels and snagging points, identifying potential problems.

While this multimillion-euro project sounds exotic, Oliver Thomaschewski 
of LHT’s VIP & Executive Jet Solutions division says most of it uses off-
the-shelf technology combined with some custom software developed in 
cooperation with university researchers. Solid Works engineering software, 
in widespread use throughout the industry, including at LHT, is the image 
backbone of the system, although it can also accept drawings done in (and 
converted from) CATIA.

“It is extremely expensive but not special,” says Thomaschewski. “We  
had to figure out how to combine things that were on the market in a very 
clever way to make them work for such a complex thing without breaking 
the budget. About 80% of the tools are industry standards.” The other 20% 
was crafted by LHT and its development partners.

Thomaschewski elaborates, “It also enables employees and engineers 
to check and recheck drawings as they progress through several different 
levels of details. We start with the very bare box model without any level  
of details and then proceed to the next level of modelling and check it again. 
It enables employees to work with a new kind of media.”

“For the moment, all our models are engineering models and we are  
not able to render high-quality imagery,” he says. “They are coloured 
shapes and not high-gloss furniture renderings. You can show the customer 
the aircraft in this environment, but if you do, it really has to work reliably. 
At the moment, it’s a research project. It is not 100% stable and you do 
not want to disappoint your customer. Now the system does have the 
potential for that application in the future, and if you buy more sophisticated 
computers, you can do that.”

supplier Visteon as “a global team social innovation tool,” 
says Melkonian, “so they can really communicate, 
challenge and discuss their ideas and get feedback for their 
global social network team.”

CONNECTING DEPARTMENTS Another 3D visualisation 
software specialist, RTT, with a client list including Adidas 
and Audi, cites the usefulness of CAD and VR to get 
design, engineering, marketing and even sales departments 
working in harmony. It has worked with Airbus on a full 
CG film to illustrate the cabin’s maximum space 
architecture and clever luggage management, and with 
Eurocopter on a customer configurator to enable, among 
other aspects, Eurocopter’s customers to see what different 
colour and trim options really look like before purchase. 
As Roberto Schettler, board member of RTT, comments, 
“With a 3D data set, a wide range of marketing and sales 
tools can be immediately produced – product images, 
films, brochures, interactive event applications, websites, 
training materials and much more. There is no limit to 
imagination and creativity.”

Facilitating inter-department collaboration is an 
important aspect of CATIA’s positioning too, as Melkonian 
points out: “You can have the best tool in design and the 
best tool in engineering, but if you do not facilitate the 
collaboration between these two teams, it will be a failure. 
Today the industry is more demanding in collaborations 
between design, engineering, marketing and legal. Because 
products are becoming more and more complex, industrial 
design, engineering and other organisations are becoming 
inter-dependant. This is the reason why, today, the 
industry is demanding more collaborations and 
co-creation between design, engineering, marketing and 
legal departments. Because there are so many constraints 
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from legal and engineering, industrial design can no longer 
be just nice-looking design stuff. CATIA’s ability to work 
on the same platform is a key differentiator for us and a 
key factor of success for our customers.”

OBSTACLES TO NEW TECHNOLOGY UK-based design 
consultancy Drive Design – which has worked for auto 
and aero clients for many years, including the surface data 
for tooling BA’s ‘Lounge in the sky’ lie-flat bed – cites 
people’s natural conservatism rather than any flaws in new 
technology as one of the biggest obstacles to uptake, but 
managing director Chris Longmore reassures, “As user 
interfaces and visual representations improve, the virtual 
process will be less alien, and in the meantime they can 
rely on a good design consultancy to guide them.”

VR software specialist Lumiscaphe says the price of 
new technology can be another issue, as its CG specialist 
Laurent Miagkoff concedes. “But after you have 
experienced high-quality VR, nothing else is acceptable,” 
he adds. Intuitive software and good training, where 
applicable, are important extra elements to ensure the best 
value is gained from expensive software’s capability and 
that users feel happy to explore the package.

These are areas that CATIA has worked hard to rectify. 
Melkonian concedes that previously CATIA was perceived 
by designers as software “for engineers”. CATIA for 
Creative Designers in its Version 6 incarnation was 
launched specifically to reposition the software as a friend 

of the designer, with intuitive new products including the 
ability to sketch in 3D – a claimed first – and a new way of 
computer sculpting an object in a natural way by pushing 
and pulling a virtual clay block.

DESIGNS THAT LEAP OFF THE SCREEN More exciting 
still as an idea is new software from Infinite Z and its 
flagship zSpace system, which enables designers to 
visualise, create and edit designs that appear to hover 
above the screen in solid form, using a proprietary 
stereoscopic display, tracking eyeware and a special 
‘stylus’. The system has already garnered plaudits from 
Autodesk’s senior management and Infinite Z is also 
working with other companies such as CATIA’s Dassault to 
make its software compatible. It only officially launched as 
a company in November 2011 and its first system was 
released in 2012, but Infinite Z already boasts some early 
– if unnamed – aerospace design adopters. Definitely a 
case of watch this (3D) space.

AS USER INTERFACES AND VISUAL  

REPRESENTATIONS IMPROVE, THE VIRTUAL 

PROCESS WILL BE LESS ALIEN  

see for yourself
On a less high-tech, but very customer-friendly approach, pre-owned 
corporate jet trader The Jet Business has launched a new cabin interiors 
‘app’ whereby clients can visualise a variety of business jet cabins in  
full-size at its London showroom.

The original sales app features comparative graphic images and 
full size 1:1 cabin cross sections of the jets, but this app goes further, 
allowing potential purchasers to change the style of seats, cabinetry 
veneers and soft furnishings. The proprietary software stores information 
on a range of aircraft and can change fabrics, carpets, woods, cabinetry, 
veneers, finishes and upholstery in a few clicks.

“Up to now, the process has been very difficult for clients to  
immediately visualise their choices only using swatch materials,”  
says Steve Varsano, president of the company.

“We have concentrated on enhancing our existing software so that 
clients can not only choose which 
is the minimum type of aircraft 
to suit their mission, but they can 
also redesign its interior at the 
same time,” adds Robin Brooks, 
senior app designer at The Jet 
Business. “For these time-poor 
clients this single source of  
interior and technical information 
is invaluable”.
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DESIGN IS NOT JUST ABOUT SHAPE,  

COLOUR AND MATERIAL ANYMORE  

EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN Perhaps the biggest area of future 
change that many designers and providers are excited 
about is the possibility of CAD and VR to create not just 
things, but experiences as well. “Design is not just about 
shape, colour and material anymore,” CATIA’s Melkonian 
continues. “There is a new dimension that has appeared in 
the past few years and that is about embedding all the 
systems such as object behaviours, multimedia, lighting – 
the whole experience – to allow industrial designers to 
imagine and create the full product design experience for 
their consumers. Take the design of the iPhone for 
example. Yes, it’s about the aesthetic design of the object 
itself, but more and more it’s about the full user 
experience, including the aesthetic, user interface, usage 
and customisation experience. It is the same for every 
industry, including interior design, where industrial 
designers must create and simulate the full design 
experience with not just nice-looking design but also 
lighting ambiance, ergonomics, perceived quality, 
multimedia user experience, etc. That requires a better 
collaboration between designers and engineering to 
imagine, create and simulate all these experiences.”

One early example is CATIA’s software being able to 
show potential customers how lighting logos will look 

when switched on in a dark evening cabin environment, 
compared with ‘off’ in the daytime.

JPA’s Tighe also sees a great future for so-called 
‘experiential design’, not just in helping with the physical 
design process, but in working out where any issues with 
the company’s overall product and service offering may lie. 
As he says, “JPA already designs the whole experience from 
airport lounge to aircraft cabin, and visualisation 
technology has the potential to do a full run-through, so in 
one hour we can take an airline client through a very real 
experience of leaving their hotel room to check-in and 
then sitting down on the aircraft. Technology will enable 
the client to really evaluate that process better so they can 
understand that actually the weak point is at check-in, or 
it’s when you first get on the aircraft that the experience 
doesn’t live up to the promise that the lounge made, or 
vice versa. This run-through will help us make better 
experiences and help the client understand better too.”

Integrated 3D design, VR caves and headsets, real seat 
mock-ups  where virtual lighting and other ambience 
adjustments can be made around them, are all set to 
become regular processes. CATIA’s Melkonian concludes, 
“Then it’s really about a product design experience rather 
than just product design.” 

CONTACTS 
www.3ds.com; www.drivedesign.co.uk; www.jpadesign.com; www.
lumiscaphe.com; www.keyshot.com; www.rtt.ag; www.zspace.com

06. The LoftJet  
virtual concept 
was created  
by CATIA to 
showcase its 
transportation 
design  
capabilities

07. The LoftJet  
galley as it would 
look at night
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3DPRINTING

“We are poised at a technological moment of 
infinite possibility,” declared Hugh Aldersey-
Williams, the editor of MADE (Materials and 

Design Exchange) back in 2007 in reference to rapid 
manufacturing. His words, which accompanied a workshop 
at the Royal College of Art in London on the future 
possibilities of 3D printing in all its guises, were inspiring 
and exciting in equal measure as he marvelled at the 
potential “to make things by growing them, as it were, 
rather than by assembling, forming or carving them”.

But six years on, is 3D printing or additive 
manufacturing (AM) – the process of making three-
dimensional objects from a digital model by various 
‘additive’ or layering processes – finally realising 
mainstream potential or is it still too prohibitive in terms 
of cost, speed and material compatibility to make 
commercial sense?

The breadth of industries now using 3D printing 
processes certainly seems to have widened. Take the 
wonderfully intricate couture dresses shown at Paris 
Fashion Week earlier this year by designer Iris van Herpen 
in collaboration with artist Neri Oxman and AM software 
firm Materialise. It’s just one evocative example where, as 
Oxman puts it, “delicate hand-made embroidery and 
needlework is replaced by code”. And while this 
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house proud
Lest you think 3D printing is good only for component production, 
UK company Monolite has created D-Shape, with the aim of 
printing entire buildings. A large aluminium frame is constructed 
around the building, or rather printing, site, within which CAD-CAM 
software drives a printer head.

The process starts at the foundations and ends at the top of the 
roof, including stairs, external and internal partition walls, concave 
and convex surfaces, bas-reliefs, columns, statues, wiring, cabling 
and piping cavities. During the printing of each section a ‘structural 
ink’ of 5-10mm is deposited by the printer’s nozzles on a sand 
surface, which takes 24 hours to solidify, whereupon the next  
layer can be printed. 10mm a day is slower 
than bricks and mortar, but bear in mind 
that when the roof is printed, the structure 
is complete. The structural ink can use 
any type of stone dust, sand or gravel.

To verify the theory, a complex shape 
has been printed in a sandstone-like 
material and submitted to traction, 
compression and bending tests which, 
the company claims, have given 
“extraordinary” results, showing  
excellent resistance properties.

application may seem a long way from the aircraft 
industry, the machine that made the clothing possible – 
the Fortus 900MC by Stratasys – is also used by some  
of Boeing’s key suppliers.

PRÊT À PRINTER While machines like the Fortus don’t 
come cheap – priced in the hundreds of thousands of 
pounds – the material cost of making rapid prototypes has 
fallen considerably, to the point where many aero designers 
are happy to use the technology regularly. As John Tighe, 
design director of London-based agency JPA makes clear, 
“Ten years ago, finding a mock-up facility that had a five-
axis modelling machine was quite difficult, and they were 
very expensive because of it. Now, everyone’s got one, so 
making complex models has become quicker and less 
expensive. It’s still not cheap, but every time you can put a 
client in a space where they can sit and touch things, it’s 
absolutely brilliant.”

The lower-cost digital nature of the process is also a 
massive boon for Tighe in design time, given the global 
reach of JPA’s business. “Previously, if we saw something in 
a review meeting that wasn’t agreeable we had to go away, 
talk about it for a few weeks, and then generally there had 
to be another meeting,” he continues. “But with rapid 

prototyping there’s the potential to be at a review meeting 
in Singapore, give feedback to England, have the UK team 
work through its day to redesign the item and send the 
new data to the Singapore office, and then do a rapid print 
ready for review the next day.”

The use of 3D printed parts for prototyping is also 
going only in one direction, if the experience of Michael 
Hayes, technical lead engineer for non-metallic additive 
manufacturing at Boeing Research & Technology, is any 
guide. He explains the rapid rise in the use of technology 
at Boeing: “Ten years ago it did not exist at all, but 
compared with five years ago, today we’re seeing a near 
500-fold increase in the use of the technology.”

AM is no longer just for short-term prototypes. Boeing 
has been using the technology for 10 years on small 
production runs of ducting parts for military aircraft, and 
Hayes sees future opportunities for commercial aircraft. 
“Some of our suppliers already have the facilities, equipment 
and material – like the Ultem 9085 high-performance 
thermoplastic by Sabic – which can go into the cabin, and 
processes very well on a Fortus 900MC machine, which has 
a 3ft (91cm) build chamber,” he says. “They’re already 
putting AM parts in smaller aircraft. If you look at a B787, 
their use is near-term, not far-term. But new technology isn’t 
incorporated just for the sake of it – there has to be a good 
boost to weight, rate, cost and robustness. It is currently 
expensive, but as the cost eases I can see more being used.”

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES Hayes’s reference to obstacles to 
commercially feasible entry for 3D printing is pertinent. 

WE’RE SEEING A NEAR 500-FOLD INCREASE 

IN THE USE OF THE TECHNOLOGY  

01
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01. Additive layer 
manufacturing  
of titanium, glass 
and concrete 
forms a major 
part of the  
Airbus Future 
Cabin concept

02. Close-up of  
the 3D printed 
material used 
in an Iris van 
Herpen dress  
at Paris Fashion 
Week
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heavy… plastic?
Think 3D printing is geeky? You may be right, but that 
doesn’t mean it can’t be a bit rock ’n roll. Olaf Diegel, 
professor of mechatronics at Massey University in 
Auckland, New Zealand, has a jazzy sideline designing 
bespoke electric and bass guitars, which are then 
Selective Laser Sintered by Cubify, a subsidiary of  
US-based 3D Systems.

Guitarists can work directly with Diegel to create  
a personalised look and sound, whether that involves 
custom neck and pick-ups, or having a band name 
printed in the body. Almost anything is possible as 
long as you have at least US$3,000 to spend.

“My passion for 3D printing created one of those 
rare opportunities to combine my engineering design 
background and love of music into a new product  
line that breaks the mould of conventional thinking,” 
says Diegel.

Alex Pozzi, VP of B/E Aerospace’s seating products in its 
Advanced Design Group, agrees: “Historically the obstacle 
has been the inadequate mechanical properties of the 
materials, in strength, colour, flexibility, surface finish, 
dimensional stability and tight tolerances. For production, 
the materials could not meet the strict flammability 
requirements. However, both materials and processes have 
advanced a lot in the past three to five years, enabling us to 
make parts for production and we expect to continue to use 
AM, particularly for production parts and potentially low-
run tooling, such as vacuum-formed tools.”

With the cost (and size) of equipment reducing, partly 
as demand improves, instead of huge machines in remote 
industrial spaces, 3D printers can now be put on the 
desktops where the designs are created. New York-based 
MakerBot is one of the new companies in this field, and 
although its compact units might seem more suited to 
small businesses than huge corporations, it has reported 
sales to NASA and GE. In the automotive industry, Ford 
has recently announced it will be providing all of its 
engineers with 3D printers at their desks.

IDEAL FOR AERO The speed of printing has also historically 
been an issue, and to some extent still is in Hayes’s eyes, but 
he sees the technology as more suited to the aero industry 
than others for a key reason: “The auto industry is used to 
making an injection-moulded part in seconds, not hours. 
But AM has been a big draw to the aero industry as we don’t 
have as high a rate requirement.” Currently, 3ft x 2ft is one 
of the largest single-part sizes possible, but Hayes believes 
larger small-run parts will soon become feasible, as he adds, 
“it’s just a matter of someone asking for it and then making 
a machine that can do it.”

AM parts can also be designed in a more complex way 
than traditional injection-moulded ones, so groups of parts 
can be designed together on the computer and 
manufactured as one piece. This is something that Zodiac 
OEM Cabin was able to achieve on its A320 ISIS interior 
prototype due to a considerable amount of 3D printing on 
the PSU pod interior feature, among others. Hayes gives 
another example: “On the ducting side we used to have six 
different ducts with all these clamps and parts. Now a one-
piece part replaces eight and it’s self-locating too. When 
you design those parts together you save on weight, 
assembly time and quality loss, as you now only have one 
part to manage, not 50 with tolerance stack-up.”

PERSONALISED FEATURES With all experts polled 
agreeing that AM will definitely see increased use in both 
aero prototyping and production, the question becomes 
how far it can go. Hayes sees small but important progress 
on the production side of aircraft interiors. “The standard 
aircraft fuselage has a constant cross-section that works 
really well for injection moulding, so the majority of the 
plastics will continue to be made that way,” he says. “But if 
you get into a first-class cabin scenario, and you’re starting 
to make customised cabin areas, you could see 5% or even 
10% of AM materials on the interior. If you look to the 
structural aspect, AM could be used in 10-15 years to get 

03. The Atom  
Guitar – yours  
for US$3,500 –  
is inspired by  
oil coalescing  
on water

NOW A ONE-PIECE PART REPLACES  

EIGHT AND IT’S SELF-LOCATING TOO  

03
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CONTACTS 
www.beaerospace.com; www.boeing.com; www.gavaridesign.com; 
www.hollington.co.uk; www.jpadesign.com; www.stratasys.com; 
www.zodiacaerospace.com; www.d-shape.com;  
www.3dsystems.com

die another day
Didn’t James Bond’s Aston Martin DB5 look amazing in Skyfall? 
Mind you, the bodywork did suffer a little damage. Fret not though, 
no priceless classics were hurt during filming: three 1:3 scale 3D 
printed models doubled for the screen idol during the action scenes. 

Augsburg, Germany-based voxeljet used its 3D printing technology 
to create the models using CAD data supplied by model builders at 
Propshop Modelmakers, based at Pinewood Studios. It would have been 
a simple matter to print a single-piece model, but for added realism 
and to enable some of the DB5’s special features to activate, it was 
instead made from 18 printed components. 

Upon delivery to the model makers, the components were assembled, 
finished, lacquered in the original colour, and then chrome and bullet 
holes applied to create a model good enough to fool viewers in HD 
cinemas. The models are highly desirable, with one of them being 
auctioned by Christie’s recently for almost US$100,000.

Voxeljet hopes the Bond connection will open up new possibilities  
in the film industry. For industries such as aerospace, there could also 
be interest in the company’s VX4000 large-format 3D printing system, 
which features a building volume of 4 x 2 x 1m – around eight-times 
that of conventional systems.

rid of the intricacies of some composite lay-ups, and then 
you’ll see that figure jump incredibly.”

AM technology could even enable VIP customers to 
personalise the look and shape of their aircraft 
environment, as concept aircraft seat designer Gerda 
Hopfgartner of Gavari Design says: “Because AM enables 
each part to be customised, individual seats could come in 
custom sizes and shapes and integrate three-dimensional 
logos, titles and textures directly into the build.”

Product designer and rapid manufacturing advocate 
Geoff Hollington – the man behind office chair designs  
for Herman Miller and pens for Parker – argues that no 
matter how quickly or slowly 3D printing becomes 
mainstream, it is still of monumental importance to how 
the human race will make things in the future because it 
fundamentally changes the way things are made to a more 
natural model. 

He comments: “Nature doesn’t need tooling to make  
a new generation of plant or animal. It relies on data in the 
form of genetic code to instruct the growth process. 
Additive processes are less flexible than growth by cellular 
division, but they still build incrementally and can make 
parts in-situ from data – so they have many of the 
characteristics of biological growth. It is very possible that 
they could create the hinge point for a second industrial 
revolution.” 

Inspiring thoughts indeed, for an extremely exciting – 
and rapidly maturing – manufacturing process. 

NATURE DOESN’T NEED TOOLING 

TO MAKE A NEW GENERATION 

OF PLANT OR ANIMAL. IT RELIES 

ON DATA IN THE FORM OF  

GENETIC CODE TO INSTRUCT 

THE GROWTH PROCESS  

04. Also shown on 
opening image: 
The 3D printed 
Airplane Seat 
concept from 
Gavari Design, 
inspired by 
classic Eames 
designs
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LEADERS in passenger seating
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comfortable for 30 years.
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20 major international airlines, as
well as delivering design solutions to
the top ten seating providers serving
the aerospace industry.

What makes us special? It could

be our people – dedicated
workforces at our plants in the UK
and in Dubai work to the highest
quality standards, so our customers
can rely on a unique combination of
comfort and durability. 

It could be our design expertise,
which has led to major innovations
in seating design and manufacture.
These include the introduction of
laminated finishes in our products,
and the development of quick
change seat covers for easy
installation and maintenance.

The answer is more likely to be
our dedication to customer service.
This is central to
everything we do, 
and remains our first
priority. Whether it’s
meeting vital production deadlines,

or meeting customer specifications
first time, every time, we really do
go the extra mile. 

Sabeti Wain: we’ve got it covered.
In the UK: Diamond House, Lane

End Road, Sands, High Wycombe,
Bucks, United Kingdom HP 12 4HX
+44 1494 512664

In the UAE : Units G15 and G16,
Dubai Airport Free Zone (DAF ZA),
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
+971 4299 3099
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Contemporary Brazilian residences, the fashion industry  
and Copacabana beach were key inspirations for TAM’s  
‘home from home’ interior, but could its life be limited?

ADAM GAVINE,  AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL

welcomehome

TAM777
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The first-class travel experience begins at home 
– most probably a nice home, with comforts 
including sleek, contemporary furniture from the 

likes of B+B Italia, Vitra or Knoll – moving on to a luxury 
car, then an airport lounge featuring select design classics. 
On some airlines the next experience is rather jarring, with 
an ugly seat trimmed in a garish coloured leather – but not 
in TAM’s new first-class cabin. When the airline set out to 
create an upscale domestic look, it really meant it, with the 
goal being to create a ‘home from home’.

Looking for inspiration, TAM attended Aircraft Interiors 
Expo in 2009 and found the perfect starting point in 
Priestmangoode’s Open Space concept, which was being 
showcased on the B/E Aerospace stand. A contract was 
signed between the two companies, and from that point 
work began to make the concept feel not just like a home, 
but a Brazilian home. This is more than just a nice idea; 
home is a key theme of Brazil’s family-oriented culture and 
was therefore a key design direction.

Priestmangoode designers set off on an arduous 
research trip, looking at upscale restaurants and five-star 
hotels in Brazil and visiting home exhibitions and interiors 
showrooms in São Paolo, to find the colours, shapes and 
details that could give the cabin the feel of a contemporary 
Brazilian residence.

The research complete, designs and colour palettes 
were drawn up for a 777-300ER and the renderings 
presented at TAM’s São Paulo headquarters in mid-2009. 
The response was so positive that, save for a few tweaks, 
the proposal was almost exactly the same as the product 
that launched in November 2012 – to within 5%, 
according to Priestmangoode.

TAM777
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“TAM’s first class is one of the best examples of our 
cabin vision coming true. We presented our vision, they 
said “Wow, do it”, and three years later the product is 
really close to that vision. We deliver what we design by 
having great relationships with our suppliers and vendors. 
You won’t see too many examples of this. I’m proud of 
what we achieved,” says Luke Hawes, a director at 
Priestmangoode who was in charge of the project.

The main changes were that the contours of the seat 
and ottoman were further softened to enhance the home 
feeling, and the window curtains were rejected. “They 
proved too much for Boeing, but it will happen soon – 
they are on every other mode of transport and on private 
jets,” says Hawes.

Staying so true to the renderings was all the more 
remarkable since no trim and finish work preceded them. 
It was possible to replicate the concept colours and 
finishes thanks to hard work by suppliers such as B/E, 
Isovolta, Botany Weaving and Anker. “We went through 

round after round of sampling to get it right and it’s a real 
winner for us as a translation – and for the team who 
delivered it – as we were quite challenging,” adds Hawes. 
“We knew TAM wouldn’t want compromise and it was 
great to have a client with that passion for the design.”

The palette was conceived as a neutral base on which 
textures and colours can be layered. With such neutrality 
it is no surprise that the lime-green cushions with bold 
circle pattern really catch the eye, as does the green finish 
on the stylish lamps and the aft-wall branding panel. But 
as you explore further you find that same green colour 
repeated where you least expect it. This was the ‘reveal and 
surprise’ element of Priestmangoode’s brief, so you’ll find 
green flashes in the ‘library’ between the 23in IFE screens, 
which contains inflight magazines and Wallpaper 
destination guides, inside the personal stowage 
compartment, and even hidden inside the fold-down 
shelves in the wardrobes. Half-height and full-height 
versions of the wardrobes have been designed for different 

open house
Here’s where it all began, when at Aircraft Interiors Expo in 
Hamburg in May 2010, B/E Aerospace and Priestmangoode 
presented their ‘Open Concept Suite’ (OCS) – a super-first-class 
concept offering flexible privacy and a new direction in design 
language and attention to detail. At the time, Nigel Goode, senior 
partner at Priestmangoode explained,“We wanted to get away from 
something that looked like an airline seat, to more of a modern 
piece of furniture.”

The OCS featured electrically controlled privacy panels to 
enable occupants to define their own ideal personal space for 
working, lounging or sleeping. For sleeping, the 20 to 22in-wide 
seat converted into a bed 31in wide and up to 84in long (depending 
on pitch). For guests joining you for dinner, a 23 x 25in (584 x 
635mm) table gently slid out from the credenza using a VIP assist 
mechanism, providing a generous surface.

For those looking for entertainment, the video entertainment 
system was integrated into the suite, with a vertically deploying 
monitor that can be stored away when not in use. However, that 
entertainment can begin before you even sit down, as a set of 
speakers was embedded into the seat so an airline could play  
music at a background level when passengers first enter the  
cabin. There were even plans to work on noise-cancelling 
technology so that occupants of the OCS could enjoy their  
IFE without using headphones.

01. The DNA  
from the  
Open Concept 
Suite is clear

02. Note how the 
concept’s lines 
softened during 
the process  
– a little less 
bachelor pad  
and more  
family home
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aircraft. As well as being used to stow coats, they can hold 
amenity kits and pillows, to keep the seat area clutter-free.

The seats are based on B/E’s Oasis super-first-class 
product, specified with only minimal privacy shells. The 
shells were designed low because, as well as not fitting in 
with the residential feel, with only four seats in the cabin, 
privacy is not a real issue. When the 29.5in-wide seat is 
fully reclined via a sleek touchscreen, it links with the 
ottoman to create an 80in-long bed. Ottoman is perhaps 
not the best term in this instance; sofa may be more 
appropriate. This piece was styled like a residential sofa, 
which not only continues the home theme, but also serves 
a home function.

“In Brazil, it isn’t uncommon to find mum and dad 
flying first class, with the kids in economy. The whole idea 
of the ‘sofa’ is that the kids can be invited up to dine with 
the parents. This is a super-indulgent lounge space,” 
explains Hawes. It also explains why the tables are extra 
large – so that a family of four can dine together.

Even the legs of the seat and sofa are purely cosmetic, 
there to enhance the illusion of home furnishings, as all 
the seat tracks and kinematics boxes are set back out of 
sight. While both pieces ‘float’ to give a feeling of space, 
the legs make them look “like a proper piece of furniture 
you’d have at home”, says Hawes.

While the forward and aft walls are neutral, the forward 
wall did go through a modification from the original 

design. Inspired by São Paolo restaurants, the front wall 
was first designed with a 3D blocky effect in timber, as  
was the Door 2 entrance, but as Hawes says, “That was 
pushing them a bit too hard!” Instead a textured foil  
was developed.

FAMILY VALUE If first class is intended to be the lounge of 
the home, the main cabin is the family room, with bold 
reds, greens and turquoises featuring. The brighter colours 
are at the back of the cabin, which gives a feeling of 
excitement rather than dread at being seated toward the  
tail. “It gets more playful as you move through the aircraft,” 
says Hawes.

The seats, arranged 3-4-3, are based on standard 
17in-wide models from Weber set at a 31-33in pitch, but 
the backshell has been customised for better integration of 
the bezel for the 9in IFE screen, and details such as the 
literature net and coat hook are also bespoke.

“We did a lot of work with Weber to get the detail and 
customisation right. Weber described it as one of their best 
economy seats ever, which was nice,” adds Hawes.

Covered in a soft, dotted nomex fabric, with the 
headrest and lower backrest finished in a brighter tone, the 
seats are intended to recall garment design, inspired by 
Brazil’s love of fashion. “We tried to get this fashion 
garment concept through without compromising comfort. 
We also have little fashion labels on the headrests rather 

03. The seat is  
actuated  
using a slick 
touchscreen 
system 

04. The ‘sofa’ can 
create a family 
dining area

05. A ‘reveal and 
surprise’ theme 
was explored, 
with a bright lime 
green lining the 
personal storage 
area

03

THIS IS A SUPER-INDULGENT LOUNGE SPACE… 

A FAMILY OF FOUR CAN DINE TOGETHER  
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than embossed logos. Little touches like that set the airline 
apart,” says Hawes.

The pale timber veneers applied to the forward and aft 
walls temper the bright seats, and a brand panel featuring 
a pattern found on the pavements around Copacabana 
beach complete the effect.

MOVING UP The premium economy section (TAM Space+) 
is arranged with 34 seats in a 3-4-3 configuration, offering 
slightly more recline and pitch. The seat is the same Weber 
model as found in economy, but with a more serious grey 
fabric, a fold-down footrest, a restyled seatpan, and more 
foam on the backshell to create a distinctive appearance. 
The neutral palette is lifted by the bright red aft wall, which 
also hints at the bright colour to be found beyond the 
curtains in the main cabin. A brand panel, laser cut in a 
pattern inspired by São Paolo design, adorns both walls.

THE HEART OF THE HOME Whichever class you’re 
travelling in, you enter via the galleys, which were 
engineered by Sell in a restrained style. The timber-effect 
laminate floor is a welcoming feature when boarding, and 
the TAM brand and the South American feel are conveyed 
through a wooden brand panel, as well as windows cut into 
the galley for inflight magazines, and a monitor showing 

iconic images of Brazil. “That’s the look on boarding – 
branded, but not overbearing,” says Hawes.

The lavatories are standard line-fit Jamco fare, though 
the floor is striking, created with Gerflor to again echo the 
pavement designs of Rio. A more daring design for the 
lavatories was proposed by Priestmangoode, with a mixer 
tap to the side of the sink and a ‘floating’ vanity unit so 
that passengers could get their feet underneath for easier 
access. However, these ideas didn’t make it to production.

BUSINESS AS USUAL There is surprisingly little to say 
about the business-class cabin, simply because it is exactly 
the same as found on other TAM aircraft. You will find the 
same angled lie-flat Weber seat still serving, with its grey 
shell and maroon textiles and leathers. The reasons for this 
are currently confidential, but the airline has confirmed 
that future aircraft will feature a new business class.

COLOUR AND TRIM “It’s difficult to capture the spirit of 
Brazil as it’s such a huge place with so many things to tap 
into, from the beaches in Rio, to the Amazon, and everything 
in between. It’s very glamorous,” says Hawes, about the 
challenge of creating a palette to reflect the country.

Key themes were drawn up, including ‘reveal and 
surprise’, reflected in the hidden splashes of green in first 

06. The more  
serious tones 
of premium 
economy are 
lifted by the red 
aft wall, which 
leads to…

07. A bright economy 
class, with the 
dotted textiles 
and brand labels 
reflecting Brazil’s 
fashion industry

08. This timber  
veneer brand 
panel is echoed 
in the economy 
cabin’s aft wall

IT’S DIFFICULT TO CAPTURE THE SPIRIT OF 

BRAZIL AS IT’S SUCH A HUGE PLACE  
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class; ‘shell and protect’, whereby the seats look hard and 
safe on the outside, but soft inside; ‘flowing’ so that design 
cues are found throughout the aircraft; and ‘changeability’, 
which includes the option to swap items such as cushions 
and brand panels. “Everything we did with the textiles has 
a relationship to garments and fashion because Brazil has a 
huge, glamorous, fashion industry,” says Hawes.

Clearly the corporate red needed to feature, but “it 
fights everything else”, so apart from the red-themed 
business class, and rows of red seats in economy, the 
colour was used only in areas such as brand panels, 
bulkheads and the IFE home screens.

Application of the brand was not just a matter of 
slapping a TAM logo on surfaces; depending on the 
material it is being applied to, whether that is leather, 
aluminium, wood, suede or textiles, the logo could be 
stitched, paint-filled, laser cut or embossed.

CARNIVAL ATMOSPHERE TAM chose Panasonic’s eX2 
IFEC system for the new B777 aircraft in a deal that will 
also see the eX3 fitted to its 27 A350-900s that are on order. 
TAM and Priestmangoode worked hard to get the detailing 

right, and specified Karma handsets in first class. Customers 
can choose films, travel advice; an e-reader with Brazilian 
weekly magazines; duty-free shopping; music; TV shows; 
games; and unique content on the TAM Kids channels.

The hardware and content offer is great, but the real 
design work went into the GUI. Priestmangoode took the 
Panasonic platform and designed a custom layer over the 
top to transform the user experience. Choices are made via 
pop-up menus, with large images for items such as album 
covers adding to the ease of browsing, with the TAM red as 
the background colour aiding branding and legibility.

Panasonic and TAM needed a little convincing to 
proceed with the customisation, but to Hawes it was worth 
it. “For me the IFE is what you look at during a flight, so 
you can’t just have a standard look and feel with a little 
badge in the corner. It needs to be wrapped up as part of 
the whole experience.”

THE FUTURE It’s a stunning interior, but its future hangs in 
the balance following the merger of TAM and LAN to create 
LATAM. And don’t forget that LAN also has a new interior, 
designed by New York-based MBLM. Details of the 
rebranding are still being worked out, but a LATAM official 
has confirmed that, following a selection process, 
Priestmangoode will be its design agency. In the meantime, 
we hope the new TAM interior, especially the stylish first 
class, can be enjoyed for at least a few more years.  

IT’S A STUNNING INTERIOR, BUT ITS FUTURE 

HANGS IN THE BALANCE  

09. High literature 
pockets aid 
comfort

10. The further back 
you go in the 
main cabin, the 
more playful the 
colours become

11. Note the  
custom seatback  
carries over  
the ‘surprise’ 
green theme 
from first class 
between the IFE 
screen and the 
literature pocket
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SEATS AND MONUMENTS

Touch and feel cabin innovation

2013 is the 60th anniversary for Bucher, a lightweight 
construction expert specialising in customised aircraft 
galleys with bold and innovative designs, as well as  
a wide range of certified, pre-designed galley layouts. 
The company will be showing a number of new designs 
at this year’s Expo, such as lighter and more compact 
video arms and folding tables, and the Air Transport 
Stretcher, which has now been certified for the B787. 
The highlight on the Bucher stand will be the chance to 
see two new galley designs for the A380, one featuring 
one aluminium and the other honeycomb core panel.

Celebrating 60 years

NEW

PRODUCT!
Stand: 7B20

Stand: 5B20

Welcome to the future
The biggest event in the aircraft interiors 
industry calendar is nearly upon us once again: 
Aircraft Interiors Expo 2013, being held in 

Hamburg, Germany, on 9-11 April. As ever it is a huge 
show, with over 500 industry suppliers exhibiting, 
including some of the biggest names such as B/E 
Aerospace, Zodiac Aerospace, Thales and Panasonic.

Following the success of last year’s launch, the 
Passenger Experience Conference will again take place, 
being held on Monday 8 April, where high-profile figures 
from the industry will discuss the critical strategic 
issues surrounding cabin innovation, consumer 
expectations and strategies for profitability in the cabin. 
You can expect to see figures from Boeing, Airbus, 
Oman Air, Teague and Gogo at the event.

In addition to the Expo itself, the World Travel 
Catering and Onboard Services Expo will again be held 
in the adjoining halls. It’s the perfect opportunity to find 
those touches that make a memorable and enjoyable 
passenger experience.

In the meantime, we have gathered a few highlights 
you can expect to see launched at the Expo, together 
with some insight from key figures who will be 
exhibiting and presenting at the conference. Enjoy!

The latest Bucher 
galley monument 
designs aim to 
provide more value 
for the front row

When it comes to judging the quality 
of aircraft interior ideas, there is no 
better way than by testing a mock-up 
and feeling the space. This is exactly 
what Expo visitors will be able to do 
at the Airbus stand.

Passenger comfort is a major 
design consideration at Airbus, and 
the company is particularly proud of 
its wide cross-sections, which can 
afford airlines 18in-wide seats in 
economy class. Nonetheless, trends 
in demographics, and the desire  
to meet passenger needs, led Airbus 
to launch the Extra Wide Seat for the 
A320 Family. Visitors to the Airbus 
stand will be able to test and feel 

the space of different seat comfort 
standards and try out the Extra Wide 
Seat for themselves.

The company’s research into  
efficiency will also be illustrated  
using a production standard mock-
up of Space-Flex, the innovative rear 
cabin configuration for the A320 
Family, which will enter into service 
this year with launch customer TAM. 
Visitors can see the benefits of the 
design and the advances in comfort it 
offers to persons of reduced mobility.

The latest updates on the A350 
XWB aircraft will also be on show, so 
visitors can touch and feel its unique 
flat-floor architecture.

AS ALWAYS, 
ENTRY TO THE 
EVENT IS FREE
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Columbus is a flexible seat line that 
comes in three  “basic”  models tailored to 
your needs:

One. 8,5 Kg/pax of lightness.

Two. 9,5 Kg/pax of lightness in convenience.

Three. 12,5 Kg/pax of lightness in comfort.

Simplicity and ingenuity have always led 
to great conquers; Co lumbus  sea t , in its 
three variants, is ready to make operators 
discover a new world of fuel savings and 
easy maintenance.

Via Appia km 66,4  04013, Latina (Italy) | +39.0773.689.1 | www.aviointeriors.it
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Recaro Aircraft Seating is putting its 
innovative strength on full display at 
Aircraft Interiors Expo 2013. Among  
the highlights will be a new concept for 
business class, which the company says 
is designed to offer “innovative answers 
to future market demands”.

In addition the company will show  
a new economy-class seat for long-
range flights. “Our customers can look 
forward to a genuine Recaro product 
highlight,” says Dr Mark Hiller, CEO  

of Recaro Aircraft Seating. “We have 
invested a double-digit million Euro 
sum in the development of this seat. 
Working two years on this project, 
numerous Recaro engineers created  
an industry benchmark in terms of 
weight, comfort and design.”

In addition the award-winning  
BL3520 seat will be on display in  
several configurations and with  
new features, tailored to the needs  
of different markets.

Recaro raises the curtain
Vantage point 
Hamburg 2013 will see the launch of the new 
Thompson Vantage XL business-class seat. 
Based on the successful Thompson Vantage 
platform, the XL version offers a 24in-wide 
seat (between the armrests) with direct aisle 
access for all passengers. Transforming into  
a fully horizontal lie-flat bed, this deluxe seat 
includes as standard a number of special 
features including a device for supporting 
various portable hand-held devices.

2012 proved to be a successful year for 
Thompson Aero Seating as British Airways, 
Brussels Airlines and Austrian Airlines 
installed the Thompson Vantage Business 
Class Suite across its A321, A330, B767 and 
B777 platforms. In service the seat has been 
highly acclaimed by both airlines and 
passengers, with Brussels Airlines winning 
Best Single Achievement in Passenger 
Experience at the 2012 APEX Passenger 
Choice Awards. A further five airline 
customers have been secured by Thompson, 
and will enter into service within the next 18 
months. The Thompson Vantage seat offers  
a forward-facing fully lie-flat 80in (2m)-long 
bed (at 45in pitch), improved aisle access, 
personal stowage and work areas.

Thompson will also be exhibiting the 
relaunched Cozy Suite with individual 
armrests, increased legroom and a seat  
and shoulder width to rival many business-
class seats.

SEATS AND MONUMENTS.....

Stand: 7D40

Stand: 7B40

Stand: 7A2

Recaro is growing 

rapidly, and has just 

more than doubled 

the size of its 

production facility  

in Texas

This teaser  
image gives 

an idea what 
the Recaro 
business-

class concept 
will look like

The Zodiac  
MaxFlex galley 
is very popular 
onboard  
narrow-body 
aircraft

Galleys united 
Worldwide aerospace equipment and systems giant 
Zodiac Aerospace has unified all its galley insert 
business units into one totally integrated segment 
under the name Zodiac Galleys & Equipment.

“This new, combined focus enables all our 
galley-related units to work more closely and 
cohesively toward mutually beneficial goals,” 
explains Thomas Lee, director of innovation at the 
company. “Each of the groups within our universal 
segment brings its own distinctive strengths and 
reputation to the table, yet now we can also provide 
a more unified strategy with products and systems 
that complement and enhance one another.”

Zodiac Aerospace has designed and certified 
more than 70,000 galleys and 90,000 galley inserts, 
all of which are installed and operating today.  
The newest galley insert suites, according to the 
company, offer the highest level of sophistication 
and advanced catering technology ever designed. These 
suites are intended to achieve lower weight, less power 
consumption, greater reliability and more intuitive operation.

don’t miss  
the crystal 
cabin award 
results on  

9 april



High performance, thermoplastic LEXAN™ XHR sheet specifically designed for aircraft 
interiors that can help reduce weight and overall system costs; meet FST regulations; 
and enhance the comfort of the cabin environment.

LEXAN XHR SHEET iS compLiANT wiTH:
• Vertical burn test - FAR 25.853 (a) Appendix F part i
• Heat release (oSU65/65) - FAR 25.853 (d) Appendix F part iV
• Smoke Density FAR 25.853 (d) Appendix F part V
• Toxicity requirements of AiRBUS ABD0031 and BoEiNG BSS7239 
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Blake Emery, director of differentiation 

strategy at Boeing Commercial 

Airplanes and a star attraction at the 

conference, discusses what makes a 

Boeing a Boeing and the skies ahead

Airframe of mind

What are the qualities that 
differentiate a Boeing cabin from  
the competition?
It is really our approach to cabin  
design that makes the difference.  
We use a combination of extensive 
research with the flying public, 
including experimental research. What 
this means is that no feature enters the 
cabin without a lot of verification that it 
actually improves the cabin experience. 
This attention to detail allows us to have 
great features, such as electronically 
dimmable windows on the Dreamliner.  
It also enables us to understand how 
features interact to create a positive 
experience.

 Airbus prides itself on fuselage width 
– would Boeing consider going wider? 
We are always looking at the cross 
section, or width. There are a couple  
of things to keep in mind. The wider  
you make the cabin, the more the 
wetted area of the aircraft. Wetted area 
translates into using more fuel.  
Secondly, we believe width is only  
one dimension of the total cabin 
experience; adding width will not  
solve all issues. So we work to strike  
a balance with widths that are efficient 
for the airline and sufficient for the 
passenger, and then enhance the 
experience through other dimensions 
such as architecture design.

What are the big global trends that 
will impact our lives over the coming 
years and how will they affect 
passenger needs? 
That is a real crystal-ball question.  

I plan to ask the panelists at the 
Passenger Experience conference  
at Aircraft Interiors Expo the same  
thing. One thing that will continue to 
impact passenger needs is the fact  
that the people who have the income  
to fly are getting older. This tends to 
impact mobility. Aircraft cabin design 
will have to continue to keep that in 
mind going forward. Also, today’s 
younger generation expects to be  
able to be connected all the time,  
using whatever device is popular  
at the moment…. I don’t see that  
trend changing.

How will airlines resist 
commoditisation, stand out from the 
competition and command premium 
prices? 

Right now, many airlines are using  
their premium cabin and service to 
establish their differentiation. I expect 
that to continue. I think any airline that 
figures out how to take that fight into  
its economy cabin will advance its 
differentiation. It can be done through 
thoughtful use of premium economy.  
It can be done by selecting seats  
and other monuments that are 
architecturally compatible with the  
rest of the cabin. It can be done with  
a consistently helpful staff. The point  
is, it can be done.

Would Boeing consider giving airlines 
and designers greater choice in 
specifying cabin elements such as 
sidewalls and interior plastics? 

Yes. Advances in materials are always 
some of the most exciting enablers  

and drivers of change. For example, 
extensive use of composites allowed  
us to do several things that were not 
seriously considered before, such as 
having larger windows and lower cabin 
altitude. Any new material must go 
through rigorous testing to qualify to  
fly on a commercial aircraft. Once that 
happens, airlines and designers are  
free to consider it. Sometimes advances 
in materials lead to design ideas, and 
sometimes design ideas spawn material 
advances.

Is there any cabin design element  
or technology idea you would love  
to see become a reality? 

Absolutely! I would love to see 
transparent load-bearing structures. 
That would open up a lot of possibilities 
for window design. I think we will see 
that in our lifetime.

Do you think airlines have reached  
the limit in economy cabin density?
Definitely not.

Which airlines do you think have 
made best use of a Boeing cabin?
I think all the airlines are doing what 
they think is best for their brand, their 
customer base, and their missions.  
I’m really not in a position to name 
favourites. I will say that those airlines 
that have chosen the full dome at the 
door two entry of their Dreamliners  
have all done a really nice job of 
incorporating it into their fleets, 
elevating both their brands and  
the passenger experience.

 “New customised applications  

 that connect the aircraft 

 to the airline’s enterprise 

 will move more into the 

 main picture” 
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Visit Sogerma’s 
stand to see the 
latest version of 
the Equinox seat

MATCH MAKER STG Aerospace will be 
launching new variants of its SafTglo Pattern-
Match photoluminescent floorpath marking 
system range. PatternMatch has been a huge 
success for the company, contributing to its 
best financial year for the third year running.
“We’ve seen a 25% rise on last year’s figures 
and our SafTglo sales have played a huge part  
in this,” said Richard Moore, chief executive at 
STG. “Our customers are looking for a return  
on their investment. SafTglo offers real value for 
money, operating for more than 10 years with 
no maintenance other than cleaning, yet costing 
a quarter of the price of electrical systems.”

ACCESS ALL AERAS The Aeras seat is  
an exhibit worth seeing and trying out. Greiner 
aerospace has announced that the seat, a 
product in which it was a development partner, 
has won an award for radical innovation. What 
makes this seat different is that the weight  
of the knit is approximately one-third that of  
a conventional cushion and cover combination. 
At the same time, the comfort is superior as  
a result of seat’s ability to adapt to various body 
sizes, shapes and weights, giving support in all 
positions while reducing pressure points. It also 
has superior micro-climate properties due to 
the air permeability of the Aeras knit.

In other news…

Stand: 5D30 Stand: 5E22 Stand: 6A51

Stand: 5A10

Premium product launches
Following a successful 2012 in which 
EADS Sogerma secured many 
international airline contracts and built 
on its worldwide customer base, in 
2013 the company intends to grow on 
that and develop several new and 
innovative products that will push the 
envelope in terms of comfort, luxury, 
safety and design. 

In Hamburg select visitors will be 
invited to a private viewing of a new 
seating development. Details are 
confidential, but the company promises 
the seat will be “spectacular”.

Official Sogerma launches  
will include Solstys Enhanced,  
a development of the Solstys  

premium business-class seat, which 
will be launched with Iberia. Celeste 
and Celeste Plus, a family of seating 
products, will also be launched at the 
Expo, intended for the widebody 
premium economy and narrowbody 
business-class market sectors. Both 
seats will bring new kinematics, new 
designs, and increased levels of 
comfort to these two markets.

In addition Equinox 2D, a derivative 
of the Equinox high-density business-
class seat will be shown, as will  
a bespoke development of the Ultimate 
17, to demonstrate a new level of 
design and development for the 
first-class suite market.

Motion control The mcX Motion Control 
System, designed and manufactured by  
Crane Aerospace & Electronics for installation 
on premium aircraft seats, is now certified  
and flying on the Boeing 777. In addition to  
the B777, Crane can provide the mcX system  
for all large commercial aircraft platforms 

flying today. The modular architecture is 
designed to reduce overall hardware  

and wiring complexity, provide 
improved maintainability,  

reliability and system diagnostics, 
and to be scalable and  
configurable.

table design exposed

Stand: 5E41

Acro will be showing a new arm  
table concept, which brings its inner   
workings out into the open. Most 
conventional in-arm tables have an 
enclosure that reduces seat width 
and can fill with dirt and litter.

Acro’s solution does away with 
this redundant structure, making 
the anodised alloys and composite 
materials that form the table into 
part of the aesthetic of the seat.

The passenger will enjoy a large  
table with no sacrifice of living 
space, while the airline benefits 
from a more robust piece of cabin 
architecture which is lighter and has 
fewer parts to maintain.

The table is intended to be line-
replaceable, so the complete arm  
table assembly can be removed and 
replaced on board in less than one 
minute simply by removing a screw.



We offer component lever repair services for 
a comprehensive list of OEM products. From 
Monitors and Tape Reproducers to System 
Control Units and SEBs, if it flies, we repair it. 
We cut lead times and costs for airlines 
around the world!

Contact us today at 847-844-7367 or 
info@ifeproducts.com for more information!

850 Commerce Pkwy, Carpentersville, IL 60110   |   P 847-844-7367  |  F 847-844-1068  |  info@ifeproducts.com  |  www.ifeproducts.com
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THOMPSON’S  
Cozy Suite

SITTING IS BELIEVING
Visit Thompson in Hall 7, Stand 7A2 at Hamburg Aircraft Interiors Expo, 9 - 11 April 2013
Contact Brian Rogers  +44 (0)75 2567 0974 or brian@thompsonaero.com
www.thompsonaero.com

The Thompson success story continues at pace with 2012 proving a ground 
breaking year as British Airways, Brussels Airlines and Austrian Airlines 
installed the Thompson Vantage Business Class Suite across A321, A330  
B767, and B777 platforms. A further 5 airline customers have been secured  
by Thompson, and will enter into service within the next 18 months.

THOMPSON’S 
Vantage XL

Launching  
at Hamburg  

Aircraft Interiors  
Expo April  

2013

• Direct aisle access for ALL passengers

• 24” seat width

• 78” fully horizontal bed length at  
 45” pitch

• Integrated design to support portable  
 IFE/tablets

• Increased personal stowage options

The Miracle of

• Flexible platform option for Economy &  
 Economy Plus cabins
• More seats
 - A330 standard 8-abreast configuration,  
  Cozy Suite 9-abreast

 - B767 standard 7-abreast configuration,  
  Cozy Suite 8-abreast
• More comfort
 - B777 10-abreast configuration,  
  Cozy Suite 18.7” seat width  
  (standard seats 16.8”seat width)

 - A320 6-abreast configuration,  
  Cozy Suite 20” seat width  
  (standard seats 18” seat width)
• Individual armrests, dedicated sleeping  
 position, improved egress

THOMPSON AEROSPACE AD.PRINT.indd   1 18/02/2013   10:03
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The B/E Aerospace stand is 

always a big draw at the Expo. 

Werner Lieberherr, president and 

COO of B/E Aerospace, explains 

some of the highlights this year 

and the drivers behind them

Bull market

What new seating can we expect to see on the 
B/E Aerospace stand in Hamburg this year?
We see ourselves leading the industry in  
delivering innovations that meet the demands  
of airlines and OEMs, and also the flying  
experience. We have quite a few exciting  
products on display. The first is the latest  
version of Pinnacle, the industry’s most popular 
main cabin seat, with 4,000 shipsets ordered. 
The new version weighs around 9kg per pax 
without sacrificing passenger comfort, so we’re 
very excited about that. We looked carefully  
at the whole structure to find ways to reduce 
weight without reducing comfort or living space.

Then we have MIQ, the newest mechanical 
business-class seat designed for single-aisle 
aircraft, featuring full IFE integration, cradle 
motion and up to 14in of recline, so I think that 
will be an exciting product for our customers. 
We are also showing the latest version of the 
Diamond family lie-flat business-class concept 
with added passenger comfort and a design  
that maximises passenger density, as well as 
the latest Qatar Airways business-class seat. 

And on the monuments side?
We will showcase our Essence inserts line, 
which won a Crystal Cabin Award in 2012. 
Essence will also be shown in an A350 galley  
to demonstrate the fit and functionality. We  
will also show a new advanced lavatory we 
developed from the 737 to showcase the latest in 
design innovation and patented solutions, which 
will give an increase in pax count of between  
two and six seats, so it’s a big deal for airlines. 

There will also be a new integrated galley 
trash compactor for the A350, designed for the 
aft galley, which uses previously unused galley 
space to free up space for two additional carts.

Together with these products there will be 
other advances and concepts in a number of our 
integrated product offerings. We push innovation 
very hard because we believe it is very important 
in today’s environment to drive innovation and 
show new products that add value to customers.

B/E Aerospace’s revenues rose 23.4% to over 
US$3bn in Q4 2012. What created such growth?
We definitely pride ourselves on our customers. 
That’s very important – we know our customers’ 
business models and value propositions and we 
can really help them be more profitable. We are 
also proud of our expertise in systems, airframe 
structures and LOPA optimisation, which 
enables us to deliver unique solutions that meet 
the demands of our customers and lets them 
deliver a new experience for passengers. And  
we are also making continuous investments  
in advanced technologies, materials and design 
methods to drive space and weight optimisation 
and develop reliable and easy-to-maintain  
products – that’s the underlying drive of our  
continued success and growth.

These values are also applied to companies 
that become part of B/E; that’s really something 
that’s very important. This is really the DNA  
of our company, and as we acquire other  
companies we make sure they understand  
our core values and drive those core values  
by themselves. 

A lot of the smaller interiors companies are 
being bought up by bigger players. Is this bad 
for customer choice?
I would say if it gets too extreme then you could 
argue that. But if you look today, in the market it 
is clear that we have more integrated solutions, 
and for that you need companies that drive  
innovation and have strong balance sheets – 
that’s what makes a strong company, and  
obviously for an airframer or airline that is 
important. I don’t think from a customer  
perspective they have less choice. I believe  
that the way we drive acquisitions is good  
for the market and the customer.

Zodiac recently bought IMS; could we see  
B/E enter the IFE market?
I don’t think so. We work really well with IFE 
providers such as Thales and Panasonic, who 
are very capable. 

Which division of B/E is enjoying the most  
success?
I would actually say we are leading across all 
our product lines, driven by our innovations and  
our outstanding employee base. Whether I look 
at seating or inserts or interior structures or 
consumables, we are doing well across the 
board. We don’t have one segment lagging 
behind the others, so I think all these segments 
fire on all cylinders, which means the whole 
company fires on all cylinders. That is obviously 
driven by the market. We are bullish – when you 
look at the ramp-up in twin-aisle and single-
aisle orders, these increases are real, there is 
no question about that, which helps top-line 
growth. We also feel there are very interesting 
retrofit opportunities out there.

What trends have you noticed in aircraft  
interiors?
For us the main trends are weight and density. 
Aircraft real estate is very expensive, so how can 
you have a high-density solution in a premium-
class environment and still give the customer 
privacy and comfort. Density is very important, 
as is the passenger experience. These are things 
we see as important going forward.

How does B/E plan on further reducing 
weight?
When I look at metallic alloys and composite 
materials, it is clear that these kinds of 
materials will become more prevalent. These 
materials are becoming more accessible and 
manufacturable. They are expensive, but airline 
customers are sensitive to fuel costs so they 
look more at the total cost of ownership – the 
weight of a seat is valued higher than its price. 
Weight reduction at the component level  
will be incremental but there may be great 
opportunities for further cabin weight reduction 
by pursuing the integration of things like  
monuments. Weight will continue to be a central 
theme, and as part of that, new technologies 
and new materials will be essential. 

 “Both Boeing and Airbus  

 need an extreme sense of  

 confidence in any new vendor” 
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Acro may be a relative newcomer  

to aircraft seating, but its economy-

class products are already becoming 

well established, says commercial 

director Doug Hacking

Class action

Is it fair to still describe Acro as  
a ‘new name’ in seating?
Acro has supplied 14,000 seats to 14 
operators, and some of these seats are 
now entering their sixth year of service. 
Due to their success in service and  
a reputation for providing passenger 
space and comfort, even at the highest 
seating densities, demand has risen 
such that in August 2012 Acro doubled 
its production capacity to 1,000 seats 
per month and increased staff numbers 
five-fold.

What will you be exhibiting?
Acro is an established supplier in the 
short-haul economy market, but we 
have also been supplying seats for 
twin-aisle, longer-sector applications 
where more seat features are expected. 
We are looking to ensure this capability 
is understood.

Acro is showing typical triple 
installations of an 18.5in-wide economy 
seat with a range of features that would 
be expected for longer haul use. The 
seats will include the ‘In Arm Table’ 

solution for front and exit rows (a 
contender in this year’s Crystal Cabin 
Awards); Rave IFE in both front row and 
seatback installations; adjustable and 
fixed headrests; new ideas for stowage; 
and alternative upholstery treatments.

What opportunities do you see for 
growth? 
The greatest number of passengers fly 
in the economy and tourist-class seats, 
and this is our territory.  Acro will 
continue to update and improve its 
present products by focusing on seat 
weight, robust service performance  
and passenger comfort. However,  
with traditional business-class seating 
becoming more like previous-
generation first-class seating, there may 
be an opportunity to develop an Acro 
solution that improves seating in single-
aisle economy and twin-aisle holiday 
and tourist applications.

How tough is the seating business? 

The big established suppliers continue 
to dominate the new line-fit business, 

but this is not the target territory for 
Acro; our place is in retrofitting aircraft 
for entrepreneurial operators and  
lease companies. There are always  
new entrants to any opportunity and this  
is certainly the case in airline seating. 
Most of these newcomers start with 
economy-class seats.

The barriers to entry continue to  
grow with the application of regulations 
designed to ensure that seats are robust 
and safe in all conditions. This makes 
the  seat development process more 
costly and detailed, and the knowledge 
required to get a successful product  
to market will no doubt continue  
to challenge new entrants looking  
for customers brave enough to adopt  
a new provider. Acro continues to 
search for the right UK-based people  
so that we can make more rapid 
progress in our many missions. The 
present challenges are to maintain our 
delivery target of having a shipset of 
seats available 14 weeks from order  
and gearing up our own supplier base 
to achieve this without any effect on 
quality and personal service.

 “There are always new  

 entrants to any opportunity;  

 this is certainly the case in  

 airline seating” 
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ALSO INSIDE:

American Airlines

Weight loss

Second-screen IFE

Design technology

Seat safely

and much more!

MEET  
THE TEAM...

... and register to receive your free copy of the magazine at 

Aircraft Interiors Expo Hamburg - see us at Stand 5A73 



Apple is not a participant in or sponsor of this promotion. 

For more information please contact our business 
development team.

info@blueboxavionics.com 

Call +44 (0)20 7886 8370 or +44 (0)1383 620922

Your Bluebox options just got lighter.
Bluebox Ai now available on the iPad mini.

bluebox

Bluebox Ai on iPad mini delivers all the capability of our flagship 

product, but in a smaller, lighter package. 

Bluebox Ai is already playing early window movies on airlines 

around the world. It hosts the best new touchscreen and 

motion sensitive games, its reader holds a rack of newspapers, 

magazines, books and brochures (weightlessly) and it supports 

custom apps to help simplify cabin service and promote 

onboard sales.

Internet-ready for any connected aircraft, Bluebox can also be 

your passengers’ window on the world – and Bluebox products 

provide a compelling ancillary revenue proposition too.

With customer deployments from as few as 30 units to well over 

3,000, Bluebox Ai has already proven to be a superbly flexible 

solution for airlines large and small, and with Bluebox Ai for iPad 

mini the proposition has become even more versatile.

Lightweight and compact, Bluebox Ai for iPad mini provides the 

perfect IFE choice where space is at a premium but you don’t 

want to compromise on your service enhancement, ancillary 

revenue or service recovery objectives. 

• Optimized for the market leading tablet

•  Approved for Early Window Content

•  Simple content management system

• Service enhancement and revenue generation

blueboxavionics.com

Visit us at  
AIX Hamburg

Stand 6B19
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Stand: 6E79

In the past five years the aviation  
industry has undergone a huge 
transformation, with airlines looking 
for ways to cut costs, and improve 
profitability and efficiency. iPads have 
been identified as a valuable tool, 
with approximately 30,000 pilots from 
a range of airlines already using the 
technology in the cockpit.

Now iPads are also moving into 
the cabin with FlyDesk, a solution 
created by Allegiant Systems, a joint 
venture of Allegiant Travel, Lixar and 
AvIntel. FlyDesk is claimed to be the 
first solution that offers the software, 
hardware and operational consulting 
services necessary to help airlines 
solve automation problems via iPads.

The FlyDesk Cabin system first  
digitises manuals and reports on cabin  
defects and incidents, to make them 
available on the iPad. The solution 
also provides flight attendants with 
a secure email communication tool. 
FlyDesk Cabin creates a paperless 
operation, cutting back on onboard 
weight and making it easier to deliver 
information to staff and improve fuel 
economy without increasing costs. 

Eventually, says Allegiant, the FlyDesk 
Cabin system will also be used by 
flight attendants to sell snacks and  
beverages, and access passengers’ 
frequent-flyer status and travel  
preferences, from the same iPad. 

Four airlines (including Allegiant 
Air) recently completed successful  
operational trials of the system and 
reported positive feedback from 
flight attendants.

TECHNOLOGY

Creating a paperless cabin

Monitor progress
Imagik, the supplier of retrofit or 
replacement IFE monitors, recently 
completed a replacement programme  
for BA’s first-class IFE screens and is  
now finishing off an STC on a B747 for  
the installation of 32in screens on all 
monuments. Imagik has also been 
awarded a retrofit contract for Air China’s 
B777 fleet, as well as a third project with 
BA, for its B767 short-haul fleet, plus  
other still-confidential projects.

On the hardware side Imagik is in  

the final stages of developing 
its new line of large LED 
monitors, ranging in size from 
32-55in, which, the company 
claims, will introduce the most 
advanced technology available  
to the IFE industry today. 

Further lowering weight, power 
consumption and thickness  
(at slightly over 1in), these monitors  
will bring the latest available viewing 
experience into the aircraft.

Stand: 6B41

NEW

PRODUCT!

CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE 
PACE Aerospace will showcase version seven of 
its cabin configuration software – Pacelab Cabin 7 
– which introduces a flexible catalogue 
infrastructure for managing product options,  
a seamless integration into PDM environments, 
and high-end visualisation capabilities. In 
combination with the software’s LOPA 
optimisation and automated compliance checks, 
the new features are intended to help aircraft 
manufacturers and component suppliers to 
effectively communicate product characteristics, 
configuration options and pricing, reducing lead 
times and improving the customer experience 
during cabin definition.

With dedicated editors for everything from 
lavatories and galleys to cabin systems, Pacelab 
Cabin 7 adds depth to aircraft configuration, 
while the underlying configuration rules ensure 
that the selected options are compatible and 
adhere to corporate design policies.

In order to fully employ the potential of 3D 
imaging technology for aircraft configuration, 
PACE has recently partnered with Autodesk, the 
market leader in professional design 
visualisation software. The joint solution merges 
Pacelab Cabin 7’s configuration capabilities with 
the rendering power of Autodesk’s Showcase 
software. A preview will be shown at the Expo.

Stand: 7A40

DON’T MISS THE IFE CONFERENCE SESSIONS



* Compared to other full capability, certifi ed, in-seat IFEC systems

www.lumexis.com

REDUCE Widebody Fuel Cost

300,000 USD
per Aircraft per Year

by as much as

LUMEXIS® FTTS® AVOD
Fiber Optic IFEC at less than half the weight

of your airline’s legacy systems 



ARRIVING IN HAMBURG.
APRIL 2013.
A NEW PRODUCT
LINE FROM EAM.
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BUSINESS CENTRAL TOWERS, 1504A
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5502 NW 37TH  AVENUE

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33142 USA
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DEFINITION INNOVATION
PGA Electronic, a French company that 
develops motion systems, lighting systems 
and IFEC/CMS systems, is introducing a new 
HD streaming system. When connected to an 
ARINC media server, video and audio contents 
can be streamed and viewed on any renderer 
(TV, tablet and smartphone), creating a new 
way to visualise media.

New 32in and 46in full HD Xtra flat monitors 
will also be unveiled, designed to offer the 
best resolution with reduced screen depth to 
aid cabin integration. PGA will also present 
the new Calypso LED reading light and the 
Be-Bop’tic optical fibre system, which enables 
passengers or crew to alter the cabin lighting 
and ambience through variable colour and 
luminous intensities.

TECHNOLOGY

Stand: 6A80

The HelioJetTCS full-colour lighting 
solution for aircraft cabins will be 
showcased by Schott. The solution 
combines white light with mood light  
in one system, using True Colour 
Stabilisation (TCS) technology to offer 
unique light presentation. The system 
offsets the natural ageing effects of 
LEDs, which cause random changes in 
both the intensity and colour profile of 
LEDs, by continuously measuring every 
single LED online and regulating the 
final light output in the cabin according 
to the selected settings. This process is 

designed to ensure consistent light 
quality over the unit’s lifetime, prevent 
colour shifts, and ensure light stability 
and distribution. HelioJetTCS consists  
of one lighting element, one controller 
and one power supply.

HelioJetTCS is also part of the 
nicemood system – a joint development 
between Lufthansa Technik and Schott. 
With a HelioJetTCS, a four-colour LED 
element, a wireless access point and  
an interface unit, cabin lights can  
be controlled using any wireless 
smartphone or touchscreen display.

True colours

Stand: 6B69

The system offsets the natural ageing 

effects of LEDs, which cause random 

changes in intensity and colour profiles

PAY IT FORWARDS  
IFPL claims that it has developed hardware that 
will enable the onboard payment systems of the 
future. The company’s near field communication 
inflight payment technology eases transactions 
and provides destination vouchers to the 
passenger, increasing the airline’s ancillary 
revenue generation. So it not only improves the 
passenger experience, but also operator revenue.

The company’s other recently developed 
products on display at the show will include  
a breakaway headphone jack with no moving 
parts, to minimise headphone breakages  
and operating costs; a stacking PCU; and  
a maintenance and time-saving self-testing jack.

NEW-GENERATION GLASS PCUs  
A brand-new generation of the Passenger Control 
Unit family, developed and produced by Dornier 
Technologie Systems, is a capacitive touch panel 
designed to give each seat a modern and 
sophisticated look. The units are certified for  
both Airbus and Boeing, and are already flying 
with airlines as retrofit and line-fit programmes.

Highlights of the technology include high 
durability and flexibility, scratch-resistant 
hardened glass, resistance to fluids, and easy and 
hygienic cleaning. The PCU is also customisable 
(size, shape, colours), has homogeneous and 
selective lighting via specific light guidance 
technology, and reduces cost of ownership.

Tech talk
Stand: 6A9 Stand: 6A81 Stand: 6C10

VA SIGNS UP FOR CABIN CONNECT 
November 2012 saw ARINC sign a contract with 
Virgin Atlantic to supply its new Cabin Connect 
onboard wi-fi solution. The system enables 
passengers to access the internet on their own 
device by logging on through an onboard hotspot. 
As well as browsing and email capability, the 
system can provide news and flight information.

Through close collaboration with its hardware 
and software partners, ARINC is now able to offer 
Cabin Connect as a cost-effective connectivity 
solution for single-aisle operators. This presents 
genuine inflight connectivity options, as well as 
new revenue and differentiation opportunities, for 
airlines where this has previously not been viable.
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As well as demonstrating the latest technologies  

at Aircraft Interiors Expo, James D (JD) Pauly,  

senior director of inflight entertainment and connectivity  

at Thales Avionics, will be speaking at the Insight on 

Innovation session at the conference. Here, Pauly 

shares his view of the future of IFE and connectivity.

Screen star

Almost all passengers now bring 
some form of PED onboard. How  
is this affecting the IFE Industry?
From low-cost carriers to signature 
brands, airlines are factoring in PED 
devices as another part of the flight 
experience. PEDs are a compliment to 
today’s IFE system offerings that, when 
linked through wireless streaming, open 
up another way for airlines to connect 
with passengers. The PED strength is 
that they carry specific content and 
capabilities unique to their owner and 
can be used to interface with added 
entertainment the airline has to offer. 
Their limitation is that they do not offer 
the choice and big screen experience 
consistently throughout the aircraft/fleet, 
which compromises the presentation of 
an airline’s brand. Over the years, IFE 
has become a significant aspect of the 
airline’s overall onboard product mix, 
with the in-seat screen being a focal 
point for key messaging and services.

How does Thales differentiate its  
IFE products from the competition? 
The top three ways Thales differentiates 
it products are innovation, flexibility  
and scalability. First, innovation is in our 
DNA. For example, by incorporating 
advancements in industrial and  
component design, Thales systems have 
a unique appearance at the passenger 
seat and small footprint at the head-end. 
The benefits here address cabin 
ambience, space and weight. Second, 
flexibility shines through with even the 
simple things like more colour choices 
and tilt-screen mechanisms. And finally, 
scalability; from a lean system with 

basic features, to a lavish system with 
enormous capability, the number of 
options offered gives airlines extensive 
choices built on a common backbone.

What features and technologies will 
we see in IFE in the next 5-10 years?
For the passenger experience,  
technologies will merge closer together, 
allowing airlines to further address 
customer relationship management 
from home to hotel. While in flight, 
further attention to personalisation,  
the bigger screen experience, human 
senses and connectivity, will allow for 
greater passenger conveniences such 
as video conferencing and an immersive 
entertainment experience. And when  
it comes to applications, passenger 
applications will pace with the  
consumer market, while new  
customised applications that connect 
the aircraft to the airline’s enterprise  
will move more into the main picture.

Will IFE systems become more 
personal to passenger’s preferences? 
Yes. This is natural evolution thanks to 
technologies such as barcodes and 
connectivity. Personalisation plays a key 
role in what airlines, especially tier-one 
airlines, are looking to achieve at every 
phase of the journey. Personalisation 
builds loyalty, and the more special  
an airline can make a passenger feel, 
the better that relationship will be.

Which connectivity technologies  
will be dominant in the next 10 years? 
Ka-band is the way for Thales. What 
makes ka-band most attractive is its 

consistency in global coverage, price 
and bandwidth. Being able to connect 
from anywhere in the world with the 
ability to send/receive sizeable data 
streams at an affordable price is, in  
our prediction, a solution that will have  
great appeal to the market.

Do you predict any new revenue 
streams emerging?  

Yes. Through an increasing number of 
available applications and connectivity, 
the buying and selling of new products 
and services will continue to grow. Retail 
in the sky could be a favourite pastime, 
providing passengers with new  
conveniences that allow them to  
purchase items they today only buy 
while on the ground. Imagine doing 
your grocery shopping inflight, with 
delivery scheduled to your home 
moments after your arrival.

What’s the toughest part of the job?
Participating in the IFE market is not for 
everyone. It is a very passionate arena 
filled with a wide range of people, from 
the very technical to the very creative, 
who thrive on making the flying  
experience great. The combination  
of electronic, computer, aerospace  
and entertainment industries is very 
exciting, and that feeling one may call 
“frustrating” is really an indication of 
progress. Like most business areas,  
IFE has complexities that are there  
to overcome, and through the passion  
of people working in this field, the 
frustration is really just problem solving 
that may take a little bit of patience  
from time to time.

“New customised applications 

that connect the aircraft to the 

airline’s enterprise will move 

more into the main picture”
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Pal Bjordal, CEO of airborne mobile 

connectivity specialist Aeromobile, 

explains the challenges of setting up  

a successful system and organisation

Golden touch

What’s the latest installations news?
We have installations across nine airlines  
now, though they have not all been activated. 
However, our service has been activated on 
Lufthansa, Gulf Air, Virgin Atlantic, Emirates, 
Malaysia, and SAS, so the things we have been 
talking about for the last four years are now 
materialising and we’re coming to the stage 
where we can start harvesting from all the  
work that went into completing the hardware 
development and getting the certification  
and regulatory requirements in place.

What has been the biggest challenge?
Certification has been very time consuming and 
very expensive. However the FAA has recently 
broken new ground by granting certification  
for these systems on aircraft. Now, basically, 
the machine is beginning to turn out more 
certificates for various airlines around the world 
which are contracted to Panasonic and allow  
us to put this system on board. That’s a major 
breakthrough. During the FAA certification 
process, part of the tests involved having 300 
phones on board transmitting at maximum 
power. That was safe, and our system is 
certainly even safer. When I started in this 
business I really underestimated how much 
resources certification would consume in  
terms of cost and time. Dealing with the airline 
industry is very complex and you cannot allow 
your business plan to run dry of cash before  
you have a product.

Why did you choose Panasonic?
Panasonic has a fantastic position in  
the IFE market, with around 77% of the market. 
They have already got established customer 
knowledge and relationships, which from  
a sales perspective is great, and from  
a technical service perspective they  
also have the facilities and abilities  
to support our product very well. 

In addition to the certification process, we’ve 
had to create the shape and the form of the 

organisation. Thus we have partnered with 
Panasonic so we can use their global sales 
force and their global service organisation, 
which is very important. We were in the process 
of building up and establishing all this 
ourselves, which is a hugely expensive exercise, 
but now we have a solid partnership with 
Panasonic where we can rely on them to do this 
work and we can focus much more on being the 
telecommunication part of the business. We 
would need a sales force of 30 to 50 people 
globally to replicate the service we’re getting 
from Panasonic, and probably the same number 
of people on the service side. 

Also, our product fits very well into their 
product portfolio. It’s the one thing that, in 
addition to Panasonic’s existing product,  
really makes their product offering stand out.  
So from a connectivity viewpoint with eXPhone, 
eXConnect and eXTV, they basically have the 
whole range of services.

“It would be sensible for us to 

see if we can get standardisation 

of the frequency bands that LT 

and 4G will roll out on”

December 2012 saw Lufthansa begin 
testing the BoardConnect IFE system 
from exhibitor Lufthansa Systems (stand 
7B9) on an Airbus A320 stationed in 
Munich. During the trial the Lufthansa 
Systems solution – which Lufthansa 
dubs My Mediaworld and was the 
winner of a Crystal Cabin Award last 
year – will enable all passengers on 
flights from Munich to 34 short- and 
medium-haul destinations to watch 
movies, read digital newspapers  
and look up information about their 
destinations. The service is available  
via laptop, tablet computer and smart-

phones, which can connect to the 
onboard infotainment server.

Unlike many conventional IFE 
systems, BoardConnect does not 
require complicated wiring for each 
seat. Instead, it works with a regular 
WLAN based on the established 
standard, meaning that just a few access 
points need to be installed in the cabin. 
This makes it possible to offer an 
extensive range of information and 
entertainment to passengers on 
short- and medium-haul aircraft such  
as the A320 and the B737 – which make 
up two-thirds of the entire global fleet.

Lufthansa tests BoardConnect on an A320

Stand: 7A8

When will we see 4G?
It will probably be ready for testing this year. 
We’re focussing on 3G first, but a lot of our  
3G work can be used directly in a 4G solution. 
Currently, the penetration of 4G handsets 
means that we will probably not roll out that 
solution before 2014/2015. There has to be  
a certain percentage of passengers who will 
actually use it before it makes sense to roll out 
the solution on board. Then, of course, you have 
added difficulty because 4G, or LTE as it’s also 
called, while it sounds like one solution, will 
actually be rolled out over a variety of frequency 
bands and will not work in major parts of the 
world. It would also be sensible to see if we can 
get standardisation of the frequency bands that 
LT and 4G will use, because if we establish it  
on one frequency and most handsets are on 
another band, you won’t be able to hook up 
those handsets. So I think 2014/15 will be  
4G and 2013 will be the 3G year for us.
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What will Lumexis reveal at the Expo?
We will be exhibiting an exciting new 
capability for expanding passengers’ 
options and control throughout their 
flight. Every early user has been 
uniformly excited and immediately  
understood its additional advantage.  
Although I cannot reveal too much in 
advance of the show, it has been in 
development for over a year, yet is built 
around our existing network capacity 
and services. Together with the  
tremendous major airline interest we  
are seeing in Fiber To The Screen 
(FTTS) and WiPAX, we anticipate  
that our stand will be very busy.

Is 2013 the year that FTTS goes line fit?
We completed a Phase One Technical 
Services Agreement with Boeing last 
year and have now moved into the 
second, and final, phase. Of course, the 
pace of implementation is entirely up to 
Boeing, but it is driven in very large part  
by customer request. For two years that 
has been flydubai, but in the last six 
months or so, a number of major airlines 
have been adding their voices, assuring 
that first, the 737-800/900, and 
subsequently, Boeing widebodies  
will follow. I am confident a line-fit 
announcement will occur later in 2013, 
but Boeing will determine – in response 
to carrier demands – when to put it into 
production.

What are your views on wireless IFE? 
I am a strong advocate for Wi-Fi  
as potentially contributing to the 
passenger’s experience by serving  
a variety of content and applications 
through their own PEDs. Lumexis was 

among the first IFE manufacturers to 
offer a standalone system, WiPAX, which 
was derived from our robust FTTS 
system. But frequent flyers often watch 
several movies on a single long-haul leg 
– something that would prove physically 
daunting for hand-held PEDs and 
inconvenient with laptops on tray tables.  
Since these important customers view 
so many movies, they need large 
onboard film libraries offering early-
window movies in diverse languages, 
without being forced to watch irrelevant 
burned-in subtitles they can’t 
understand. Lumexis’ FTTS has offered 
those capabilities for years from a single 
movie file and has been able to migrate 
a subset into WiPAX. But PEDs are 
substantially more limited – beyond just 
screen size and resolution – and vary 
significantly in operating systems, 
screen formats and data rates.

While potential opportunity to 
eliminate more costly in-seat displays is 
understandably appealing to the finance 
and operations side of the airline, the 
marketing side faces the very real loss 
of opportunity for differentiation of the 
passenger experience in comfort and 
more expansive, “surrounding” 
entertainment – as well as much 
stronger generation of ancillary revenue. 
This differentiation increases 
exponentially with length of flight.  We 
would not suggest embedded monitors 
are realistically cost-effective for short 
stage-length applications in a low-cost 
carrier, however a premium carrier with 
Lumexis’ FTTS HD in-seat screens on a 
MAX or NEO narrow-body fleet would 
gain a strong competitive advantage by 
providing a superior IFE experience on 
any flights over three hours.

How important is HD? 
HD has proven extremely popular with 
passengers in all cabins. Everybody 
recognises its benefit in clarity when 
viewed on our 23in monitor in first class 
or a 15.4in monitor in business, but the 
vast majority of travellers ride in 
economy.  In the ‘back of the bus’, the 
distance between the viewers’ eyes and 
the screen is minimal – only true high-
resolution HD screens in coach retain the 
crisp view which is so comfortable in 
extended viewing at close range. Note 
that every one of flydubai’s 189 
passengers in its B737-800s has been 
uniquely enjoying that advantage, with 
HD movies available from essentially 
every major studio, including extensive 
Early Window content.  
 
What’s next for Lumexis? 
One of several clear (pun intended) 
advantages of Lumexis’ fibre optic 
technology is its huge bandwidth  
for growth in applications of every 
imaginable type. The reality is that 
applications, which are unimaginable 
today, can be supported by our fibre 
optic networks for decades into the 
future as terrestrial technology 
advances. Manufacturers of much lower 
bandwidth and much heavier copper 
network systems will remain constrained 
as increased bandwidth and storage 
become available through new 
technology.  IFE must track terrestrial 
technology growth – our fibre networks 
can serve the entire life of the aircraft 
without modification. 

To hear more from Cline, visit the  
web exclusives section of our website, 
or pay him a visit at stand 6E40.

Fibre provider
Lumexis’ hotly  

anticipated FTTS IFE 

system will be line-fit 

approved by the second 

half of this year, says 

CEO Doug Cline

“Our fibre networks  

can serve for the  

entire life of an aircraft 

without modification”
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Visit us at the AIE 2013 in Hall 7, Booth C11

high quality mechanical seats



www.sikorsky.com

Ask for Enflite.
Then 

sit back 
and enjoy 
the flight.

When you fly with Enflite, you fly in comfort and 
with peace of mind. Sit, slouch, or recline — all at 
the touch of a button. There’s never been a more 
flexible, customizable or comfortable way to fly. 

The 16g Majlis Divan. Only from Enflite.

Visit us at the Aircraft Interiors Expo,  
Stand No. 5A50.

Sikorsky 1P Aircraft Interiors.indd   5 2/25/11   12:54 PM
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TEXTILES

Carpet diem

Stand: 7B70

Stand: 6D50

Desso’s carpets 
are available  
in a wide range  
of colours

Stand: 5E30

Desso Aviation, the first carpet  
manufacturer to receive AS 9100  
Revision C certification, is planning 
to launch a carpet claimed to weigh 
around 40% less than standard  
aircraft carpet products. The carpet – 
the name will be revealed along with 
the product itself – is a Wilton woven 
nylon carpet with a weight of 1,100g/
m2. This is 350 to 800g less than  
conventional nylon carpet.

The new product is made with  
sustainable and eco-friendly yarn 
and is designed to offer value for 
money without compromising on 
technical performance. Desso was 
able to develop a yarn – consisting of 

BCF polyamide 6 and econyl (made of 
100% recycled content) fibres – that 
performs well in terms of durability, 
staining and shrinkage.

Nathan Jansen, sales director 
for Desso’s aviation division, says, 
“It is clear that our customers are  
looking for weight savings. We are 
happy to be able to reduce the weight 
of our carpets without jeopardising  
quality. That means maintenance 
manuals can remain unchanged, while  
airlines can still save fuel and costs. 
It is those tangible added values 
that we continuously look for in the  
development of our products and 
services.”

CUSTOM CARPETS 
Scott Group Custom Carpets is bringing haute 
couture to the floor with the introduction of 
the latest Aviation carpet collection for 
business jets. Inspired by colour trends and 
textures from fashion runways, this collection 
features both handmade and machine made 
designs, with hand-over tufting and hybrid 
patterns. Hand-made patterns include 12 new 
designs that range from classic textures, 
stripes and checks, inspired by men’s suiting, 
to decorative designs inspired by architectural 
detailing. The Hybrid collection of 12 new 
patterns complements the handmade 
collection.

Jennifer Kirchgessner, Scott Group’s 
director of marketing says, “All orders are 
produced with artisans working in conjunction 
with teams of designers, ensuring that every 
aspect of the carpet receives close and 
personal attention. The design and marketing 
team researches trends in fashion, residential 
and consumer markets to ensure that new 
products brought to market are both 
aesthetically pleasing and uniquely 
constructed.” 

Textile megatrends
According to Lantal’s design team, 
discovering megatrends is its forté. The 
essence of its latest trendscouting work 
has been translated into four distilled 
theme vectors for aircraft interiors. The 
result is the new Conceptual Forecast  
2013 for seat cover fabrics, leathers, 
carpets and curtains, which will be 
revealed at Aircraft Interiors Expo.  
The highly eclectic designs will feature 
fetching colour gradations, eloquent 
structures, flash effects and contrasting 
textures.

As horizon-expanding and inspiring 
glimpses of the future, they are the 

crucible for the development of  
signature textiles. Indeed at the Expo,  
to complement Lantal’s proven range  
of wool/polyamide and Climatex  
LifeguardFR fabrics for seat covers, as 
well as weight-optimised wool carpet 
varieties, this year’s product innovation 
will be the new and extremely durable 
Polyamide Basic carpet.

Visitors will also be able to try first-hand 
a latest-generation aircraft seat featuring 
the adaptive PCS Pneumatic Comfort 
System to experience how relaxing it  
feels to sit, rest and sleep on firmness-
adjustable air-filled cushions.

NEW

PRODUCT!

7,990 VISITORS 
FROM 87  

COUNTRIES  
ATTENDED THE 

2012 EVENT



textile passion

Premium mobility textiles from one single source. Made in Switzerland.
TISCA TIARA designs, develops and manufactures a broad range of 
premium textiles for the complete cabin interior furnishing under one roof. 

www.tiscatiara.com

Visit us at the

Aircraft Interiors EXPO 2013
Stand 7D70

EBACE 2013
Stand 1467
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A development worth finding out more 
about is the collaboration between a 
leading aircraft cabin design firm and  
a high-performance thermoplastic sheet 
producer. The companies involved  
say that it is shaping the future of aircraft 
interiors.

When designing premium seating 
solutions, Acumen Design typically turns 
to high-performance thermoplastic 
sheet for components such as side 
furniture panelling, back-shelves (in first 
class), trays (economy class), literature 

pockets, entertainment screens, and 
first-class privacy screens.

Three years ago a search for a 
“durable, aircraft-compliant, gloss- 
black finish” for a new aircraft seating 
programme initially led Acumen to 
US-based Boltaron, and since then, 
Acumen has developed several aircraft 
interior design concepts for which 
Boltaron aircraft-rated thermoplastic 
sheet products are recommended, 
including pearlescent thermoplastics  
for seating programmes.

Plastic people 

SHEETS FOR SHADES
To help global aerospace customers comply 
with increasingly stringent standards for 
flame-smoke-toxicity (FST) performance of 
cabin components, SABIC’s Innovative Plastics 
business will be introducing the market to its 
next-generation LEXAN XHR 5000 (extremely 
low heat release) sheet for window shades. 
The sheet is designed for multi-layer window 
shade systems requiring advanced FST 
properties and opacity. In addition to meeting 
demanding safety requirements, the sheet is 
also designed to help improve comfort in the 
cabin with a high-quality appearance and 
enhanced room-darkening properties. 
Supplied as a white-pigmented cap layer over 
a black base, the sheets are engineered as  
a robust yet lightweight substrate to be 
laminated with decorative films and then 
thermoformed.
“The new availability of LEXAN XHR sheet 

can help our aerospace customers solve their 
most pressing FST, design and performance 
needs, and marks the debut of a new industry 
standard that will clearly make major 
contributions to the future of aircraft interior 
design,” said Jack Govers, general manager 
of speciality film and sheet at SABIC.

TEXTILES...

Stand: 5D10

Stand: 5B31

Acumen Design  

and Boltaron are 

developing new types 

of thermoplastic 

sheet for an A380 

programme

Boltaron’s  
thermoplastics 

can create a  
variety of effects

 “This marks the debut of a new  

 industry standard that will clearly  

 make major contributions to the  

 future of aircraft interior design” 

FEELING 
FRIENDLY? TRY 
THE INDUSTRY 
NETWORKING 

PARTY ON 8 APRIL



Pittards plc, Yeovil, Somerset BA21 5BA Tel: +44 (0)1935 474321 enquire@pittards.com  www.pittards.com

Above all there's CLOUD9 

Though a new name to many in the aviation 

industry, Pittards is widely recognized as a

world leader in the manufacture of luxury 

and performance leathers, now exporting to

over 50 countries and being the supplier of

choice for many top global brands.

Until now Pittards’ technically advanced 

aviation leathers have been marketed through

third-party partners, and as a result they can be

found in some of the world’s biggest airlines.  

We’re pleased to announce that these hugely 

successful aviation leathers are now available

directly from Pittards Aviation, as Cloud 9. 

The benefit of which is an attractive, 

lightweight and durable leather with 

outstanding water, stain and burn resistance,

backed by guaranteed consistency of product,

colour and supply.

For more information why not visit us at 

the Hamburg Aircraft Interiors Show, Hall 7,

Stand A42.
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Hall B5, Stand 5E51
Hamburg Aircraft Interiors Expo
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CLOUD NINE Luxury and performance leather 
manufacturer Pittards will be launching Cloud9,  
a natural aesthetic product available in a range of 
colours, with excellent water and stain resistance. 
According to the company, benefits of the leather 
also include light weight and durability, long life, 
and specifications that exceed burn-test 
requirements.

Cloud9 will be available in a wide range of  
colours and engineered to resist water, oil and 
stains while providing advanced flame-retardant 
properties – without any change to the comfort 
and appeal of natural leather.

LIVING ROOM Rohi is celebrating its 80th 
anniversary with some new design ideas. The 
team at Rohi believes that when spending hours 
on an aircraft, everybody wants to feel at home. 
Rohi’s designers have identified two trends for 
upscale home furnishings – cosy and soft fabrics, 
with organic, subtle patterns, combined with 
furniture textiles with clean, linear designs.

Rohi is creating patterns that appear to be 
just on the surface, with low contrast and curved 
shapes, with simple-looking fabrics make you  
feel comfortable. The straightforward character  
is achieved through defined shapes, structured 
patterns and 3D effects, while playful and vivid 
styles evolve from sharper colour contrasts.

LIGHTWEIGHT LEATHER An extremely 
hard-wearing leather that combines high  
technical quality with 30% less weight, the new 
Xlight leather being launched by Boxmark offers 
special protection against water, oil, alcohol  
and sweat, and is soil resistant and easy to clean. 
Xlight is a leather with a net weight of 550g/m 
and 600g/m once laminated. Xlight Leather is 
chrome-free in accordance with the REACH 
health and environment regulation and flame 
resistant in accordance with FAR/JAR/CS 25.853 F 
to article 25 part ß I (a)(I).

Swatches
Stand: 6E50

Stand: 6E71

Stand: 7A42

Stand: 5B55

Stand: 6D70

Fast flooring
Aviation Floor Coverings will be the 
focus of Metzeler Technical Rubber 
Systems’ (TRS) exhibit, with two 
product launches taking place. The 
first, Floorsil FCS, is a fast-curing 
two-part sealant system for floor 
coverings, claimed to offer an 85% 
reduction in cure time over the existing 
Floorsil 2 product to benefit airlines 
and OEMs looking for a way to speed 
assembly and maintenance times  
for floor coverings in the galley and 
entry areas. The product has been in 
development for several years and has 
now been qualified by Airbus. Floorsil 
FCS is used for perimeter sealing in 
the galley/entry areas as well as for 
creating robust seams for larger 

non-textile floor (NTF) covering sheets. 
With a full-cure time of less than two 
hours, operator NTF replacements can 
now be completed by line maintenance 
overnight instead of a hangar stay.

Metzeler TRS is also introducing 
Duroflex NTF for Boeing legacy fleets, 
Embraer and Bombardier aircraft. This 
product was developed to offer a 
high-performance rubber compound 
alternative to standard PVC roll form 
NTF. With superior burn, smoke and 
toxic gas performance, and a hard-
wearing, highly slip-resistant rubber 
construction, Duroflex is designed  
to offer a high-performance yet 
economical solution for aircraft that  
do not require a structural backing.

COLOURWAYS The Aunde Group will be 
launching three textile colourways designed to 
help create a fresh, innovative atmosphere and  
to give new brand identity opportunities for cabin 
interiors. In addition to the warm and dynamic 
new colours, new designs will be added to the 
collection under three design themes.

The first theme, Pure Tranquility, is a fresh look 
at linear and small-scale patterns; the second, 
Engineered Performance, features medium-scale 
geometric patterns giving layered depth; and  
the final theme, Decoration Redefined, offers  
ornamentation and pattern in a variety of scales.

A higher quality standard 

Stand: 7D70

“When spending hours on an aircraft, 

everyone wants to feel at home” 

Textiles specialist Tisca Tiara 
will be introducing not just  
a new carpet to the market, but 
also a new aircraft carpet quality. 
This “novel and premium” carpet 
quality will, the company says, 
result in very low lifetime costs 
for airlines, while offering many 
other compelling advantages  
and setting new standards in  
the aircraft interior market.

On the product side, the  
company will unveil the Trend  
collection of harmonised carpets, 
seat covers and curtain fabrics. 
This new collection will reflect the 
latest global trends in terms of  
designs, textures, materials and 
colour combinations, and the 
entire collection will be designed, 
developed and manufactured at the 
company’s facilities in Switzerland.

Also on display will be a variety 
of steam-pleated, ready-to-install 
curtains, which the company also 
produces in-house, with a huge stock 
of over 1,500 fabrics to choose from.

TEXTILES...
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What will you be showing at the Expo? 
This year, we are introducing a material 
that we thought impossible just a few 
years ago. We continue to be inspired  
by our friends in the design community 
and a ‘new thinking’ came from ideas 
sparked by JPA, Acumen and Teague 
during discussions at last year’s Expo. 
This new material is where bespoke 
design and compliant aviation  
thermoplastics come together. We are 
previewing it to our key customers at the 
show, along with expanded offering in  
translucent Kydex FST-CTL, and an 
ever-evolving colour range in Kydex 
6503 that is in harmony with products 
being introduced by Anker-Rohi.

What trends are you noticing?
The biggest trend is ‘way of working’, 
where there is more collaboration earlier 
in the project. We see decisions on 
materials and finishes happening  
much sooner in the process, leading to 
more successful, less stressful product 
launches. As far as materials go, we 
continue to see an evolution towards 
‘movement’ and ‘texture’ as part of the 
design vocabulary. Personally, I am 
seeing more elegant solutions that 
eliminate unnecessary complexity.  
The design and finish of the best 
interiors are subtle by nature and  
there are more materials moving in  
this direction. Look to Anker-Rohi  
for these more sophisticated  
design vocabularies.          

What effects are being developed?
I can’t share all our best ideas, but 
certainly anything that introduces  
a subtle tactile element is desired.  

Or, imagine an IFE control surround that 
transitions from solid to softly lit when a 
passenger touches the panel. This would 
be fun to invent! And possible.

Has Kydex enabled or influenced any 
projects that weren’t thought possible?
NDAs prevent me from sharing some 
really exciting projects, but we are 
working on one that I love. Today, the 
mechanical and electronic components 
of seats are ‘covered’ by an envelope of 
different materials. We are working on a 
project where the ‘envelope’ is no longer 
opaque. I can’t say more than that…

Are you experiencing growth in the 
emerging economies?
In 2005, less than 3% of our sales were 
outside North America. Today, more than 
35% of our sales are export, and most of 
our projects are BRIC related. We love to 
work in emerging markets. I never want 
to lose the excitement and energy that 
comes from these countries.

What is your proudest project?
That’s impossible to answer. These 
projects are like my children – I don’t 
have a favourite. But the most exciting? 
Easy. The next one.

What’s next for Kydex?
The designLab continues to expand as  
a space for collaboration with designers 
and OEMs. This space is enlightening  
for us, so we are moving this thinking 
throughout our business and into other 
areas of our facility. Of course, aviation is 
not our only business, so we are seeing 
significant expansion into the mass 

transit and high-speed rail interiors 
market. This market has a completely 
different set of challenges, but much of 
what we learn in aviation applies to mass 
transit. Also, we are very excited about 
new developments in large medical 
device housings. Industrial designers in 
this space are just discovering that they 
are not limited to white, beige and grey. 
It is interesting to see this market take 
cues from aviation (warmer and more 
patient (passenger!) -focused finishes 
and colours). In addition, our owners 
(Sekisui Chemical) are continuing to 
invest in our production capabilities,  
so we plan on increasing our product 
offering in the next two years.

Does your work with other industries 
influence your aircraft work?
One of our obligations is to be the 
messenger of ‘best practice’ between 
industries. For example, the medical 
device market uses pressure-formed 
parts to improve the aesthetic quality of 
their components. Although the aircraft 
interior component supply base knew of 
this technology, it was not widely used. 
We carried this process to our key 
customers, and we’ve seen significant 
growth in pressure-formed parts, which 
improves fit and finish, and allows for 
customisation of texturing within a part. 
On the other side, we have developed 
materials for aviation that exceed the 
most stringent FAR regulations for 
smoke and heat-release. We are years 
ahead in this technology and we’ve used 
what we’ve learned to develop new 
materials for rail interiors. The common 
denominator behind all this technology 
is ‘design’ and ‘good design’ is easy to 
spot, regardless of market.

Ronn Cort, appointed as president of 

Kydex only last year, is already making 

waves in cabin thermoplastics

Thermoplastic fantastic
“We continue to see an evolution 

towards ‘movement’ and ‘texture’ 

as part of the design vocabulary”



First Class: Every Class

Manufacturers of sustainable Low Carbon Leather.
Join us on stand 6E81, Aircraft Interiors Expo to see our technically
advanced lightweight leather designed to give higher performance,

greater cleanliness and lower maintenance.

Andrew Muirhead & Son Limited
Dalmarnock Leather Works, 273-289 Dunn Street, Glasgow  G40 3EA, Scotland

Tel: +44 (0)1505 691 705    www.muirhead.co.uk Email: marketing@muirhead.co.uk

Join us on stand 6E81

Join us on Facebook
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playtime
We know what you’ll be doing during the day in Hamburg, but should you 
find yourself looking for ideas after the Expo, here are some top fives…

STAY EAT
Atlantic   
Kempinski
Enjoy some old-fashioned 
glamour at this lakeside classic 
www.kempinski.com/en/ 
hamburg/hotel-atlantic/

Side Hotel
The first and only five-star 
design hotel in Hamburg,  
with some nice touches  
and a soaring foyer 
www.side-hamburg.de

Empire Riverside
A stylish lifestyle property  
on the site of the old  
Bavaria Brewery  
www.empire-riverside.de

Fairmont Hotel 
Vier Jahreszeiten
The city’s most opulent hotel 
www.fairmont.com/ 
vier-jahreszeiten-hamburg/

Gastwerk Hotel
Don’t let the name put you 
off, this former gasworks is  
a great place to stay 
www.gastwerk.com

Fischereihafen
This family-owned restaurant  
overlooking the Elbe is  
a fish-lovers’ delight  
www.fischereihafenrestaurant.de

Nil
Forget any preconceptions about  
German cuisine at this little gem www.
restaurant-nil.de

Rive
Enjoy a fabulous view of the harbour 
from this oyster bar www.rive.de

Restaurant Haerlin
Hamburg’s top-ranked restaurant, 
presided over by Christoph Rüffer 
www.restaurant-haerlin.de

The Bird
You can’t visit Hamburg without 
tasting a Hamburger. The Bird  
is a current favourite with locals  
www.thebirdinhamburg.com
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Atlantic Kempinski Side Fairmont Restaurant Haerlin

DRINK

20up
We recommend taking the lift 
at the Empire Riverside hotel  
to reach this 20th-floor cocktail  
bar with commanding views
www.empire-riverside.de

Bar DaCaio
British people will feel at home  
in this homage to the gentlemen’s 
clubs of London, located in the 
George Hotel  
www.thegeorge-hotel.de

Bar Hamburg
The place to go if you’re feeling 
glamorous www.barhamburg.com

Bernstein Bar
When in Hamburg… This trendy 
bar/club is housed in a former 
brothel www.bernsteinbar.de

East
This stylish bar/restaurant/hotel in St 
Pauli is a favourite with Expo visitors
www.east-hamburg.com
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www.TransportationWeightLossDiet.com

The Transportation Weight Loss Diet Conference is a 
unique event that will bring together key innovators from 
across the automotive, aerospace and rail industries, 
as well as leading academics, to highlight major 
breakthroughs in mass reduction.

Dr Stéphane Abed, ceo, Poly-Shape 3D Generative Manufacturing • Richard Adams, cto & senior vice president, CPS Technologies Corporation • Sarah Banfield, research 
manager, Tecvac Ltd • Vincent Banton, thermoset development technical support, IDI Composites Europe • Dr Donald Baskin, senior associate, Exponent • Phillip Bell, 
product line manager, Corning Incorporated • Jacques Belley, director r&d standardization and innovation, Bombardier Transportation North America • Edwin Buechter, 
ceo/president, Clean-Lasersysteme GmbH • Jörn Buss, partner, Oliver Wyman • Ian Butterworth, researcher, automotive polymer composites, Cranfield University • 
Guillaume Cledat, key market developer, CCP Composites • Hendrik De Keyser, technology officer, Vyncolit NV • Klaus Decking, product segment manager lightweight, 
Georg Fischer Automotive AG • Ian Donaldson, director r&d auburn hills tech center & materials engineering americas, GKN Sinter Metals • Dr Dan Dragulin, head 
of r&d, Belte AG • Akbar Farahani, vice president, engineering, ETA Inc • Terry Gordon, epoxy development chemist, Permabond • Jeffrey Gross, director of product 
development, The Acme Group • Phil Hall, managing director, Caterham Composites • Frank Heppes, head of Research & Development, Drahtzug Stein Combicore GmbH 
& Co KG • Prof Santiago Hernandez, professor, University of Coruna • Gail Hite, market development director, RTI International Metals Inc • Walter Kiersch, CEO, Carbon 
Conduction Technoloies (CCT) GmbH • Dr Alexander Kling, head of structural mechanics department, DLR, Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems • 
Jannis Kranz, researcher lightweight design for Laser Additive Manufacturing, Technical University Hamburg-Harburg • Gaurav Kumar, senior lead engineer, MBRDI • 
Robert Langlois, ceo, Powder Coating Solutions • Mikhail Levit, global technical leader, aerospace and mass transportation, DuPont Protection Technologies • Quaranta 
Lorenzo, development manager, Sandvik AB • Mogens Løkke, ceo, ECOmove ApS • Nicolas Meilhan, senior consultant, Frost & Sullivan • Peter Morgan, senior product 
manager - Lightweight Vehicles, Lotus Engineering • Michael Mowins, president - global licensing, Phillips Screw Company • Giri Nammalwar, responsible for Global CAE 
Strategy Planning, Ford Motor Company • Dr James Njuguna, lecturer - transport lightweight structures, Cranfield University • Fredrik Ohlsson, product development 
director, Oxeon AB • Gulsen Oncul, Senior Expert , Turkish Aerospace Industries, Inc. • Stephen Philipson, business development manager Carbon, Oxeon AB • Andrew Rich, 
president, Element 6 Consulting • Javier Romo, project manager, Cidaut Foundation • Dr Stephen Rudzewski, head of Technics and Innovation, Semcon Holding GmbH & Co 
KG • Armin Schneider, product applications manager, Carpenter Technologies GmbH • Dr Anna Schwarz, general manager, Danto Invention • Jody Shaw, director, technical 
marketing and product development, United States Steel Corporation • Norman Starke, CEO, Proof Technologies • Sébastien Stassin, managing partner, Kiska GmbH • 
James Stike, president and CEO, MIT LLC • Ashutosh Tomar, senior research engineeer, Jaguar Landrover • Dr Isabel Van de Weyenberg, research engineer, Flanders’ 
Drive • Oliver Walter, responsible product manager BMW i3, BMW • Prof Nicholas Warrior, Head of Polymer Composites Research Group , University of Nottingham • 
Mark Watkins, automotive plastic bearing development manager, BNL (UK) Limited • Patrick Weichand, researcher fiber-reinforced materials, Institute for Manufacturing 
• Technologies of Ceramic Components and Composites, University Stuttgart • Randall Wilburn, global manager automotive sector, Molex Inc • Jens Winiarz, product 
manager lightweight, Hennecke GmbH • Tom Winters, market development manager Mass Transit High Performance Foams , Rogers Corporation • Ingo Wuggetzer, vice 
president Cabin Innovation and Design, Airbus Operations GmbH • Dr Simon Xu, engineering group manager for Vehicle Optimisation, General Motors • Dr Robert Yancey, 
senior director - global aerospace, energy, and marine, Altair • Richard Zemann, head fiber-reinforced polymers activities, TU Vienna

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS TO DATE: 

If weight reduction, fuel efficiency or environmental impact 
matter to you, then you need to attend this conference!

GO ONLINE NOW TO BOOK YOUR PLACE!

5-6 JUNE 2013 MESSE STUTTGART, GERMANY

From the publishers of Aircraft Interiors International magazine

OVER 
70 SPEAKERS 

AND 250+ 
DELEGATES 
EXPECTED!

TURN TO 
PAGE 92 

FOR FULL 
PROGRAMME
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LEDs made easy
● Direct replacement for 

387 OEM filament lamps.

● FAA PMA certified.

● 50,000 hour life!

● Drop-in replacement
reduces maintenance 
costs and downtime.

● For use in aircraft
cockpit and cabin.

Features and benefits
● For use in forward facing applications such as cockpit switches, 

PSUs, attendant call & NSFSB signs.

● Polarity insensitive.

● LED technology reduces power consumption and generates less heat.

● Tested for shock and vibration in accordance with RTCA/DO-160F.

● Compatible with both night and daytime operating voltages.

● Designed to ensure correct operation with avionics monitoring systems.

CML Innovative Technologies Ltd.,
69/70 Eastern Way, 
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7AB,
United Kingdom. 

For info on this & other LED 
products email: price@cml-it.com

Aircraft Interiors advert 200x132_Layout 1  30/10/2012  16:24  Page 1

Your One Stop Infl ight Trading Partner

WWW.TAMECO.SE

AIRSICKNESS BAG
AMENITY & COMFORT KIT
BLANKET & PILLOW
HEAREST COVER & PILLOW CASE
EARPHONE & HEADPHONE
COFFEE POT 
NEW & USED Light Weight Trolley in Stock
NEW GALLEY EQUIPMENT
NEW Oven Inserts in Stock
USED KSSU & ATLAS EQUIPMENT
NEW KSSU & ATLAS EQUIPMENT

WWW.TAMECO.SE

“PROBABLY THE LARGEST 
INVENTORY OF GALLEY 

EQUIPMENT IN EU”
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As airlines and IFE suppliers continue to roll  
out new products that exploit the increased  
passenger use of smartphones, laptops, tablets 
and ultrabooks, and provide passengers with 
connectivity options, the need for onboard power 
is an acknowledged constant.

Many of the new onboard offerings are based 
upon repurposed devices such as iPads, as well 
as passenger carry-on devices. Whether provided 
by the airline or carried on by the passenger, 
these devices need to remain charged. In-seat 
power and high-power USB charging systems are 
the minimum requirements to keep these devices 
charged and available, and Astronics is a leading 
provider of power to support passengers’ needs. 

Eighteen months ago, 110VAC in-seat power, 
installed throughout the cabin, was the primary 
focus of many airlines. Today, demand continues 
at a strong pace and now a push to USB charging 
is also emerging. This is due in part to the  
plethora of USB-based PED sales outpacing 
those of traditional laptops. As many of the new 
programmes being deployed focus on providing 
airlines with ancillary revenue, charged  
and available PEDs are required. Many airline 
customers today are flying both 110VAC and USB 
charging integrated into a single outlet, providing 
passengers with the best of both worlds.

Airlines looking to install a USB charging  
system need to be aware of the actual power 
requirements for each of these USB-powered 
devices and recognise that charging requirements 
vary and continue to change. USB output power 
differs greatly from version to version. For  
example, USB 2.0 offers low and high power at 
100mA and 500mA, respectively. Alternatively, 
USB 3.0 offers low power at 150mA and high 
power by providing up to 900mA. With this in 

mind, it is imperative that any onboard USB 
charging system be capable of supporting a  
multitude of devices that are both low and high 
powered in order to satisfy passenger demand 
and the rapidly changing commercial market.

With a high-power USB PED charging system, 
passengers will be able to use and charge their 
devices with a USB interface simultaneously. 
However, simply installing USB 2.0 power will not 
satisfy the needs of the latest and future devices.  
Tomorrow’s devices will continue to take  
advantage of the increased USB standards. This 
is a crucial fact to understand. If the trend in 
power consumption is somehow overlooked or 
misunderstood, investment will not bring the 
expected benefit. In fact, the experience created 
will be one of disappointment as passengers  
will not understand why they cannot charge and 
benefit from the USB port installed on board.

Airlines interested in onboard USB charging 
should seek to understand the options available 
and the nuisances of various USB standards. This 
‘due diligence’ will ensure the system they select 
can provide enough power to charge multiple 
devices simultaneously while they are in use. The 
majority of today’s tablets ship with standard 
adapters in the range of 1.25-2.1A.

A portion of the industry, particularly in the 
single-aisle market, is embracing the Bring Your 
Own Device (BYOD) model, which enables  
an airline to nimbly react to the fast-paced  
developments in consumer technology. In-seat 
power, both 110VAC and high-power USB, is 
complimentary to this model as passengers enjoy 
the ability to use their PCs, phones, and tablets  
to surf the web, stay connected, view their own 
and streamed content, and create their own  
electronic environment.

Onboard USB 
charging of iPads, 

smartphones, 
tablets and other 

PEDs is a major 
industry trend. 

In-seat power is 
leading the charge

Astronics
+1 425 881 1700

www.astronics.com
Reader Enquiry No. 501

powerarrangers
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595 Monroe Street • Napa, CA 94559 USA • Phone (707) 255-6160 • Fax (707) 226-8527 • Email rob@hidehouse.com

ARE YOU LEAVING REVENUE ON THE TARMAC?
IN-CABIN ADVERTISING CAN TAKE YOUR REVENUE TO NEW HEIGHTS

Brand Connections Sky Media will increase your profitability with Operator and Lessor friendly in-cabin advertising solutions, 
using EASA/FAA approved products that deliver high ancillary revenue return.

Three Options to Make Your Revenue Soar:

MEDIA
SALES

We secure sizable media budgets 
from advertisers for you

IN-FLIGHT
SALES

Promote food, beverage and sky cart 
products to drive passenger sales

LEASING EASA approved advertising systems 
to maximize in-house revenue

©2013 Brand Connections. All rights reserved.

VISIT US AT THE AIRCRAFT INTERIORS 
EXPO 2013 (HALL B1, BOOTH 1E6)
FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION ON 
THE OPPORTUNITIES WE OFFER 
AIRLINE CARRIERS.

For more information, please email us at skymedia@brandconnections.com

www.brandconnections.com/AIE13
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Introducing 
Columbus,  

a new family of 
economy-class 

seating

Aviointeriors
+39 0773 689 1

www.aviointeriors.it
Reader Enquiry No. 502

trailblazer
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At Aircraft Interiors Expo 2013, Aviointeriors is 
introducing a new economy-class seat family 
named Columbus in tribute to the man who went 
beyond the then formerly known borders. The 
Columbus family features an innovative 
combination of low weight and modularity. The 
range  encompasses  a l l  operat ional 
requirements, from regional to long-haul, offers 
part interchangeability between the three basic 
models, and is capable of providing additional 
legroom, even at 28in pitch. Focus has been 
dedicated to the environmental aspect of the 
project, too: low weight means lower fuel 
consumption and lower emissions.

There are three basic models. The first is 
Columbus One, which is the lightest in the range 
at 8.5kg/pax. This model is designed to maximise 
fuel savings and is offered for regional and/or 
low-cost applications. The Columbus One is 
equipped with an elastomeric web, to maximise  
body support for guaranteed comfort. It also has 
a preset fixed backrest with a light tray-table, 
while the literature pocket has been moved 
upwards to allow optimal shin clearance down to 
28in pitch installation.

The basic seat can be provided, at the 
customer’s request, with all the common options 
designed for the whole family (cushions, outlets, 
IFE, recline, etc), thus offering flexibility while 
minimising the need for spare parts stock due to 
the overall low parts count.

The second model, Columbus Two, is designed 
to provide greater comfort for a longer time, and 

is suitable for medium-range operations of four 
to five hours. The basic model, which weighs 
from 9.5kg/pax, features recline, provision for 
audio controls in the armrest and, of course, all 
the commonly required options.

Finally, Columbus Three is designed to 
maximise comfort for long-range flights and is  
a basic weight of 12.5kg/pax. This model includes 
a ‘cradle’ system movement, which pushes the 
seat pan forwards and upwards when the back 
recline is activated, as well as a two- or four-way 
headrest. A footrest can also be fitted to enhance 
passenger comfort. Columbus Three includes 
provisions for video entertainment.

During the development phase, Aviointeriors 
designed a rigid anthropometric model based on 
a single passenger posture for the definition of 
the main layout of the seat, and took into account 
all the possible variations in passenger 
movements, not only while sitting, eating and 
relaxing, but also when moving in and out of the 
row. Comfort was fine-tuned and additional space 
added where required, such as around the elbow, 
shoulder and hip areas.

The Columbus family has been developed 
around four main concepts: comfort, lightness, 
simplicity and commonality. The goal was to 
claim a space in the market with a product that 
enhances the cost/efficiency equation.

Aviointeriors has already confirmed a launch 
customer for a Columbus seat – a B737-700/800 
operator that intends to start using Columbus  
by autumn of this year.



Hamburg 2013, Hall B7
Stand 7B45
israel.carrillo@soisa.com.mx
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Thermoplastic sheet with high impact resistance 
produces either thermoformed parts with greater 
durability, or thermoformed parts of equivalent 
durability achieved using thinner, lighter sheet 
that cuts fuel costs. However, sheet products that 
meet FAA standards for flammability, heat 
release and smoke generation typically incur 
reductions in impact resistance of 50 to 75% 
versus comparable non-aircraft-rated grades. 
Specifiers should therefore determine which 
sheet products exhibit higher impact resistance, 
by first understanding how it is measured.

Two widely accepted methods for measuring 
the impact resistance of thermoplastic sheet 
products are Izod impact strength testing and 
Gardner impact testing (pictured above left).

With Izod impact strength testing (ASTM 
D-256), a pendulum held at a specific height is 
released, breaking the notched specimen. The 
amount of energy absorbed determines the 
distance the pendulum swings past the sample, 
as indicated by a pointer on a graduated scale.

The distance the pendulum travels after 
breaking two different heavy-gauge specimens 
(and specimens having high impact resistance) 
can vary significantly, yielding meaningful test 
results. However, because the weight of the 
pendulum relative to the strength of two different 
thin-gauge specimens (and specimens with low 
impact resistance) is greater, differences in the 
distance the pendulum travels beyond the 
specimens is less, decreasing the accuracy of the 
method for evaluating sheet products typically 
used for thermoforming aircraft interior parts.

Widely used for accurately measuring 
differences in impact resistance between sheet 

products of thinner gauge and/or lower impact 
resistance, is Gardner impact testing 
(ASTM-D4272), in which an ‘impactor’ or ‘dart’ is 
released from various heights onto a specimen. 
After multiple impacts, the height from which 
half of the specimens failed is expressed as 
‘mean failure height’ in inches/centimetres or as 
‘mean failure energy’ in in-lb/kg-cm.

It is important to note that Izod impact strength 
can understate the performance difference 
between two different sheet products meeting 
the FAA ‘6565’ standard. For example, the 
published Izod impact strength of a Boltaron 
6565-rated sheet product is 5ft-lb/in (265J/m), 
versus 3ft-lb/in (159J/m) for another 6565-rated 
sheet product – a performance advantage of 67%.

However, Gardner impact testing of the same 
two sheet grades in 60mm thickness determined 
mean failure height of the Boltaron grade to be 
70in (177.80cm) versus 24in (60.96cm) for the 
other grade, a performance advantage of 192%, 
illustrating the importance of this test method to 
specifiers of aircraft-rated sheet products.

Higher impact resistance can improve the 
durability of thermoformed components, and/or 
allow components to be thermoformed using 
thinner, lighter sheet products having equivalent 
impact resistance.

For example, a new Model 3050 FeatherWeight 
seat (shown above) from TIMCO Aerosystems, 
which is thermoformed by Multifab using the 
Boltaron sheet grade described in the 
aforementioned test, can reportedly reduce 
overall weight of a 200-seat aircraft by more than 
8,000 lb (3,629kg), yielding significant long-term 
fuel savings.

Upping the impact 
resistance of 
thermoplastic 

sheet can boost 
the durability of 

thermoformed 
parts, or enable a 
200-seat aircraft 
to shed 3,629kg

Boltaron
+1 740 498 5900

info@boltaron.com 
www.boltaron.com

Reader Enquiry No. 503

impactforprofit
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Madelec Aero
Aircraft interior LED lighting specialists

Madelec Aero offers comprehensive turnkey solutions for design, development, manufacture and support of
speciality products for use in the aerospace industry. Specialising in the Commercial, VIP and military aircraft

markets comprising OEM, spares operator retrofit and engineering for modification.

Madelec Aero is certified: EN/AS/JISQ/9100:2004/S1, No Aero/2006/26930 (AFAQ)  AFNOR * ISO9001:2008 No QUAL/2006/26929a * PART 21sub part, No FR.21G.0078 * EASA * Part 145 No FR.145.613.
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VISIT US AT AIRCRAFT 

INTERIORS EXPO

STAND 6A69

Give your passengers the experience they deserve with a cabin designed for them to enjoy their journey.  A 

leader in the industry, EMTEQ delivers the products and dedicated services to help you refresh the cabin with 

clean lighting and convenient outlets, as well as to customize extravagant interiors for VIP passengers. With 

EMTEQ, create a place where the journey is the destination.

EXPECT MORE [for Your Passenger '�s Experience]

AIX – STAND #5E71

intelliUSB SR™

™
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With more than 15 years of experience in the 
airline inflight entertainment business, Imagik is 
one of the world’s leading suppliers of flat-panel 
inflight entertainment monitors, with products  
in operation onboard many of the world’s most 
prestigious airlines.

A range of technologically advanced monitors, a 
proven track record, and an ability to work well 
with customers, have enabled the company to win 
a number of significant orders for retrofit or 
replacement monitors.

Imagik has an enviable reputation for producing 
some of the best monitors at reasonable prices, 
with no compromise in quality and reliability.

Design of both the electronic components   
hardware, software and firmware) as well as the 
external hardware and shroud design are all 
carried out in-house, to make the most efficient 
product in terms of power usage and weight. 

Imagik supports every product it manufactures 
and is an authorised 145 Repair Station under 
both EASA and FAA.

The company is currently in the process of 
completing an STC on the B747 for the installation 
of 32in monitors on all monuments, as well as 
17in monitors on all galleys and dividers, adding to 

its extended list of PMA monitors, brackets and 
shrouds. Imagik also holds an STC on the B757 
and B767 aircraft.

British Airways’ first class in-seat project was 
completed by Imagik during 2011 and has received 
great feedback from passengers.

Imagik has also been awarded the retrofit 
contract for the Air China B777 fleet, as well as its 
third project with BA, for the B767 short-haul fleet, 
both of which were completed during 2012. Other 
projects have already been secured but not yet 
been authorised to be made public by customers.

Imagik is now in the final stages of getting its 
new full line of LED large monitors, ranging from 
32in to 55in ready for market.

These are state-of-the-art products and will 
bring the most advanced technology available 
today into the IFE business.

Further lowering weight, power consumption 
and slightly over 1in thickness, these monitors will 
bring the latest available viewing experience into 
the aircraft.

Imagik’s reach has also been expanded by the 
signing of commercial and strategic agreements 
with top of the line companies, adding visibility and 
reach to its product line.

With the success of 
its recent retrofit 
contracts, and a  

new range of large 
LED monitors set  

for launch, this is a 
good period for Imagik

Imagik
+1 305 529 4545

sales@imagikcorp.com
www.imagikcorp.com

Reader Enquiry No. 504
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...provide electrical and mechanical integrity in the
most demanding environments

GORE® Aerospace Cables and Materials
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PERFECT 
INTERIOR CARE

............................ www.collonil-aviation.com

Cabin Interior Cleaner
Cleaner for interior 

components in aircraft
or yacht cabins.

With antistatic effect.

Leather Lotion
Perfect care and protection 

for large leather surfaces. 
Enriched with natural 

ingredients.

Leather & Textile Cleaner
For leather and textiles. 

Highly effective and caring. 
Effi cient yet easy to handle.

Salzenbrodt GmbH & Co. KG

Hermsdorfer Str. 70 · 13437 Berlin, Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 30 -414 04 -512 · info@collonil.de                                                     
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Eduard Kettner, Boxmark Leather
+43 3329 43300-0

eduard.kettner@boxmark.com
Reader Enquiry No. 505

Boxmark Leather will be presenting its latest 
products at Aircraft Interiors Expo 2013 in 
Hamburg, Germany. The theme for this year will 
be luxury leather for business and first-class 
seats, created in accordance with all the relevant 
technical requirements for passenger transport.

One of the innovations on show will be Xlight, a 
leather with a net weight of 550g/m2 (660g/m2 
once laminated). This product complies with all 
international standards and is an excellent 
solution for weight reduction, offering sound 
technical values and easy cleaning to ensure 
longevity of the product.

The second innovation to be launched at the 
Expo is Xtreme, which the company believes 
represents a further advantage in the aircraft, VIP 
and business jet sectors. It is a special leather 
treatment that the company guarantees will offer 
“perfect protection against dirt and wear”.

Boxmark is a leading manufacturer of high-
quality upholstery leather. As a trendsetter in  
the chrome-free tanning process, the company 
specialises in the manufacture and processing of 
high-end upholstery leathers for the indoor and 
outdoor sectors. The company’s experience in 
leather production goes back more than 200 

years. Based on this tradition and state-of-the-
art manufacturing, a highly qualified team 
ensures continuous product innovation, top- 
quality products and customer-oriented service.

Boxmark manufactures and processes about 
12,400,000m2 of leather annually and focuses on 
international trade, with 99% of its products 
being exported. In 1996 the company introduced 
EN ISO 9001 quality management, followed by 
VDA 6.1 and QS 9000 in 1998. Boxmark’s EN ISO 
14001 and EN ISO 50001 certifications are the 
basis for the management’s all-out ecological 
and energy-efficient approach. This overall  
concept applies to all corporate departments 
and activities.

All Boxmark’s leathers conform to REACH 
(Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals). In 
order to safeguard its future, the company is 
consistently investing in the development of 
market-oriented products and in research into 
new processing technologies in cooperation with 
scientific research institutions. The state-of-the-
art environmentally friendly manufacture of a 
quality product is an integral part of the 
company’s policy.

At Aircraft 
Interiors Expo 2013 

Boxmark Leather 
is showcasing two 

innovations to 
reduce weight and 
increase durability

travellight
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In the technology-driven aeronautical market, the 
ability to innovate is essential, and Rollon, which 
specialises in the production of linear guides, has 
focused its R&D efforts on meeting these 
demands. The company is committed to finding 
solutions to these challenges, such as the need 
for lighter mechanical components to reduce 
operational and installed costs. Numerous linear 
guides are present in first- and business-class 
seating, and they are used for recline, armrests, 
footrests and adjustable tables.

There are five different challenges faced by 
seat designers. The first is to design a seat that is 
comfortable; the passenger wants to experience 
smooth movement and quiet running, and not to 
feel the seat deflect beneath them as it extends 
to a new position. Therefore the linear guide 
needs to be able to support the weight of the  
passenger successfully in the aircraft. 

The second challenge for seat designers is to 
choose components that are suitable for the 
requirements (load, speed, smoothness and life), 
while remaining capable of resisting  
contaminants (drink spills, corrosion, shock 
loads and passengers falling against extended 
parts). If the seat fails in operation it could 
become unusable to the point where the failure 
causes the aircraft to remain on the ground until 
the seat is repaired. 

Thirdly, designers must consider the ease of 
maintenance for airline operations; aircraft 
ground time is a major expense and must be 
minimised. Linear guide selection needs to be 
made with a view to minimising the amount of 
time required to maintain, lubricate or replace 
the components. 

The fourth factor is the need for the seat  
manufacturer to reduce and minimise the cost of 
assembly for the seat structure. Quality parts 
that can be applied easily to the frame are 
needed for successful and fast seat assembly. 

The final factor is the weight of components; 
any excess weight is trimmed to reduce the fuel 
consumption. But lightweight parts are often 
light-duty components, so balancing weight  
versus performance is critical.

Rollon has achieved considerable innovations 
in the form and shape of its telescopic rails, 
which are often used in aircraft interiors. The 
result is a rail that is 30% lighter than standard 
products, with hardened tracks that are capable 
of running in excess of 10,000 cycles, even with  
a maximum load of 130kg applied to the end  
and with the guide in fully extracted position. 
Less weight offers a competitive advantage  
to designers of aircraft interiors, who can still 
benefit from a product with the same reliability, 
resistance, load capacity and compactness. 
Analysts estimate that the economic savings 
could be as much as €98 per kilogram. 

The new telescopic rail in the DE series was 
made possible by the efforts of Rollon’s R&D 
department to redesign the extruded profile in 
order to reduce thickness and eliminate excess 
material. Another benefit of Rollon linear guides 
is their ability to self-align with the mounting 
surface. This product is also available with anti-
corrosion treatment.

Rollon has a well-organised network of  
distributors and branches in Germany, France 
and the USA, and will be showing its full range of 
linear motion products at Aircraft Interiors Expo.

Advances in 
linear guides 

and telescopic 
rails can reduce 

weight and 
maintenance, 

while improving 
the passenger  

experience
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Rollon GmbH
+49 2102 8745-0

info@rollon.de
www.rollon.de
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Jetliner Cabins
N E W  E - B O O K  E D I T I O N  –  C O M I N G  S O O N

“Everything you can possibly want to know 
about cabin interiors, presented in a well 
designed and highly illustrated volume”

— Amazon.com

JENNIFER COUTTS CLAY
Author, Jetliner Cabins

Principal, J. Clay Consulting
info@jetlinercabins.com

“The first and only comprehensive survey of commercial aircraft 
design from the ’70s to the new Millennium – now updated with 
better photos, more color pages and new images of the Airbus 380”

— Air Transport World  ATWonline.com

• Jennifer will moderate  
the cabin interiors session  
at the Aircraft Interiors  
Passenger Experience Conference 
April, Hamburg, Germany
aircraftinteriorsexpo.com/Conference2013

• Jennifer will serve on  
the judging panel for the  
2012 TravelPlus Airline  
Amenity Bag Awards 
April, Hamburg, Germany  
travelplus.co.uk/index.php/awards

• Jennifer will moderate the  
“New Technologies in Cabin Interiors” 
panel at Aviation Week’s  
MRO AMERICAS 2013 conference   
April, Atlanta, Georgia, USA  
events.aviationweek.com/current/mro/index.htm

Jetliner Cabins is a proud sponsor of the 
2013 Crystal Cabin Award competition 
crystal-cabin-award.com

JetlinerCabins.com
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Advanced Computer Art
+49 8151 9 713 720

aca@aca-3d.com
www.aca-3d.com

Reader Enquiry No. 507

When ACA was established 26 years ago, the 
company began creating the first computer-
generated images for a major European aircraft 
manufacturer. The computers and software had 
to be  bought in the USA as there was no reseller 
in Europe, and the techniques used were 
advanced and daring. Often it took weeks to 
create one picture, and by the time it was finally 
finished the next hurdle was to print it. Finally a 
photograph was taken of the screen to get a 
deliverable image.

The price and the effort involved were both 
considerable – but well worth it. However, over 
time the hardware and software have improved, 
and today a great combination of visualisation 
tools can be achieved.

In the past 26 years, ACA has developed all 
kinds of products. Starting with a still for 
supporting the design process and creating cabin 
configurators for aircraft manufacturers, ACA has 
developed interactive mood light tools and livery 
presenters, using new technologies to achieve 
highly usable instruments. New presentation and 
working technologies entering the market mean 
it is important for ACA to stay at the cutting edge.

For example, for Lufthansa’s Eurocabin, ACA 
created animations for an iPad app that shows off 
the advantages of the cabin and the new Recaro 
lightweight seat. Using ACA technology, Malaysia 
Airlines was able to present its new A330 livery 
way before it was delivered.

As the online presence of an airline becomes 
more important, it is crucial to develop new 
presentation media to stay up-to-date. For 

Brussels Airlines, ACA built an online 
presentation of its new long-haul cabins to give 
prospective passengers the opportunity to 
interactively explore the newly introduced 
innovations. In this way, ACA made it possible to 
create a high-quality web application that even 
helped Brussels Airlines win an Avion Award.

Based on this application, it was possible to 
create different movies for promotional purposes, 
animations for TV and internet platforms in 
various languages, and even crew-training 
applications.

Using visualisation at an early stage in the 
design and production process can reduce overall 
costs immensely. Because computer-generated 
cabins can be altered very quickly, the correct 
decisions can be made early. Once the 
geometries and materials of the cabin or aircraft 
have been built into the models, they can easily 
be used for internal presentations, pictures or 
print media. Using the data, it is also possible to 
create animations for TV advertisements, as well 
as interactive applications for web presentations 
and virtual-reality mock-ups.

A good library of recorded data of aircraft, 
cabin and seat geometries also keeps project 
costs low. To make the investments reasonable 
for all parties involved, it is useful to get as many 
suppliers on board as possible.

For example, receiving the 3D geometry of a 
seat from the vendor, and receiving real material 
samples with the correct pattern repeat from the 
fabric manufacturer, will increase speed and 
reduce project costs.

Computer models 
can bring cabin 
design ideas to 
life at the early 

stages of a  
project, reducing 

development times 
and costs

modelbehaviour
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Email: sales@pacebearings.co.uk
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In its continuing quest to accelerate and 
strengthen its creative process, Zodiac is always 
exploring ways to evolve and better serve the 
industry as a worldwide leader in aerospace 
equipment and systems development.

As a result, Zodiac recently combined its galley 
business units and galley insert business units 
into one fully integrated segment. Operating 
under the name Zodiac Galleys & Equipment, this 
segment presents a clear, focused approach, 
offering strong benefits for its customers.

“Now our galley-related units, as a unified 
segment of Zodiac Aerospace, can work more 
closely and uniformly together with a strong, 
singular vision,” explains Thomas Lee, director of 
marketing and innovation at Zodiac Galleys & 
Equipment. “The industry can expect some very 
excit ing new offerings because each  
of our groups brings its own unique strengths 
and history of industry ‘firsts’ to this table of 
shared ideas.”

For example, the Zodiac Premium Galleys 
group, part of this now unified segment, is 
developing The Modular Galley in response to 
new industry demands for eco efficiency, eco 
meal preparation, and standardised, pre-certified 
galleys and galley inserts.

The Modular Galley will feature core galleys, 
plus interchangeable pre-certified add-ons and 
insert modules. These major structures will  
be combined to build up forward centre and  
aft galleys for twin-aisle commercial aircraft. 
Add-ons will be designed for crew use and/ 
or for passenger use. Crew add-ons include 
storage space and modules for dry galley inserts, 
which can contain any ATLAS or ARINC galley 

insert currently available. Passenger add-ons, as 
one example, can be equipped with a bar unit to 
meet the trend for a more social, passenger 
interactive setting.

 “All interfaces to the aircraft structure and 
systems will be located on the core galleys,” 
explains Stefan Kroll, director of engineering and 
head of design at Zodiac Premium Galleys. 
“Internal attachments and system connections 
between add-ons, insert modules and the core 
galleys will all be designed to enable quick 
reconfiguration.”

Kroll adds that the company has developed 
innovative lightweight components that will 
compensate for the weight of additional internal 
interfaces.

“Among the main benefits of this Modular 
Galley Concept for airline manufacturers and 
airline operators or leasing companies is the 
reduced galley space on the main deck, resulting 
in an increased number of PAX seats,” Kroll 
adds. “With this concept we also guarantee 
increased flexibility for our customers, as add-
ons and insert modules can be defined at a late 
stage in the initial configuration process.”

The pre-certified insert modules and add-ons 
can be easily changed while in service for 
different operations, seasonal requirements or 
service concepts.

Aircraft manufacturers will be able to take 
advantage of increased flexibility because late 
changes of insert modules or add-ons will not 
affect the A/C interfaces. They can expect 
reduced lead times, and the number of 
qualification documents to be prepared and 
approved will be minimised.

Zodiac Premium 
Galleys is all set 

to showcase
its new Modular 
Galley Concept  

at Aircraft  
Interiors Expo

Zodiac Premium Galleys
www.zodiacaerospace.com

Reader Enquiry No. 508
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Aircraft Interior Solutionswww.bucher-group.com

“Aircraft Interiors Expo Hamburg 2013: 2013 marks an important milestone for Bucher – the company’s 

60th anniversary. An ideal opportunity to formulate a new, highly promising range of solutions. 

We invite you to experience first-hand Bucher’s innovative lightweight-construction solutions (also 

known as Leichtbau) at the upcoming AIX in Hamburg, Germany. 

Bucher specialists will be on hand to provide a peak into two key galleys designed for the A380, featur-

ing one aluminium and one honeycomb core panel. Visitors will also see the brand new video-arms and 

folding tables, each optimised to be even lighter and more compact. Also on display will be Bucher’s Air 

Transport Stretcher, which has now been certified for the B787. 

We look forward to seeing you in Hamburg and invite you to celebrate 60 years of Leichtbau with us!“

Hall B5, Stand 5B20

Celebrating Years of Leichtbau
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Colour evokes our first emotional response in any 
environment. The Kydex 6503 palette for aviation 
has no shortage of hues that elevate the visual 
language of cabin design with new options. But 
the timeless tones that comprise most cabin 
material choices can be just as powerful when 
employed artfully. In fact, 70% of Kydex colour-
match requests come from the neutral grey-
shaded palettes communicating tone-on-tone 
effects that rely on texture. That is why Kydex has 
expanded its aviation palette with eight new 
colour choices of subtle gradation. This enables 
designers to create quiet contrasts that whisper 
sophistication and never go out of style.

“Unlike fashion, you’re not looking for the trend 
of the season. If everyone is doing blue this year, 
it might be purple next year. We’re helping to 
create business investments that span years, not 
ephemeral statements,” explains David Scott, a 
design consultant at Kydex.

Some customers find exactly what they need in 
the Kydex 6503 palette, and that’s important 
validation of the painstaking process that 
informed the choices. But for many it is the 
starting point for collaboration at the Kydex 
designLab on a palette of custom colours that 
fulfil the designer’s vision. And that vision is of a 
fully formed part, not a flat sheet or sample chip. 
How LED lighting will affect the look of a colour 
and its visual texture can only be seen in that 
formed part. The difference is night and day.

That’s why Kydex thermoforms parts in the 
designLab – often right in front of the customer. It 
brings the material to life, altering colour, texture 
and form. That lets customers see the product’s 
attributes immediately, and make endless colour 

course corrections en route, rather than being 
disappointed on delivery.

“The colour reference and formulation will not 
tell you how the texture affects colour. Once it is 
formed into a part, the sheet transforms and 
something new is created. The forming makes all 
the difference,” adds Scott.

Kydex is striving to cover the diversity of brands 
with limitless choices based on the Kydex 6503 
palette. Airlines that spend millions of dollars on 
marketing their branding should have that 
perfectly reflected in their passenger experience. 
Kydex never loses sight of that goal.

The Kydex 6503 pearlescent palette offers 
endless options for designers. But it’s not a flight 
of fancy. It exhibits mechanical qualities that are 
a hallmark of Kydex thermoplastic solutions, 
such as durability, mouldability and cleanability 
– all delivered with design-forward colours that 
fulfil limitless design direction. And it exceeds the 
compliance standards of the FAA and carriers.

 “Everyone has a way of expressing themselves 
when it comes to colour. Communication is really 
important when determining the direction a 
customer wants to go with colour. That creative 
collaboration really gives us the edge over our 
competition,” says John English, Kydex colour 
specialist and designLab supervisor.

Fitting or refitting an airline fleet is an  
enormous undertaking, with a lot of decision 
makers involved from inception to installation. 
The Kydex palette and approach to collaboration 
and professional presentation inspire outstanding 
design and confidence, with an imaginative 
approach to colour combined with buttoned-
down business principles.

The latest range 
of thermoplastics 

is available in 
almost any colour 
you can conceive

Kydex
www.kydex.com/colours 
Reader Enquiry No. 509
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www.schroth.com

SCHROTH is a world leader in aviation restraint technology for 
fi xed wing aircraft and helicopter applications, offering some of 
the most advanced restraint solutions available today.

International aircraft manufacturers, commercial airlines and 
individual customers alike highly esteem the renowned SCHROTH 
product quality and excellent customer service and use our 
restraint systems as original equipment on their aircraft.

Please see us at the Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg to learn 
more about our innovative new products.

SCHROTH. Safety through Technology.

Perfectly Secured
    with restraint systems designed by SCHROTH

Hall B6 
Booth 6A60 
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Founded in 1988 on the northwest coast of the  
UK, a company called Aerolux has become 
synonymous with producing quality custom-
engineered galley inserts for commercial and 
corporate/business aircraft.

Standards of air travel have become 
increasingly demanding, with customers being 
especially discerning about onboard experiences 
such as the quality of food and beverages served. 
For breakfast, lunch or dinner, galley equipment 
is essential to meeting the needs of customers. 
From Nespresso coffee to chilled chardonnay, 
from the perfect slice of toast to ice cream, the 
range of equipment has to be right for the job.

Starting off in the early days with a range of 
refrigeration products, and in particular a wine 
chiller, at the request of its customers Aerolux 
has developed specific products to enable 
differentiation of the cabin service, not only for the 
standard and premium galleys, but also from 
airline to airline. These products include an 
award-winning espresso coffee maker, a toaster, 
a skillet, a rice cooker, warming ovens and fridge/
freezers.

Wherever possible, Aerolux has designed its 
galley equipment to meet industry standard 
configurations such as ‘Atlas galley’. Key features 
of all Aerolux galley products include 115/200V 
AC, 400Hz aircraft power, safe and hygienic 
operation, and ease of cleaning.

The Aerolux coffee maker is a self-contained 
unit specifically designed for inflight preparation 
of espresso coffee. This is the only coffee 

machine approved for aircraft use to carry the 
Nespresso brand name, using its patented coffee 
capsules. 

Aerolux has also specifically designed a unit  
to provide toast or even a toasted sandwich for 
preparation in the galley. Just like at home, the 
Aerolux toaster will toast two or four slices of 
bread, lightly toasted or dark. The unit has been 
designed and built from food-grade materials.  
It enables easy cleaning for hygiene purposes and 
minimises crumbs with its removable crumb tray.

For the complete breakfast in the air, Aerolux 
has developed the Aero-Skillet – a safe and easy-
to-use hot-plate, which is suitable for cooking 
eggs or hash browns.

Initially designed for the preparation of rice  
on Asian routes, the rice cooker unit has also 
been adapted for heating liquid food such as  
consommé. The unit has been designed and built 
to maintain hygiene and be easy to clean, 
especially in an aircraft environment.

Designed to warm bread rolls or plates, the 
warming oven is adaptable to suit the particular 
requirements of the airline. A range of ovens is 
also available to heat prepared food, from high-
speed convection ovens to steam ovens.

To keep food chilled or liquids cold before  
serving, the fridge units have also been adapted 
to keep medical supplies cold for long-term use. 
To keep ice cream frozen or to stop ice from 
melting, Aerolux’s freezer products have been 
designed to meet the exacting requirements of 
airlines the world over.

Aerolux has 
developed  

a comprehensive 
range of products 

to offer a full 
kitchen in the air

Aerolux
+44 1253 396670

sales@aerolux.co.uk
www.aerolux.co.uk

Reader Enquiry No. 510
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onestopshop

Less moisture with more humidity may seem like  
a contradiction, but that is exactly what CTT Systems AB claims 
to have achieved with its Zonal Drying and Cair systems.

First, the moisture. Unwanted moisture accumulates in the 
insulation blankets in the cabin in two ways: warm cabin air 
condenses as it comes into contact with the cold, outer 
fuselage skin, and each occupant naturally exudes 100g of 
moisture per hour. This wet accretion has several adverse 
effects, including the growth of fungus in these blankets; an 
increase in weight due to this excess water, which results  
in higher fuel consumption and greater CO2; corrosion in the 
fuselage structure; and moisture-induced electrical faults.

CTT’s Zonal Drying system disperses this moisture and – 
once suitably purified – ejects it harmlessly overboard. Zonal 
Drying as a standalone installation is widely used on short-
haul aircraft such as the B737 series and the A320 family, and 
is already specified by Boeing (787) as standard equipment 
and by Airbus (A350) as an option. Using Zonal Drying, says 
CTT, reduces overall operating costs far in excess of the 
installed weight and initial investment.

Second, the humidity. Whereas healthy humidity levels of 
more than 20% are recognised as the norm in homes, offices 
and trains, on long-distance transcontinental sectors flown by 
widebody aircraft, humidity can drop to between 3-5%. 
Ironically, humidity levels drop less on long flights in economy 
cabins than in first or business class, because in economy 
there are more passengers in a given cabin volume. To correct 
this anomaly, CTT Systems devised the Cair system, which 
boosts front-end cabin humidity to more than 20%.

Of particular importance to the safe and efficient conduct of 
Cair-equipped aircraft is its application to flight decks and 
crew rest areas. So with Cair, gone are the headaches, joint 
pains, sore throats and cracked lips. Cair may even have  
a positive effect on jet-lag, although this is still being 
researched. One definite and most pleasing side effect of 
CTT’s expertise is that food and drink onboard taste just  
as they do on the ground.

Skandia Incorporated is a global specialist in aircraft interior 
materials and products, as well as a provider of highly customised 
interior completion programmes for aircraft manufacturers, 
completion centres, airlines and owners/operators.

In addition, Skandia is a globally recognised flammability testing 
laboratory. Staff include FAA Designated Engineering 
Representatives (DER) and Designated Airworthiness 
Representatives (DAR). Smoke and toxicity testing is also available.

Skandia has achieved Approved Supplier Status for virtually all 
aircraft manufacturers worldwide and is an approved test lab for both 
Boeing and Airbus.

Among its business divisions Skandia offers: aircraft 
soundproofing materials and customised airframe soundproofing 
solutions; exclusive worldwide distribution of DAX seat foam and a 
full line of upholstery supplies; highly customised foam fabrication 
and design using CNC fabricating processes; and airline, fractional 
and OEM interior seating completion programmes.

Established in 1983 and based in Illinois, Skandia maintains high 
levels of inventory and has a 90% same-day shipping record. Skandia 
would like to invite all attendees at Aircraft Interiors Expo in 
Hamburg to visit booth B71 to learn more about how Skandia can 
make your aircraft or operation quieter, safer and more comfortable.

Skandia would be especially interested in speaking to regional 
airlines and fractional operators to demonstrate the efficiency and 
cost savings Skandia can bring to such enterprises.

breatheeasy

Skandia
www.skandiainc.com

Reader Enquiry No. 511
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Feel the character

—
ALL-IN-ONE
SOLUTION FOR
AIRCRAFT LEATHER

—
Wollsdorf Leder Schmidt & Co Ges.m.b.H
Wollsdorf 80, P.O. Box 27
8181 Wollsdorf, Austria
www.wollsdorf.com

—
contact: Mr. Manuel Zottler
phone: +43 3178 5125 - 240 fax: ext. 100
mobile: +43 664 451 06 72
e-mail: manuel.zottler@wollsdorf.com

—
EXTREMELY LIGHT,
SURFACE PROTECTED,
FREE OF CHROME,
COMPLETE 
 COMPONENTS,
AND MORE

—
COME AND FEEL
AT THE AIRCRAFT
INTERIORS EXPO
IN HAMBURG
APRIl 9 – 11, 2013
HAll 7 D10

[ Scalable — Upgradable — Interchangeable ]  

You’d never know we were there, yet we’re ubiquitous. Our end to end 

cabin network components and systems serve passengers, flight and  

maintenance crews worldwide with thousands of certified units flying on 

all major airframe types. Our open architect design utilizes a building 

block approach to give you an industry based solution for whatever you 

bring on board for years to come.

www.miltope.com · 1.800.645.8673 (1800MILTOPE)

Multi-Function Access Point (above ceiling) 

Telephony Server (in overhead compartment)

n Printer (on flight deck)

Network Control Panel (in galley)

Network Server, Ethernet Switch  

and Application Server ( in electronics bay)
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keepupappearances
The founders of SPS (Specialised Products & Services) and Uniters formed a close 
working relationship in late 2001. Since then they have been working together to 
develop and supply some of the best cabin appearance and exterior appearance 
products, innovative touch-up products and leather repair and restoration products. 
This groundbreaking approach to achieving the very highest cabin standards has, 
according to SPS, saved its biggest customers over US$30 million each per year.

From SPS’s headquarters in Dubai, the support and supply network for some of 
the world’s leading airlines is closely monitored. A dedicated team of professionals 
within SPS liaises with a global distribution network, with bases in Greensboro in 
North Carolina for the Americas, Venice in Italy for Europe, Dubai for the Middle 
East and Indian sub-continent, plus Singapore for southest Asia. This network 
ensures that the best interior and exterior products are delivered on time, every 
time. SPS is also an approved MRO in Dubai for leather repair and restoration 
services, with a commitment to achieving the highest standards, in the quickest 
turnaround time, at the lowest prices worldwide.

Uniters is celebrating its 20th anniversary as one of the world’s top names in the 
manufacturing of cleaning, protection and restoration products. The company’s 
staff combine scientific, technical and managerial skill with investment in the 
latest, most advanced technology to ensure maximum product quality and the 
satisfaction of customer needs and market requests. Uniters’ policy is to develop 
innovative product solutions through across-the-board project management 
encompassing scientific research, flexible production, and international sales and 
marketing strategies.

SPS
+971 509403734

Also see www.uniters.com
Reader Enquiry No. 514
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Park (PIT3) of the Technological Institute of 
Monterrey, which will enable Soisa to immerse its 
staff in an innovative environment to enhance 
creativity for better and more value-added solutions 
for its customers.

With more than 50 years of experience in trading 
with the USA and Europe, a quality control system 
certified to AS9100, outstanding product 
performance, and a systematic innovation process 
to serve its customers, Soisa is a leader in aircraft 
seat solutions.

Soisa
fernando.wong@soisa.com.mx
Reader Enquiry No. 513

Soisa Aerospace is an aircraft interior solutions 
company based in the north of Mexico. In the seven 
years since its establishment, the company has 
manufactured seat dress covers in leather, fabric 
and laminated materials, along with other products 
such as flotation devices, canopies, soft covers and 
acoustic panels. The Quality System AS9100 Rev C 
and the flexibility of its processes enable the 
company to bring rapid and on-time response to its 
customers’ requirements. The performance of  
its products means that the company is certified by 
customers to deliver them directly to the assembly 
lines without prior inspection.

To achieve its mission to excel in customer 
satisfaction, Soisa constantly seeks innovative ways 
to increase value for its clients, something that 
goes far beyond merely having a product ready on 
time and according to specifications. Through 
leading US and European Tier 1 customers, Soisa is 
now delivering products to major OEMs and to more 
than 60 commercial airlines around the world.

Throughout 2013 Soisa will be consolidating its 
research, development and innovation capabilities 
to create a single area within its main facility for 
design, engineering and rapid prototyping. The 
company is also opening an office at the Innovation, 
Technical and Technological Aerospace Transfer 

qualityguaranteed



Changing the way aircraft interiors are made

DIAB Group

Box 201  |  SE-312 22 Laholm, Sweden
Phone: +46 (0)430 163 00  |  Fax: +46 (0)430 163 96

E-mail: info@se.diabgroup.com  
www.diabgroup.com

Divinycell® F is a core material range specifi cally developed for aircraft 
interiors that improves lifecycle cost and decreases environmental impact. 
When compared with honeycombs, Divinycell F is an excellent alternative 
that provides the highest level of design freedom, quality and decreases 
manufacturing cost as well as the weight of interiors.

Importantly, Divinycell F is recyclable and provides excellent FST (fi re, 
smoke and toxicity) and Heat Release properties. Now with Divinycell F, 
DIAB supplies a complete core material range for aircraft interiors.

Find out more about Divinycell F at: www.diabgroup.com

Decreasing lifetime cost and environmental impact

Latest addition – Divinycell® F40

Feel the difference!
With CTT humidification system CAIR™, passengers can enjoy
a healthy climate also in cruise. The key is in the air.
Or more specifically: in humidifing the air.

CTT Systems AB is a Swedish 
technology group active in the 
aviation industry, specialising 
in humidity control systems for 
commercial aircraft. 
Customers include both 
aircraft manufacturers and 
airlines.

Welcome to visit us at Aircraft 
Interiors, Hamburg April 
9-11 in hall B5, stand 5E69 
and feel the difference!

See www.ctt.se
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lightingtheway
CML Innovative Technologies is pleased to announce new additions to its aviation LED 
product offering. With the success of the FAA-PMA approved 387 LED product, which has 
now been selected by a number of the world’s leading airlines, CML Innovative 
Technologies is currently developing LED solutions for applications such as passenger 
illumination, signage and emergency lighting. FAA-PMA approval will be sought for items 
in each of these product areas and will enhance the company’s position as a market leader 
for aviation LED solutions.

In each of the aforementioned cases, CML Innovative Technologies will continue to 
pursue its policy of offering “plug-and-play” solutions designed to offer the benefits of LED 
technology which, combined with innovative design, ensures that customers are not asked 
to compromise on performance.

Alan Palfrey, sales and marketing manager at CML Innovative Technologies explains, 
“Customers have requested innovative lighting products that allow them to enhance and 
modernise their aircraft interiors at minimal cost.  Our range of aviation LED lamps enables 
them to achieve this objective while offering all the benefits that LEDs can provide, such as 
extremely long life, low power consumption and minimal heat.”

Paul Rice, global aviation sales manager adds, “Our position as a long-established 
aviation lighting brand enables us to feel confident in our technical ability to reach industry 
goals and targets for LED lighting products while providing a commercially attractive 
proposal.”

CML 
price@cml-it.com

www.cml-it.com
Reader Enquiry No. 516

contractors including Lockheed Martin, Northrop 
Grumman and GE Aircraft Engines. The first revision 
was published two years later by the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE International) with input 
from the Americas Aerospace Quality Group (AAQG) 
and support from the International Aerospace  
Quality Group (IAQG) and the Society of British 
Aerospace Companies (SBAC).

WASP
sales@wasp-ltd.co.uk
www.waspswitches.co.uk
Reader Enquiry No. 515

Already compliant with all other main aviation 
manufacturing standards, WASP has now been 
awarded AS9100 Rev C – the quality management 
standard specifically written for the aerospace industry.

The current version of AS9100 aligns the standard 
with ISO 9001:2008 and has extra requirements 
regarding regulatory compliance, as well as a large 
number of aerospace-sector specific requirements that 
include configuration management, design phase, 
design verification, validation and testing processes, 
reliability, maintainability and safety, product 
identification throughout the product’s life, inspection 
and testing procedures, along with the verification of 
the purchased product.

Many of the new disciplines required to achieve this 
qualification came about as a result of WASP’s move to 
a new, purpose-built manufacturing facility and 
investment in new equipment to meet the needs of 
modern design, manufacture and testing.

The company’s managing director Roy Middleton 
explains, “Achieving this standard is another step 
forwards for WASP. We have always known through our 
achievements that our products were what the aviation 
industry wanted, and now we have the highest of 
qualifications to back them up. It is a credit to the hard 
work and commitment of the staff,”

First published in August 1997, AS9100 was written 
with input from a number of large aerospace prime 

higher standards  



Get the free mobile 
app for your phone
http://gettag.mobi

FPO

inspiration loves innovation
BASF Aerospace offers innovations that were inspired by our 
dedication to our customers’ success. 

As a result of our extensive industrial experience and proven research 
and development competencies, BASF presents a broad product 
portfolio across the following industry segments:

n Cabin Interiors
n Structural Materials
n Seating Components
n Fuel and Lubricant Solutions

n  Coatings and Specialty 
Pigments

n  Flame Retardants and Fire 
Protection

n Other Aerospace Innovations

At BASF, we create chemistry.

Get the free mobile app for  
your phone http://gettag.mobi

www.aerospace.basf.com
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trolleys and other on-board equipment. One of the 
company’s developments is a highly effective energy 
absorption system for the cockpit door, which 
protects the crew and the aircraft structure in case 
of a rapid cockpit decompression.

“Over the past years our company has moved 
beyond the traditional restraint system business 
and has evolved into a supplier of sophisticated 
aircraft safety solutions. We are proud to see our 
products fly as standard equipment on many of our 
customers’ present and future aircraft”, adds 
Martin Nadol, head of programmes at Schroth 
Safety Products.

Schroth Safety Products
www.schroth.com
Reader Enquiry No. 517

Schroth Safety Products, the German-American 
manufacturer of crew restraint systems and 
commercial passenger lap belts, has announced its 
participation at the 2013 Aircraft Interiors Expo in 
Hamburg.

The company will present its latest restraint 
designs and technology innovations for improved 
safety on board. Exhibits will include the ultra-
lightweight Schroth AirLite passenger lap belt 
which – due to its great fuel-saving potential – has 
already been chosen by many leading airlines for 
their aircraft cabins.

Stefan Willeke, manager of aviation programmes 
at the company explains, “We have been seeing a 
tremendous amount of interest in our range of 
AirLite passenger lap belts. Our customers are 
enjoying considerable cost benefits from this 
innovative lightweight product. In combination with 
our premium customer service the AirLite provides 
extraordinary value for airlines of any fleet size.”

Schroth Safety Products will also present 
inflatable restraint technology for improved safety 
of aircraft crew and passengers, interior and cargo 
nets for Part 23 and Part 27 aircraft, as well as a 
great variety of refined and plated restraint systems 
for individually designed VIP and business jet 
interiors.

Schroth Safety Products also offers customised 
engineering solutions for specific cabin interior 
applications such as fixation systems for cabin 

showrestraint
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EAM Worldwide
www.theraft.com
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safetyfirst
EAM Worldwide, a leader in aviation safety equipment, has announces the integration of 
RFID into its survival kit product family.

“Our clients have been enjoying enhanced traceability and efficiency with our RFID-
equipped life vests for over two years. Tagging our survival kits is a natural extension of 
our RFID-enabled products,” states Eloy Leal, director of operations and engineering at 
EAM Worldwide. “Tagging survival kits also enhances the usability of our ‘Tag the Craft’ 
RFID software solution, allowing airlines to easily track all on board RFID-enabled 
assets.”

RFID is securely integrated into the case of each survival kit. The RFID tag stores the 
birth record of the survival kit, which includes the part number, date of manufacture and 
date of next inspection. RFID chips are being applied to various kits in the EAM Worldwide 
product family, including first aid kits, desert kits, polar kits and supplemental survival 
kits. Additional RFID kit customisation is available upon request based upon quantity and 
additional specifications.

EAM Worldwide will be showcasing its RFID enabled survival kit family at Aircraft 
Interiors Expo 2013 in Hamburg.
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Three new airlines have recently joined ZIM Flugsitz’s client list, selecting the 
company to build seats for part of their aircraft fleets. This confirms ZIM’s 
course and strategy. Modern composites, intelligent combinations of 
materials, and mechanical parts engineered to shave weight, render seats 
built by ZIM even lighter – while offering appealing design and superb comfort. 
Customisation also plays a prime role. A modular concept for components and 
accessories ensures a highly distinctive seat configuration that makes for 
ready recognition, which is a vital factor in an airline’s image. With the current 
expansion of its production capacities, ZIM is creating the basis for ongoing 
growth and enhanced productivity.

For over two years the company’s EC-01 economy class seats and BC-01 
business class seats have proved their fitness for everyday use at Air Transat, 
Thai Airways and Air Berlin. They have demonstrated consistent comfort, ease 
of handling, and reliability on long-haul intercontinental flights and on short 
and medium runs within Europe. The EC-01 is designed for low weight and 
high comfort. To achieve this it uses a combination of lightweight alloys, 
plastics and upholstery fabrics, while the mechanics of the seat confer ease of 
operation and maximum strength. The ergonomic design and select 
cushioning materials make for relaxed travel, even on longer flights.

The experts at ZIM recognised early on that customisation is the key to 
success. “The feel-good factor is decisive and each carrier has its own ideas 
about which seats best fit its image and its customers,” says Angelika 
Zimmermann, president of ZIM Flugsitz. Aircraft seating made by ZIM builds 
on a basic line that has been perfected down to the last detail. This is the 
foundation to which many different components and design accents are added 
in a modular system, creating a broad product line. Thus the ZIM EC-01 
economy class seat may, if desired, be fitted with seat cushion adjustment, 
six-way movable head rests, footrests, integral beverage and cup holders, IFE 
equipment, and numerous other features.

hotseats
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BUSINESS AVIATION 
ON FULL DISPLAY 
IN SHANGHAI —
MAKE PLANS TO 

BE THERE

�  MORE THAN 150 EXHIBITORS  �  OVER 6,500 ATTENDEES

�  OVER 30 AIRCRAFT ON STATIC DISPLAY  

�  REPRESENTATION BY ALL MAJOR AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS 

�  EDUCATION SESSIONS FOCUSING ON SAFETY AND OWNING, 

OPERATING AND MAINTAINING BUSINESS AIRCRAFT  

�  PARTICIPATION BY HIGH-LEVEL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS FROM FROM CHINA AND THE U.S.

Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport at
Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business Aviation Service Centre

In Partnership With Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA) and Co-hosted by NBAA, the Asian 
Business Aviation Association (AsBAA) and the Shanghai Exhibition Centre (SEC)

WWW.ABACE.AERO



FACESPACE

HOW DID THE PIERREJEAN DESIGN STUDIO BEGIN LIFE?  
I set it up 30 years ago. We were originally an architecture firm, 
but we have tried to move on and build our creativity. Our brand 
exists to create, so we try to propose new ideas to customers 
that have never been seen before. Aircraft cabin design is now  
a core part of our business.

WHEN DID YOU BECOME INTERESTED IN AIRCRAFT CABIN 
DESIGN? It all began when I was on an aircraft coming back 
from the USA. I was an architect creating houses and buildings, 
but when I was in this aircraft I became interested in the interior 
and who designed it. When I got back to France, I asked 
Dassault how they created their interiors. I met some people 
and they said were looking for a new cabin definition because 
their cabins were created by engineers, not architects, so they 
were difficult to install on board, with a lot of different 
components in the cabin construction.

They asked what I thought of their cabins and I said it would 
be better to make a simpler design. With new materials, for 
example, if we made the ceiling from a one-piece honeycomb 
panel, that would be a nicer finish. I also suggested we made 
the valance panels and window panels differently, and worked 
on the lighting, and they asked me to show them some ideas. 
Some outfitters said they wanted to take the challenge so 
together we built a plywood mock-up made of big panels  
and showed Dassault how it would be easier to install and 
maintain, and how it could be specified in different colours to 
make customisation easier. They liked it and we worked with  
Dassault for 12 years.

SO WHAT WAS THE NEXT STEP? I fancied something a little 
different so I went to Airbus, which asked for a proposal for the 
A340 ACJ interior completion. Airbus then said it had a proposal  
to work with another customer and we took on some A320 and 
A319 ACJ projects.

We were also contacted by other companies such as Diehl  
to work on lighting, and by AIM to work on galleys. This was very 
interesting as we entered an aircraft interiors market that was 
previously only open to engineers and not people from outside  
the industry. That was a big revolution as when we started that  
25 years ago, we were one of only five design offices in the world 
working on aircraft cabins.

Due to our experience of private aircraft we were selected by 
Emirates for various interiors, and after that we moved on to other 

jacquespierrejean
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE PERSONALITIES 
THAT DRIVE SOME OF THE INDUSTRY’S MOST 
SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES? IN THIS ISSUE WE 
SPEAK TO THE FOUNDER OF THE PIERREJEAN 
DESIGN STUDIO, WHO HAS A PASSION FOR BIZJET 
DESIGN, SUPERYACHTS AND THE QATAR 787 CABINFA
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airlines. And at the same time we were contacted by seat 
manufacturers such as B/E Aerospace, Sogerma, Sicma, Recaro 
and Aviointeriors to design different types of products. We were 
sometimes involved directly with the seat companies to work for 
an airline, or contracted by the airline directly to come up with  
a global concept from the beginning, before the manufacturers 
made the concept a reality.

HOW IS IFE TECHNOLOGY AFFECTING CABIN DESIGN? 
With passengers travelling with iPads and laptops, there are  
a lot of IFE functions on board, so instead of having the cabling 
and wiring on board for IFE, you can leave out all that 
equipment and just let passengers use their own devices, or  
if they don’t have one, offer to lend them one instead of having 
in-seat IFE. This could change the market. It’s a big evolution 
because the technology on the ground moves very fast, but the 
airline industry is conservative.

For example, when we created the Minisuite for Emirates  
in 1998 we wanted the seat functions to be accessed via 
touchscreen and linked to the reading lights, IFE, crew call, etc. 
This touchscreen was like an iPhone interface so we were 
ahead of the revolution, working with Panasonic. But we were 
blocked by Airbus, which wanted to separate the IFE system 
from the seat, cabin and galley systems. It’s not easy to promote 
an idea that is somewhat revolutionary. Sometimes in this 
market, working with aircraft manufacturers, it is not easy  
to open doors.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PART OF THE JOB? Imagining 
concepts for life on board an aircraft. With my experience of 
private and commercial aircraft and our research, I want to 
share my vision of travelling on aircraft for different people.  
I would like to use a lot of our research that hasn’t been 
revealed yet due to projects being cancelled.

WHAT IS YOUR PROUDEST DESIGN ACHIEVEMENT? We 
design aircraft interiors and yachts, and are involved in the 
delivery of the Yas motor yacht, the fourth-largest in the world. 
It is 141m long and built by ADMShipyards in Abu Dhabi. It 
should be launched this year, and this is an exciting project for 
me. The external and internal shapes are totally new – if you 
go to the Mediterranean coast in the summer you see the 
same yacht architecture everywhere, with several floors and 
decks that make them look like wedding cakes. We wanted to 
create more of a sculpture and this yacht will be nicer to look 
at in the marina as it is so different.

WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME? I love sport.  
I played rugby until the age of 33, and after that I moved on to 
triathlons – swimming, cycling and running. These sports help 
me exhaust my energy, which is very important. I’m thinking of 
creating an alliance between sport and culture – some sort of 
event that brings together the cultures of music, sculpture 
and sport.
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LAV SPACE. THE FINAL FRONTIER.

The new Yokohama B757 lav retrofit 
is modern, stylish, and most of all — 
spacious.  Our new B757 retrofit lav 
incorporates organic shapes into the 
overall design, including the industry’s first 
certified curved bi-fold door. Passengers 
enjoy more spaciousness and comfort.  

Selected by American Airlines. 
The Yokohama lav has been successfully 
piloted on an American Airlines premium 
B757. Additionally, it has common parts 
with Yokohama B737 lavatories.

See it here: www.yaainc.com/B757lav

Or contact Kelly Stolle, VP of Marketing & Business Development:  Kelly.Stolle@yaainc.com   Tel: 253.893.0130

   Stop by our stand 5E31 at AIE Hamburg
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